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SUMMARY 
On September 8-9, 1993, the Propulsion Engineering Research Center at The Pennsylvania 
State University held its Fifth Annual Symposium at the Penn State campus in University Park, 
PA. The Propulsion Engineering Research Center was initiated in 1988 by a grant from the 
NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology as a part of the University Space 
Engineering Research Center (USERC) program; the purpose of the USERC program is to 
replenish and enhance the capabilities of our Nation's engineering community to meet its future 
space technology needs. These Centers are designed to advance the state-of-the-art in key space- 
related engineering disciplines and to promote and support engineering education for the next 
generation of engineers for the national space program and related commercial space endeavors. 
A broadly-based research program in propulsion has been established at the Center, with over 
100 students, faculty and staff working on research related to the areas of liquid, solid, and 
hybrid chemical propulsion, nuclear propulsion, electrical propulsion, and advanced propulsion 
concepts. An important means of interaction with the propulsion community is our Annual 
Symposium. At this year's Symposium, 43 papers on propulsion science were presented by 
representatives from industry, government laboratories, and academia. Twenty-two of the 43 
papers were presented by students and faculty of the Propulsion Engineering Research Center. 
This volume contains abstracts of the work presented at the Symposium. 
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MEASUREMENT OF INTACT-GORE LENGTH 
OF ATOMIZING LIQUID JETS BY IMAGE DIGCONVOLUTION 
Roger Woodward, Robert Burch, Kenneth Kuo, and Fan-Bill Cheung 
Propulsion Engineering Research Center 
and 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, PA 16802 
SUMMARY: 
The investigation of liquid jet breakup and spray development is critical to the understanding of combustion 
phenomena in liquid-propellant rocket engines. Much work has been done to characterize low-speed liquid jet breakup 
and dilute sprays, but atomizing jets and dense sprays have yielded few quantitative measurements due to their high 
liquid load fractions and hence their optical opacity. This work focuses on a characteristic of the primary breakup 
process of round liquid jets, namely the length of the intact-liquid core. The specific application considered is that of 
shear-coaxial-type rocket engine injectors in which liquid oxygen is injected through the center post while high- 
velocity gaseous hydrogen is injected through a concentric annulus, providing a shear force to the liquid jet surface. 
Real-time x-ray radiography, capable of imaging through the dense two-phase region surrounding the liquid core, is 
used to make the measurements. The intact-liquid-core length data have been obtained and interpreted using two 
conceptually different methods to illustrate the effects of chamber pressure, gas-to-liquid momentum ratio, and 
cavitation. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
The focus of this study is the measurement of the intact-core length of coaxial jets using X-ray radiography. 
Two injector sizes are used, having liquid exit diameters and annular-gas-flow exit areas of I) 4.8 mm (3116 in) and 
45 mm (0.069 in2) and 2) 2.4 mm (3132 in) and l l  mm2 (0.017 in2). The propellant simulants consist of a 
solution of potassium iodide (KI) in water for the LOX and gaseous nitrogen or helium for the annular-flowing 
hydrogen. Iodide is a X-ray absorber, thus allowing of line-of-sight imaging of the spray. A detailed description of 
the test and image processing equipment, setup, and calibration has been given previously (1 -3). Following Beer's 
law, the measured radiance levels of the resulting image are a function of liquid thickness. Through the use of 
calibration cells, the integrated liquid thickness at each point in the jet can be obtained. 
In the course of this study, two different methods of data analysis have been used to determine the intact 
core length from the X-ray images: a threshold criterion technique based on the integrated liquid thickness, and a 
threshold criterion based on mean liquid volume fraction using a deconvolution technique. In previous studies by this 
research group [l-31, the intact-core length was obtained from the processed images using a threshold value based on 
an integrated liquid thickness corresponding to the end of the intact core. 'The threshold criterion was selected to be 
the mean radiance of the 1.6 m calibration cell for the larger injector and for the smaller injector, a radiance level 
corresponding to one-fourth that thickness. The core length was measured directly from the image for each of ten 
images corresponding to that one flow condition. These measurements were then averaged for one mean value at each 
condition. Figure 1 presents dimensionless intact-core length (Lb/l)) results obtained using this image tkreshold 
technique versus dimensionless chamber pressure for a range of gas velocities and two sets of liquid velocities (ve = 
15 and 27 d s ) .  Figure 2 presents similar results for the smaller injector over a range of gas velocities and two sets 
of liquid velocities (vj = 30 and 60 rnls). These results are discussed in detail by Woodward [3].  
Figure 1. Effect of chamber pressure (gas density) on 
intactcore length for larger iqjector using 
liquid thickness threshold criterion length. 
Figure 2. Effect of chamber pressure on intact-core 
length for injector B (smaller injector). 
The selection of the aforementioned threshold criterion is somewhat arbitrary since it is based on an 
integrated liquid thickness over the entire jet cross section and not an actual core diameter (although such a technique 
is largely dependent on the core diameter). The alternate technique, based on image deconvolution, considers the 
combined x-ray path length through the gas as well as the liquid, accounting for the two-phase regions of the coaxial 
spray. This technique requires the following assumptions to determine radial distributions of the mean liquid volume 
fraction: axial symmetry of the jet and statistically steady flow. The 33 ms exposures used are of a sufficient length 
of time for the jet to adequately meet these assumptions. The time-averaged intact-liquid-core and the radial boundary 
is demarcated by the departure from unity of the liquid volume fraction. 
As recommended by Dasch [4], to accomplish the jet image deconvolutions, the three-point Abel inversion 
has been applied to the present problem since it is relatively easy to calculate and was shown to be more robust and 
less noisy in controlled tests cases than other common methods. All deconvolution techniques are very sensitive to 
noise present in the original line-of-sight projection data. To improve the smoothness of the x-ray absolppiioii 
profiles across the liquid jet in the normalized injection images, the entire series of ten images per test case is 
averagd together to create one clean nomalized Image at that injection condition; and lastly, a spatial smoothing is 
applied to this averaged image. 
To deternine mean liquid volume kactions, v~hich by definition vary from zero to unity, the deconvolurion 
results are nomalized by centerline results very near the injector exit where the liquid volume fraction is at least 
approximately unity. The intact-liquid-core length is determined for each image by thresholding the resultant 
deconvoluted-jet image at a mean liquid volume fraction value of 0.9. The core length is then measured in terms of 
pixels directly from this image. 
Figure 3 presents the intact-core length results obtained from jet image deconvolutions for tests conducted 
with the larger injector. Dimensionless core length is plotted versus dimensionless chamber pressure. As in Fig. 1, 
two sets of liquid jet velocity data (v1=15 and 27 d s )  are represented. It is apparent from Fig. 3 that the core-length 
curves representing constant gas and liquid velocity have a shape and trend very similar to their threshold technique 
counterparts in Fig. 1. However, since these figures being compared are plotted at the same scale, it is obvious that 
the results obtained from the jet image deconvolutions are considerably shorter than those obtained using the 
threshold technique. The reduction in intact-core length compared to the previous results is not of a constant factor. 
On average for the results reported in Fig. 3, the intact-core lengths from the deconvoluted jet images are 40% 
shorter than those obtained using the threshold technique with the 1.59 mm (1116 in.) threshold criterion. This 
reduction factor varies over a range of 20% to nearly 70% for one extreme case. Although the intact-core 
measurements resulting from the determination of liquid volume fraction distributions are much shorter than the 
corresponding results from the threshold method, the single jet tests in the non-cavitating regime (at PC = 4 atm and 
above for ve = 15 m/s and at PC = 10 atm and above for ve = 27 mls) still indicate off-scale (> 30 liquid exit 
diameters) core lengths. On the other hand, the ve = 30 mls, vg = 65 mls core length result at an ambient pressure 
condition of 15 atm that was previously off-scale now shows a measurable intact length of 19.8 injector diameters. 
Although the deconvolution results presented in Fig. 3 match in general the breakup length trends exhibited 
by the corresponding threshold method results, there is one data point that shows a major disckepancy. The point at 
15 atm on the ve = 27 m/s, vg = 150 m/s curve is below its neighboring points at 10 and 20 atm. Based on the 
other ve = 27 m/s curve of Fig. 3 and the corresponding results of Fig. 1, the 15 atm point in question should be 
near the peak of the curve. Also, the ve = 15 d s ,  vg = 65 d s  data point lies above the higher liquid velocity point 
as shown so that another disagreement occurs with the reasoning that the larger liquid jet momentum associated with 
the higher jet velocity should result in a longer intact core length. It is suspected that this stray data point is an 
anomaly and that previous findings should not be refuted by this. 
Analogous to Fig. 3, Fig. 4 is a plot of the intact-core-length-via-deconvolution results obtained this time 
using the smaller injector. While Fig. 3 appeared as a squashed but similar version of the corresponding threshold 
results, Fig. 4 bears little resemblance to the corresponding threshold technique results in Fig. 2. Some of the 
indicated core lengths are shorter and some are longer than their counterparts determined by the previous method. No 
consistent trend is exhibited by these deconvolution results for the smaller injector. It is likely that the measurement 
of intact-core length by the deconvolution method is more unreliable for the smaller injector. This is quite 
conceivable considering the lower x-ray attenuation Ievels associated with the smaller diameter jet and the Fdce that 
there are only a few pixels across eke liquid jet. The spatial resoluiion as well as the gray level resolution may be 
insufficient to produce a decent deconvolution of the smaller jet, especially considering that the injection images of 
the smaller injector are subject to the same noise levels seer! in the Ixger injector images. 
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Figure 3. Intact-core length results obtained using the Figure 4. Intactcore length results obtained using the 
image deconvolution method for injector A tests. image deconvolution method for iqjedor B tests. 
Two conceptually different methods have been used to determine intact-liquid-core lengths for coaxial 
injection at realistic flow rate conditions: 1) thresholding of jet images to reveal the core region corresponding to a 
specified liquid integrated thickness and 2) deconvolution of time-averaged jet images to get mean liquid volume 
fraction distributions. Intact-core results between these two methods agree in form but not in magnitude. 
Theoretically, the deconvolution method is the more correct one to use; however, it is difficult to obtain an accurate 
deconvolution due to sensitivity to noise in the line-of-sight image data. Hence, the intact-core lengths obtained 
using this method are of uncertain accuracy and even questionable for the smaller injector. The threshold technique 
was applied to the larger injector by using a 1.59 mm (1116 in.) integrated liquid thickness as the criterion to 
determine the extent of the core. The consistently shorter deconvolution results indicate that this criterion thickness 
may be too thin. A major problem with the threshold technique is that different thickness criteria are needed for 
different size injectors. 
REFERENCES: 
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SMALL ROCKET FLOWFIELD DIAGNOSTIC CHAMBERS 
Sybil Morren and Brian Reed 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
S U M M A R Y  
Instrumented and optically-accessible rocket chambers are being developed to be used for diagnostics of 
small rocket (< 440 N thrust level) flowfields. These chambers are being tested to gather local fluid dynamic and 
thermodynamic flowfield data over a range of test conditions. This flowfield database is being used to better 
understand mixing and heat transfer phenomena in small rockets, influence the numerical modeling of small rocket 
flowfields, and characterize small rocket components. The diagnostic chamber designs include: 1) a chamber design 
for gathering wall temperature profiles to be used as boundary conditions in a finite element heat flux model; 2) a 
chamber design for gathering inner wall temperature and static pressure profiles; and 3) optically-accessible chamber 
designs, to be used with a suite of laser-based diagnostics for gathering local species concentration, temperature. 
density, and velocity profiles. These chambers were run with gaseous hydrogen/gaseous oxygen (GH2JG02) 
propellants, while subsequent versions will be run on liquid oxygen/hydrocarbon (LOXIHC) propellants. This 
presentation summarizes the purpose, design, and initial test results of these small rocket flowfield diagnostic 
chambers. 
HEAT FLUX DIAGNOSTIC CHAMBER 
A chamber was designed and fabricated to determine steady-state heat flux to the inner wall to be used as a 
diagnostic of the flowfield behavior.' The heat flux chamber design is an instrumented, water-cooled chamber used 
to gather steady-state wall temperature profiles from measured and interpolated thermocouple data. These temperature 
profiles are used as boundary conditions in a finite element analysis program, MSC/NASTRAN, to calculate the 
local radial and axial heat fluxes in the chamber. Normal heat flux down the length of the chamber is then calculated 
as the dot product of the total heat flux and normal vectors. It is important to emphasize that heat flux is used here 
as a flowfield diagnostic - the objective is not to find absolute heat flux values (which would change for differing 
wall conditions), but rather to use heat flux as an indicator of fundamental characteristics of the flowfield over a range 
of conditons. 
A schematic of a heat flux chamber used with a GH2IG02 injector is shown in figure 1. The chamber was 
fabricated from Oxygen-Free, High-Conductivity (OFHC) copper, with a 1.27 cm thick wall. An OFHC copper 
housing was welded onto the chamber to provide an annulus for water cooling along the outer wall. Chromel- 
alumel, grounded-junction thermocouples were embedded in the inner wall, nominally 0.159 cm from the inner wall 
and attached to the outer wall and exit face. It was found that boundary condition definition was critical to the 
accuracy and resolution of the heat flux profiles generated by the finite element program. Details of the chamber 
fabrication and the heat flux methodology are given in reference 1. 
This heat flux chamber was used to gather temperature data over a range of mixture ratios at 61 prcent fuel 
film cooling P C )  and 414 Wa chamber pressure. The normal heat flux profiles (as a function of axial position) 
generatd from the temperature data is sl.lown in figure 2. The heat flux profi'ies showed a significant increse in 
shear layer mixing in the bawel section of the ctlamber for mixture ratios above five, indicated by the shap heat flux 
peaks there. This increase was felt not lo be a result of the flow Wansidoning to turbulent, since Reynolds :lumbers 
were well within the laminar regime, but rather due to increased chemical reactions in the shear layer between the 
hydrogen film cooling and oxidizer-rich core flows. It was uncertain what the trigger mechanism was for this 
increased shear layer mixing at higher mixture ratios. This heat flux methodology will be used further for 
investigation of flowfield behavior and characterization of LOX/HC small rocket injector configurations. 
TEMPERATUREIPRESSURE DIAGNOSTIC CHAMBER 
A chamber was designed to investigate small rocket flowfields via inner wall temperature and static pressure 
measurements,:! as shown in figure 3. The chamber liner was fabricated from OFHC copper, with milled channels 
on the back side to provide water cooling. An OFHC copper outer housing was split into two parts axially along its 
length and slid over the chamber liner in a clam-shell fashion. The housing was joined to the liner at the inlet and 
outlet water manifolds, and sealed along the two axial housing seams. The chamber contained 4 axial rows of 
thermocouple ports which spanned from the combustion chamber to the nozzle section. The chromel-alumel 
thermocouples were located 0.076 cm from the hot gas side wall. The chamber also contained one row of static 
pressure ports. Because the backside of the chamber was not sealed to the outer housing, instrumentation seals were 
developed to accommodate the chamber cooling system. 
The diagnostic chamber was hot fired using two platelet stack injectors of two, slightly different designs, 
designated SN 02 and SN 03. The chamber was operated at 262 Wa, 379 Wa, and 517 Wa chamber pressures and 
60% and 75% FFC, for mixture ratios between 4.0 and 8.0. At 75% FFC, both chambers exhibited the same 
performance and thermal trends. However, at 60% FFC the data trends differed between the two injectors. Figure 4 
show the axial inner wall temperature profiles for both injectors at 60% FFC. The inner wall temperatures for the 
SN02 injector displayed a greater sensitivity to mixture ratio than for the SN03 injector. Furthermore, the inner 
wall temperature generally increased with increasing mixture ratio for the SN02 injector, while the opposite trend 
was observed for the SN03 injector. The results of this testing indicated that small rocket flowfield behavior may be 
very sensitive to minor changes in operating conditons and injector design. Further discussion of tests results and 
the details of the chamber design and fabrication are found in Reference 2. 
This diagnostic chamber design will be used further for investigation of flowfield behavior (in particular, an 
unsteady flowfield phenomenon suspected to be associated with the GH21G02 injectors used previously), 
characterization of LOX/HC small rocket injector configurations, and investigation of low Reynolds number nozzle 
design issues. Furthermore, the pressure ports of this chamber could be utilize for gas sampling and for the insertion 
of fiber optics for laser-based diagnostics. 
OPTICALLY-ACCESSIBLE CHAMBERS FOR LASER-BASED DIAGNOSTICS 
Optical access to the combustion chamber a!lows the use of non-in~wsive, Iaer based diagnostics to gather 
local fluid dyamic and thermodynamic data. These diagnostics include Ramm splaoscopy to mwsure s p i e s  
concennadons, gas tempmtures, and flow velocity profiles near the injector md Laser-Induced Ruorescence CZ1F") 
used cibo visudize the shear layer mixing process and to measure minor species concenlrations.3 Schlieren and 
shadowgraph techniques could also be used with optically accessible chmbers to visualize the flowfield. A square 
rocket chamber was designed, fabricated, and hot f ~ e d  to provlde opltcal access to the combuslion chamber from the 
sides. The square (2D), optically-accessible chamber was seen as an intermediate step towaxd m axisymme~ic ((3D), 
optically-accessible chamber and was therefore designed to be robust. 
The 2D chamber is shown in figure 5. The chamber was machined out of OFHC copper with water cooling 
channels drilled in the wall above and below the combustion chamber and nozzle. On the left and right side of the 
chamber there were slots for the placement of 13.3 cm by 6.35 cm by 1.27 cm windows. High optical quality, fused 
silica was selected as the window material. Fused silica has a maximum operating temperature of only 980 "C, but 
has a relatively low coefficient of thermal expansion compared to sapphire. Furthermore fused silica can be 
machined with better surface qualities compared to sapphire, reducing the amount of diffuse scattering of laser light 
within the chamber. Gaseous nitrogen was injected against the windows for cooling. 
The 2D chamber provides optical access down the entire length of the rocket. Because the windows are 
cooled independently, the interaction of fuel filrn cooling flow with the oxidizer-rich core flow in the shear layer (a 
critical phenomenon in small rocket flows) can be studied without the threat of a filrn cooling layer breakdown 
melting the windows. The main drawback, however, is that the measurements - and any conclusions drawn from 
them - are restricted to a two-dimensional flowfield. It will be important to distinguish between effects that are 
representative of the flowfield behavior and effects that result from the two dimensionality of the chamber. Also the 
nitrogen flow, though directed against the windows, will slowly penetrate into the hydrogen/oxygen flow. 
The 2D chamber was checked out using copper slabs instrumented with thermocouples in place of the 
windows. The nitrogen flow was sufficient to keep the inner wall temperature below 93 'C, with no more than a 27 
"C temperature variation across the slab. The chamber was then run with the windows in a series of 15-second 
duration tests at a chamber pressure of 296 kPa and a total mass flowrate of 0.033 kds. At an overall mixture ratio 
6 and 55% FFC, the core mixture ratio was 13.3. After a total of 232 tests with the same set of windows, there 
was no evidence of cracking or degradation of the windows. Laser Raman spectroscopy was used to measure the gas 
temperature and oxygen concentration at the exit of the chamber sleeve insert used with the injector. The measured 
temperature and oxygen concentration profiles were found to be significantly different from the profiles that are 
usually assumed in numerical calculations. Detailed discussion of the Raman measurements with this chamber can 
be found in reference 4. 
The next step from the 2D chamber will be an axisymmetric, optically-accessible rocket chamber. The 
preliminary design of a 3D chamber to be used with GH2/G02 propellants is shown in figure 6. A modular design 
is envisioned with a flush-mounted injector, a cylindrical, fused silica window for the barrel section, and a water- 
cooled converginddiverging nozzle, all clamped together. A concern with this design are the thermal stresses that 
could be induced by temperature differences between the window mating surfaces. Fuel film cooling from the 
injector and water cooling of the nozzle section should keep the mating surfaces at a fairly uniform temperature. 
Water cooling of the nozzle section should also minimize thermal soakback into the window, although a low 
lhermal conductivity in~erface could be used between the window and nozzle if water cooling is not sufficient. 
As with the 2D ckamkr, the 3D chamber will allow the used of Rmm sp~@oscopy, LIF, Schlie~en, and 
shadowgraph diagnostics, but optical access will only be provided in rhe head end. relatively low temperature region 
of h e  barrel section. Ir is thought Lhar much of the shear layer reactions probably occurs in this region, however. 
Cooling of the window will be by the hydrogen film cooling layer only, so care must be taken that the window 
section does not extend too far inm the chamber or that the chamber is not run at conditions where the film layer 
will breakdown quickly. Results from the 2D chamber should provide guidance in this design issue. Later versions 
of the 3D chamber could include a fused silica nozzle extension to study low Reynolds number flow in the nozzle 
and window slots in the throat region. 
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SUMMARY: 
A onedmensional model of a hydrocarbodAY02(gaseous) fueled rocket combustion chamber has been 
developed to study secondary atomization effects on propellant combustion. This chamber model has been coupled 
with a two-dimensional, hvo-phase flow nozzle code to estimate the twophase flow losses associated with solid 
combustion products. Results indicate that moderate secondary atomization sigmficantly reduces propellant 
burnout distance and A1203 particle size; however, secondary atomization provides only moderate decreases in 
two-phase flow induced & losses. Despite these two-phase flow losses, a simple mission study indicates that 
aluminum gel propellants may permit a greater maximum payload than the hydrocarbon/02 bi-propellant 
combination for a vehicle of fixed propellant volume. Secondary atomization was also found to reduce radiation 
losses from the solid combustion products to the chamber walls, primarily through reductions in propellant burnout 
distance. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
Gel propellants, in which a solid constituent, composed of very fine particles (-1-5 pm in diameter), is 
suspended in a gelled liquid Canier, offer potential performance andfor safety advantages over conventional liquid 
and solid propellants in rocket applications. Theoretical performance evaluations show that gel propellants may 
provide increases in specific impulse andlor propellant density over conventional liquid propellants, thereby 
increasing mission AV or payload. It should be noted, however, that these theoretical studies on gelled 
propellants do not include performance losses associated with gel combustion such as increased propellant 
combustion times, radiation heat transfer from condensed combustion products to the chamber walls, and nozzle 
two-phase flow losses. Since gel-induced 4p efficiency losses of 1.54% are sufticient to eliminate the benefits of 
gel propellants in a volume and mass constrained ~ehic le .~  the above losses must be determined before the 
performance of gel propellants can be accurately evaluated. 
Since propellant combustion times and solid combustion product size, and therefore two-phase flow losses, 
are proportional to initial droplet size, small droplets are desirable. Although fine spray atomization of gelled 
propllants is difficult to acheve, r e w c h  has indicated f h t  small droplets m y  be produced kough secondafy 
Lion of large Bropleb, a pr(p6ss in wbch a &oplel s h M e ~  into a n w k r  of s d l e r  h p l e s  due to Pr@d 
parllcle shell fomQon and mtemd v a p n ~ u c s n  sf the hqwd ea fiutd.677 Lntile work has k n  done. however, 
to mtaluale gel p d o  on &a on &ex losses. 
A one-dimensional niodel of a JP-10/AJ/02(gaseous) fueled rocket combus~on chamber has been da~eloped 
to e~aimte  secondaq{ atorniwtion effects on propl?aq,lt conabusti~n."n brief, a :adally unifcm spray, consisGng 
of four droplet size classes, enters the combwtion c h b e r  and burns in a prosess inmrporating liquid carrier 
burnout, droplet secondary atomization, aluminum agglomerate h a t  up a d  combustion, two-p-bse particle flow, 
and radiation from solid combustion products to the chamber walls. A schematic of this combustion process for a 
single droplet, nlth and without secondary atomization, is presented in Fig. 1. Because the post-secondary 
atomization droplet size dstributions are currently unknown, droplets are assumed to fragment into a given 
number of equal-sized droplets where the number of secondary droplets produced per initial droplet is defined as 
the fragmentation ratio, P, which is treated as a model parameter. This combustor code is used in conjunction with 
a hvo-dimensional two-phase nozzle performance code (SPP)~ to determine hvo-phase flow losses in the engine 
nozzle and propellant mass flowrate through the engine. 
RESULTS: 
To simulate an upper-stage booster, the one-dimensional combustor and SPP codes were exercised using the 
chamber diameter, pressure, flow rates, aluminum mass loading, and nozzle geometry presented in Table 1. 
Because of comparable total propellant aluminum mass loadings, a solid motor nozzle profile (Extended ~ e l t a ) ~  
was used for the nozzle geometry. Moderate secondary atomization (P=5) was found to sigmficantly reduce 
propellant burnout distance (40%) and final N203 residual diameter (60%). Results also indicate that radiation 
losses to the chamber walls are a function of secondary atomization, primarily through changes in propellant 
burnout distance. These radiation losses range from 0.4-5% of the sensible enthalpy entering the combustion 
chamber and should be even less in larger engines where the flow optical thickness is greater than the case 
considered here. 
It should be noted, however, that N203 residual size predicted by the combustor code may not be correct for 
nozzle performance calculations. Since the A1203 particles are molten throughout most of the nozzle. and because 
small particles accelerate more quickly than large particles, particle size may increase through coagulation. 
Similarly, additional N203 may be produced through the recombination of gas-phase radicals as the exhaust gases 
cool during expansion, resulting in the nucleation of admtional particles andor growth of previously formed 
particles. Particle size may also decrease due to shear breakup of droplets, particularly in the throat region of the 
nozzle. Because of these uncertainties in N203 particle size, two methods of estimating particle size. which 
should bound the true particle sue, are used in the evaluation of nozzle performance. In the first method, we use 
an N203 particle size in the nozzle that is determined by the one-dimensional combustor code, making secondary 
atomization the primary m e c b s m  governing particle sue. In the second method secondary atomization is 
assumed to have no efect on mean particle size: rather, coagulation, particle surface growth, and shear induced 
droplet breakup are assumed to be the dominate mechanisms &=ling particle size. Based on predtdom of M203 
part-;de size in miid r0(3ke&,~-" a parlide m s s  m m  diameter, D43. of 5.6 ym was delemined for lhis second 
case. 
A comparison of hvo-phase flow losses for the above melhds of derem~mng MzO, p a s l e  size zxe 
presented in Fig. 2 for a 60 ii.P/o A w n u r n  gel. As can be seen, secon- atorrutatnon may rcduce tivo-pkse iroiv 
losses but does not affect k~ro-phase Row losses as s iwcant ly  as propHant b m o u l  d i m c e .  Using the second. 
more conservative, rrieihod of estimating A203 particle size, engine ISp was calculated for a range of aluminum 
mass loadings and propellant mixture ratios and compared with ISp calculations for a JP-10/02 bi-propellant. 
Figure 3 show that IT decreases with increasing aluminum loading and that the maximum ISp mixture ratio 
becomes richer, as has been predicted by other s t ~ d i e s . ~  
Because lsp alone does not indcate mission performance, a slmple mission study of a vehicle of fixed 
propellant volume and dry mass was conducted, incorporating two-phase flow losses. Maximum payload was 
calculated for different propellant mixture ratios and aluminum mass loadings using the missionlvehicle 
parameters, which approximate an upper-stage LEO-GEO orbital transfer, and payload mass equation presented in 
Table 2.5 From this analysis, shown in Fig. 4, it was found that maximum payload increases with aluminum mass 
loading up to an aluminum mass loading of 60% and then decreases as additional aluminum is added. The 
maximum payload for the aluminum gels was found to be 7% greater than that of the JP- 10/02 bi-propellant 
combination. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
The above results indicate that only moderate secondary atomization is required to &k.ctively reduce 
overall propellant burnout distance and final A1203 residual size. Preliminary results indicate that secondary 
atomization pmvides only moderate decreases in two-phase flow induced & losses. A simple mission study 
indicates that hydrocarbon/Al gels may offer payload increases over a hydrocarbon/02 bi-propellant for a vehicle of 
fixed propellant volume and dry mass. It should be noted that vehicle mass limitations and propellant density 
effects on propellant tank size, and therefore vehicle dry mass, could alter the above performance results.4 
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Table 1. Engine Geometry and Operating 
Conditions 
Chamber Diameter 0.19 m 
Chamber Pressure 3867 kPa 
Throat Diameter 0.109 m 
Expansion Ratio 30.8 
Gel Flow Rate 10.78 kgls 
A1 Mass Loading 60% 
Oxiulmzer Flow Rate 11.75 kg/s 
Table 2. MissionNehicle Parameters and Payload Mass 
Eauation 
Mission AV 4267.2 d s  
Vehicle Propellant Volume 56.63 m3 
Vehicle Dry Mass 2761.6 kg 
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SUMMARY 
Two nonintrusive flowfield diagnostics based on spectrally-resolved elastic (Rayleigh) and inelastic 
(Raman) laser light scattering have been developed for obtaining local flowfield measurements in low-thrust 
gaseous H2/02 rocket engines. The objective is to provide an improved understanding of phenomena occurring in 
small chemical rockets in order to facilitate the development and validation of advanced computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) models for analyzing engine performance. The laser Raman scattering diagnostic has been 
developed to measure major polyatomic species number densities and rotational temperatures in the highdensity 
flowfield region extending from the injector through the chamber throat. Initial application of the Raman 
scattering diagnostic has provided 0 2  number density and rotational temperature measurements in the exit plane of 
a low area-ratio nozzle and in the combustion chamber of a two-dimensional, optically-accessible rocket engine. 
In the lowdensity nozzle exit plane region where the Raman signal is too weak, a Doppler-resolved laser Rayleigh 
scattering diagnostic has been developed to obtain axial and radial mean gas velocities, and in certain cases, H20 
translational temperature and number density. The results from these measurements have been compared with 
theoretical predictions from the RPLUS CFD code for analyzing rocket engine performance. Initial conclusions 
indicate that a detailed and rigorous modeling of the injector is required in order to make direct comparisons 
between laser diagnostic measurements and CFD predictions at the local level. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
Small, low thrust chemical rockets are currently used in almost all spacecraft auxiliary propulsion systems 
(APS). Since spacecraft payload and operating lifetime are limited by the amount of propellant camed on-board, 
optimizing the performance of the APS thrusters is of critical importance. Standardized performance analysis 
methodologies, while effective for large thrust classes, are generally inadequate for modeling the thick reacting 
shear and boundary layers present in small, fuel-film eooled rockets. Advaneed computaCional Buid c 
(Cm) models, such as the WLUS c d e 1 3 ,  prropilde the p t e n ~ d  for ebcd mkee engine perf0 
~ o u g h  a more ~gorous mdeling of a e  combusbor and nszzIe Bod~elds. 
understanding of the processes occurring imide low t chemical rseke&. To meet ~s objec~ve, two 
diagnostics have been developed based on ~cmlly-resolved lagr hyleigh and W ; a n  scaneping. The 
scanering diagnostic has k n  dirated toward the m ment of mjor  plyatomic w i e s  n m k r  densities and 
rohtional temperawes in the higher density regions of the r, speciEically fi-om the injector and 
combustor regions through the throat. Due to the relatively weak sanering cross-sectiom, however, &e 
signal strength in the low density nozzle exit and plume region is generally too low to obtain a sufficient signal-to- 
noise ratio (SNR). In this region, Doppler-resolved laser Rayleigh scattering has been developed to obtain 
measurements of axial and radial mean gas velocity and, in certain situations, H20 translational temperature and 
number density. Each technique is discussed in more detail in the following sections along with initial results and 
a comparison with CFD predictions from the RPLUS model. 
The Rayleigh and Raman scattering diagnostics were implemented in a low thrust rocket test facility at 
the NASA Lewis Research Center. The facility was developed to support performance and life testing of gaseous 
hydrogenloxygen rocket engines with thrust levels of 22-220 N. Testing was conducted in a low pressure test 
chamber capable of simulating an altitude of 35 km. The altitude chamber measured 1.82 m in length by 0.91 m 
in diameter. Three optical access ports were located at 90' relative to the thruster axis with a fourth additional port 
canted at 60°. A supersonic diffuser with an inlet diameter of 102 mm was used to capture the rocket exhaust and 
transport it outside of the altitude chamber. A complete description of the test facility is given in Reference 4. 
Laser Ravleinh Scattering 
The laser Rayleigh scattering diagnostic is described in detail in References 5-8. In rarefied gases, such as 
those found in the rocket exhausts used in these tests, the Rayleigh scattered spectrum is simply the sum 
contribution of the scattering from all molecules in the probe volume. Under sufficiently high spectral resolution, 
the mean gas velocity can be obtained from the net Doppler shift in the profile, the translational temperature from 
the Doppler width, and the number density from the total scattered power. The measurement of the temperature 
and number density using Rayleigh scattering is subject to the requirement that the species composition be known, 
which is generally not the case. For fuel-rich mixtures, however, the scattering is largely dominated by water 
molecules, thus temperature and density measurements can be obtained with minimal error due to uncertainty in 
the actual composition. For flowfields with oxidizer-rich regions, temperature and density measurements are 
subject to greater uncertainty. In these situations, the Rayleigh technique is used primarily as a flowfield 
velocimeter. The requirement of a known composition does not affect the measurement of the mean gas velocity 
and thus this represents the most robust 
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applied n a r  the exit of  a low area raGo (1.4:1) nozzle where the densily was still high enough to generate a 
measurable signal. The in~eclor and chmber geometry were the m e  as in the hyleigh scattering rnmsupemenes 
shown in Figure 3, except for the cutoff nozzle. The oxygen number densiw and ro&tional temperame profiles 
from these maswements are shown in Figure 6. As with the Rayleigh resulls, it is 'mlieved that the discrepancies 
between the measurements and predictions are the result of incomplete mixing and flow stratification in the core 
flow region between the hydrogen and oxygen. Current efforts are directed toward obtaining Raman measurements 
inside the combustion chamber through the use of a two-dimensional, optically-accessible rocket engine. Results 
from these efforts will be presented in Reference 11. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of overall optical arrangement of pulsed laser Rayleigh scattering diagnostic 
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GFD ANALYSES OF COMBUSTOR AND NOZZLE: FLOWFIELDS 
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SUMMARY: 
The objectives of the present research are to improve design capabilities for low thrust rocket engines 
through understanding of the detailed mixing and combustion processes. A Computational Fluid Dynamic 
(CFD) technique is employed to model the flowfields within the combustor, nozzle and near plume field. The 
computational modeling of the rocket engine flowfields requires the application of the complete Navier-Stokes 
equations, coupled with species diffusion equations. Of particular interest is a small gaseous hydrogen- 
oxygen thruster which is considered as a coordinated part of a on-going experimental program a t  NASA 
LeRC. The numerical procedure is performed on both time-marching and time-accurate algorithms, using 
an  LU approximate factorization in time, flux split upwinding differencing in space. The integrity of fuel 
film cooling along the wall, its effectiveness in the mixing with the core flow including unsteady large sacle 
effects, the resultant impact on performance and the assessment of the near plume flow expansion to finite 
pressure altitude chamber is addressed. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
Propulsion related flowfields are characterized by a wide variety of physical phenomena. In the rocket 
engine combustion chamber, mixing and combustion processes between the fuel and oxidizer result in regions 
of strong heat release and species generation. The present paper addresses a small gaseous H 2 / 0 2  engine in 
which about 60% of the fuel is used for film cooling. The velocity and molecular weight differences in these two 
streams suggest the liklihood that large scale vortices are present in the resulting shear layer. Downstream 
of the combustor, the flow accelerates from low subsonic to  supersonic speed through a convergent-divergent 
nozzle. The Mach number increases rapidly because of the increasing flow speed, while the chemical reaction 
processes slow down and the heat release is small. In the supersonic portion of the nozzle, the flow is 
essentially frozen. A computational model that is capable of calculating reacting flows a t  both subsonic and 
supersonic speed is of immediate interest. 
Although the application of reactive Navier-Stokes equations to rocket engines is appropriate for all 
engine sizes, the primary near-term usage is for low thrust, auxiliary propulsion engines [I-71. Accurate 
numerical predictions of global performance and local flowfields in these small motors require detailed 
consideration of the mixing, viscous diffusion, species generation and heat release associated with the 
combustion processes. Small engines are characterized by low Reynolds numbers and therefore the wall 
boundary layer occupies a significant portion of the combustor. The specific engine we consider in the current 
research is a gaseous hydrogen-oxygen engine designed for NASA LeRC to provide auxiliary propulsion and 
attitude control for the Space Station freedom [I]. This small engine provides about 110 N (25 Ibf) of thrust. 
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Previous research has been done both experimentally 12-41 and numerically (5-71 for these types or 
engines. Comparisons have shown qualitative agreement [5-71 but some important physics must be included 
in the computational model in order to provide more accurate engine performance prediction and local 
flowfield characteristics. Engine global performance parameters such as thrust and specific impulse have been 
consistently underpredicted [5,6] by 4 %, despite the fact that ideal combustion was assumed in the numerical 
modeling of the core flow. Further, comparisons with detailed local flowfield point data measurement in the 
near plume region have been made by postulating that the plume is expanded into a vacuum, ignoring the 
fact that the altitude chamber always runs a t  finite back pressure [7]. 
The primary objective of this paper is to  apply both steady state and transient numerical modeling 
to  the chemically reacting flowfield to address the issue to  improve engine performance prediction. Current 
analyses focus on the effects of unsteady, large-scale mixing in the reacting shear layer along the chamber 
wall in order to understand the physics of underpredictions for thrust and specific impulse. Simultaneous 
emphasis on the impact of finite altitude chamber pressure on the near plume flowfield is also discussed. 
The numerical algorithm is based on extending earlier supersonic reacting flow calculations [8-101 to 
subsonic combustion problems [11,12]. The analysis uses a three-dimensional, finite volume Navier Stokes 
procedure that includes chemical non-equilibrium effects. The equations can be written in a generalized 
coordinate system as : 
a(VQ) a ( E  - E,) d ( F  - F,) d(G - G,) + 
at + + dC = V H  a t  871 
T 
where Q = (p,pu, pv, pw, e, p x )  is the vector of primary dependent variables, and E, F, and G are the 
inviscid flux vectors, and E,, F,, and G, the viscous flux vectors in the t, 17 and C directions, respectively. 
The vector H represents the source terms associated with chemical reactions and V is the cell volume. 
Numerical computation for steady flow is achieved by an  implicit time-marching algorithm using 
an LU approximate factorization in time and flux split upwinding differencing in space. The time-accurate 
calculation for unsteady flow is conducted by a dual time stepping procedure [13]. The finite rate chemical 
reaction model used in the present work for gaseous hydrogen-oxygen combustion [9], involves nine chemical 
species and eighteen elementary reactions. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional formulations are 
available. 
RESULTS: 
Detailed flowfield analyses of the combustion chamber, nozzle and near plume region for Aerojet 
auxiliary thruster [I-41 are presented. For the purpose of experimental measurements, the thruster has both 
a full nozzle (expansion ratio about 30 to  1) and a shortened nozzle (expansion ration about 1.5 to 1). The 
engine throat diameter is 1.27 cm (0.5 in). Hydrogen fuel is used for both regenerative and wall film cooling 
(specified as percent fuel-film cooling, or % FFC). The fuel which is not used for wall cooling mixes with 
the oxidizer and is then ignited by a spark plug. The present computational domain starts downstream of 
the spark plug insert, assuming complete combustion for the core flow. The designed baseline operating 
conditions for the Aerojet auxiliary thruster are given by an overall oxidizer to fuel ratio of 7.71, 60.9 FFC 
while hydrogen film is injected at about 670 K into the combustion chamber. The total propellant mass flow 
rate sf the baseline operating condition is 0,03435 kgls,  with oxidizer and (ire1 mass flow rates 0.0304 kg/s 
and 0.00395 kg/s, respectively. The measured chamber pressure is 524 KPa. 
Mach number contours for the Aerojet cutoff nozzle are given in Figure 1. This llozzle is cu'r~off at 
an area ratio of about 1.5 to 1 to provide a sufEcient number density of the major chemical species for the 
measurement by means of a Raman scattering technique. The upper portion of the figure demonstrates the 
plume profile for the altitude chamber a t  1 ICPa pressure while the lower portion shows plume expansion 
into a vacuum to compare with previous research [7]. During the experiment, a build-up finite test chamber 
pressure ranging from 1 to 5 KPa is detected. finite altitude chamber pressure pushes the shear layer inwards, 
but the computational results in the supersonic core region for expansion to vacuum and finite back pressure 
calculations are identical. The experimental traverse line for data taking does however extend across the 
plume boundary for the finite back pressure, so including back pressure effect is necessary. The cutoff nozzle 
plume under 1 KPa back pressure is still underexpanded. 
Results of the combustor-nozzle-plume calculation of the Aerojet full nozzle thruster are given in 
Figure 2. The upper part shows the predicted Mach number contours while lower part shows the pressure 
contours, both plots are for exapnsion to 1 KPa altitude chamber pressure. Each Mach number contour 
line represents a 0.5 increment. Pressure contours are plotted on a logarithmic scale, with the pressure on 
each contour line being essentially 10 % lower than the previous one. Inside the combustor the pressure is 
nearly constant, but decreases rapidly as the flow accelerates through the nozzle. An oblique shock wave 
can be observed from both pressure and Mach number contours, which is a result of the flow experiencing 
continuous compression through the bell-shaped nozzle. The exhausted plume is nearly perfectly expanded 
and a shear layer is formed at the plume boundary under 1 KPa test chamber pressure. 
Representative solutions of the unsteady, reactive mixing shear layer inside the combustor are given 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 3 shows the spatial variation of OH radical concentration and temperature 
contours in the combustor. Time-accurate, unsteady calculations indicate that unsteady flow exists in the 
mixing layer between the heavier hot core gas and lighter hydrogen cooling film. Because of the presence of 
the injector base region which divides the core gas and hydrogen cooling film, large-scale vortices are shed 
from the base region and causes unsteady mixing in the reacting shear layer. Vortex roll-up is, however, 
minimized by the proximity of the combustor wall. The core flow enters the combustor at 2950 K while 
the hydrogen film flows along the wall a t  670 K. The core gas temperature remains almost constant in the 
combustor. A large temperature gradient is also observed in the reacting shear layer. The temperature first 
increases to  a peak of 3450 K because of the presence of a diffusion flame between the core gas and the 
cooling layer, then decreases to  the coolant film temperature. The OH radical concentration is here used 
as an indicator of the location of the diffusion flame. I t  has very high concentration in the flame zone and 
diminishes quickly outside the flame zone. In Figure 3, the OH concentration is about 6 % in the preburned 
hot core gas, then rises to 16 % in the shear layer which confirms the location of the diffusion flame and 
finally decreases to zero in the wall cooling layer. 
Figure 4 shows the temporal fluctuations of the OH concentration a t  several points lying across the 
mixing layer. Symbols in Figure 3 denote where the OH radical concentration samples are taken in the 
unsteady mixing layer. At the lower edge of the shear layer (symbol a), the OH concentration is constant. 
In the shear layer, the OH radical concentrations are plotted a t  three traverse stations (symbols b,c,d). It is 
observed that  OH starts to  fluctuate on different levels with respect to time a t  all three locations. Near the 
wall, in the hydrogen coolant film (symbol e), OH concentration remains nearly zero at all times. 
Efforts centering on the time-averaged mixing and its impact on improving engine performance are 
currently underway, The predicted unsteadiness of the coolant layer and the three-dimensional nature of the 
mixing layer on enhanced mixing, combustion processes, and wall cooling wili also be assessed. Additional 
comparisons with counterpart experiments will be made. 
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Figure 1. Mach Number Contours for 
Aerojet Cutoff Nozzle. 
Figure 2. Mach Number and Pressure Contours for 
Aerojet Full Nozzle. 
Figure 3. Instantaneous Contour Plots of the OH Radical 
Concentration and Temperature. 
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SUMMARY: 
Modern liquid rocket engines often use liquid oxygen (LOX) and liquid hydrogen ( L H 2 )  as 
propellants to achieve high performance, with the engine operational conditions in the supercritcal regimes 
of the propellants. Once the propellant exceeds its critical state, it essentially becomes a puff of dense fluid. 
The entire field becomes a continuous medium, and no distinct interfacial boundary between the liquid and 
gas exists. Although several studies have been undertaken to investigate the supercritical droplet behavior 
at  quiescent conditions, very little effort has been made to address the fundamental mechanisms associated 
with LOX droplet vaporization in a supercritical, forced convective environment. The purpose of this work 
is to establish a theoretical framework within which supercritical droplet dynamics and vaporization can be 
studied systematically by means of an efficient and robust numerical algorithm. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
Several analyses based on the model of a spherical droplet in a quiescent environment were recently 
developed to address the characteristics of supercritical droplet vaporization([l] [2] [3] [4]). The model is 
adequate only for small droplets which become equilibrium with the ambient flow. Contrarily, convective 
effect is clearly observed for large droplets as a result of high momentum inertia of the liquid phase. Figure 
1 depicts the situation examined here, showing an isolated vaporizing LOX droplet in a convective hydrogen 
environment. The initial temperature of the droplet is subcritical, but the ambient temperature and pressure 
are in the supercritical regime of oxygen. As a result of heat transfer from the surrounding gases, the droplet 
surface temperature increases rapidly and reaches its critical mixing point. Under this condition, the sharp 
distinction between gas and liquid phases disappears. The droplet regression can be best characterized by 
tracing the location of the critical temperature. 
Governing Equ~t ion  
The analytical model is based on the complete time-dependent conservation equations of mass, 
momentum, .energy and species concentration for a multicomponent system with variable properties. If 
body forces, viscous dissipation, radiation, and chemical reaction are ignored, these equation can be written 
in the following vector form. 
Mass: 
Momentum: 
Energy: 
Species Concentration: 
a 
- 
at 
where 
7.. - -pS.. 2 
a j  - 11 + 2peij - -p(V . u)Sij. 3 
Standard notations in fluid mechanics and thermodynamics are used in (1)-(4). The specific total energy e 
is defined as 
where the index 1 represents the number of species considered, the mass fraction of species I, and Trej the 
reference temperature for energy. Fick's and Fourier's laws are used to approximate the species and thermal 
diffusion in (3) and (4), respectively. 
Property Evaluation 
Thermophysical properties, including both thermodynamic and transport properties, play a decisive 
role in determining droplet vaporization behavior. It is generally accepted that thermal conductivities and 
heat capacities of pure Buids and fluid mixtures can be divided into three contributions, and correlated in 
terms of density and temperature. For example, the thermal conductivity of fluid oxygen can be expressed 
~51 
X(p9 T) = Xo(T) + AXexc(p1 T) + AXcrit(p2 T). (5) 
The first term on the right-hand side represents the value in the dilute-gas or zero-density limit, which is 
independent of density and can be accurately predicted by kinetic-theory equations and an m-6-8 model 
potential. The second is the excess thermal conductivity which, with the exclusion of unusual variations 
near the critical point, characterizes the deviation from A, for a dense fluid. The sum of A, and AXexc is 
sometimes called the "backgroundn thermal conductivity. The third term refers to the critical enhancement 
which accounts for the anomalous increase above the background thermal conductivity as the critical point 
is approached. There are two separate regions where the critical enhancement of thermal properties is 
important. The first region is located in the close vicinity of the critical point, and is the region where 
a scaled equation of state must be used, as defined by Sengers et a1[6]. For oxygen with Tc = 154.581 K 
and pc = 0.436 g/cm3, this region is bounded approximately by 150 5 T 5 160 K and 0.32 5 p 5 0.544 
g/cm3. The second region, designated as the extended critical region, covers the p T  domain in which critical 
enhancement is significant, but the fluid behavior can be described by an analytical equation of state such 
as a modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin (BWR) type. This region can extend to quite high temperatures, up to 
approximately 2Tc. The critical enhancement along various isotherms can be centered on a density, pCenter, 
which deviates slightly from the critical density and decreases with increasing temperature. More detail 
description can be found in [4]. 
Numerical Algorithm 
The model considered here is characterized by strong couplings among heat transfer, transient 
diflusion, and phase transition, etc.. Because various time and length scales are involved in the entire process, 
the numerical scheme for solving this serious stiffness problem becomes a challenge. Moreover, the singular 
behavior of momerat~am balance in the limit of difisioa-dominant process adds further complicatioaas. In view 
of these difficulties, a numerical algorithn capable of treating time-accurate low Mach-number compressible 
Bow has been developed. The scheme is constructed in two steps. First, a rescaled pressure term is used in 
the momentum equation to  circumvent the pressure singularity at very law Mach number. 
The second step is based on the establishment of a dual time-stepping integration procedure. With the 
addition of a set of well-conditioned artificial time derivatives to the conservation laws, a new system of 
governing equations is obtained whose converged solution in pseudo-time corresponds to a time-accurate 
solution in the physical-time domain. 
where T presents pseudo time, and Z = (p', u,  v ,  h, Y,). 
RESULTS: 
As a first study of supercritical droplet behavior, A spherical droplet with an introductory 
temperature of 300 K is first placed in a supercritical, forced convective environment(T, = 1000K). The 
droplet Reynolds number based on the relative velocity is 60. The droplet is 100 pm in diameter and 
contains 100% oxygen initially. As a result of large temperature gradient between gas and liquid phases, 
surface temperature raises and reaches critical condition shortly. Due to the dimishment of surface tension, 
droplet deformation and shattering can be clearly observed. Figure 2 shows the density contours, streamlines, 
and velocity vectors a t  t = 0.02ms in a supercritical environment with Hz as the ambient gas. Figure 3 
shows the oxygen concentration contours. Results indicate that the ambient gas mass diffusivity plays an 
important role in determining the droplet behavior. A high mass diffusivity causes rapid penetration of the 
ambient gas into the droplet, and consequently modifies the droplet dynamics (e.g., deformation, shattering, 
etc.) caused by the density difference between the droplet and the gas. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a vaporizing LOX droplet in hydrogen stream. 
Figure 2: Density contours, streamlines and velocity vectors of LOX droplet vaporizing in a hydrogen 
environment. Re -- 60. t = 0.02772s. 
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SUMMARY: 
The objective of this investigation is to study the evaporation and combustion of LOX 
under supercritical and subcritical conditions both experimentally and theoretically. In the evap- 
oration studies, evaporation rate and surface temperature were measured when LOX vaporizing in 
helium environments at pressures ranging from 5 to 68 atm. A Varian 3700 gas chromatograph 
was employed to measure the oxygen concentration above the LOX surface. For the combustion 
tests, high-magnification video photography was used to record direct images of the flame shape 
of a LOX/H2/He laminar diffusion flame. The gas composition in the post-flame region is also 
being measured with the gas sampling and chromatography analysis. These data are being used 
to validate the theoretical model. A comprehensive theoretical model with the consideration of the 
solubility of ambient gases as well as variable thermophysical properties was formulated and solved 
numerically to study the gasification and burning of LOX at elevated pressures. The calculated 
flame shape agreed reasonably well with the edge of the observed luminous flame surface. The 
effect of gravity on the flame structure of laminar diffusion flames was found to be significant. In 
addition, the predicted results using the flame-sheet model were compared with those based upon 
full equilibrium calculations (which considered the formation of intermediate species) at supercriti- 
cal pressures. Except at the flame front where temperature exceeded 2,800 K, the flame-sheet and 
equilibrium solutions in terms of temperature distributions were in very close agreement. The tem- 
perature deviation in the neighborhood of the flame front is caused by the effect of high-temperature 
dissociation. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
Liquid oxygen (LOX)' and hydrogen have been used in various types of liquid rocket 
engines because of their high specific impulse and low exhaust pollution.[l] Inside a liquid rocket 
engine, the oxygen and hydrogen are injected into a combustion chamber. Through the large shear 
force between the fuel and oxidizer streams, the primary atomization of oxygen is accomplished 
to form a spray of droplets. The vaporizing behavior of a single LOX droplet in high-pressure 
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hydrogen-rich environlments has been studied extensively by Litchford and Jeng[2], Delplanque and 
Sirignano[3], and Uang et a1.[4J However, no comparison of their predictions with experimental data 
was established for these evaporation studies due to the unavailability of testing results. 
One of the major obstacles involved in the evaporation and combustion studies of a single 
droplet is that the size of a typical LOX droplet is usually too small to allow detailed measurements 
of flow properties in its neighborhood. In order to overcome this problem, a liquid strand test 
setup has been employed to maintain the surface of the liquid oxygen at a fixed location. In the 
LOX feeding system, gaseous oxygen was delivered into a cylinder immersed in a liquid nitrogen 
bath. Cooled by liquid Nz,  the oxygen was liquefied and eventually filled in the interior space of 
a cylinder serving as a reservoir for LOX. By adjusting the opening of a micro-metering valve, 
the LOX mass consumption rate can be satisfactorily controlled to maintain a stable surface at the 
exit of the LOX feeding tube under prespecified steady-state operating conditions. In combustion 
tests, ignition of LOX with the surrounding hydrogen was achieved using a spiral nichrome-wire 
ignitor. The chamber pressure was maintained at a prespecified level by a computer feedback- 
controlled gas purging system. The surface temperature at the exit of the LOX feeding tube 
was measured using a 75 pm Fe/Cu-Ni (J-type) fine-wire thermocouple. Direct images of the 
flame shape of a LOX/hydrogen laminar diffusion flame were also recorded using high-magnification 
video photography. For species concentration measurements, a quartz micro-probe with an orifice 
diameter of 25 pm is used to sample the gas mixture in the post-flame region. The gas mixture 
composition is measured using a Varian 3700 gas chromatograph (GC) with a thermal conductivity 
detector. Detailed description of the experimental setup can be found in Ref. 5. 
Theoretically, a comprehensive model was formulated to simulate the evaporation and com- 
bustion processes of liquid oxygen with the hydrogen/helium mixture at elevated pressures. The 
model was based on the conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy, and species concentra- 
tions for a multi-component system. With allowance for the axial diffusion, the model described 
by a set of coupled elliptic partial differential equations was solved numerically. The gravitational 
body force was considered to account for the influence of natural convection. In the treatment of the 
real-gas behavior, pressure and temperature effects were included for evaluating thermodynamic and 
transport properties.[5] The flame-sheet approximation with consideration different mass diffusivi- 
ties for individual species was used to model the combustion process of oxygen and hydrogen under 
supercritical conditions. To characterize the high-pressure solubility of the ambient gas into the liq- 
uid, a fugacity-based multicomponent thermodynamic analysis with quantum-gas mixing rules was 
also carried out. Calculations were performed by solving the governing equations with an iterative 
SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm. 
ksu l t s  obtained in the evaporation study are given in Ref. 6. Results from the combustion 
study are presented and discuwed as bllows. In the combustion tests, a stable onion-shaped 
L6)X/W2/He dihsioar Ilsrne was9 achieved at a presure of 30 atm, (The laminar diffusion Aarne 
studied had a, oxygen supply rate of 0.018 gm/s, hydrogen of 0.052 gm/s, and helium of 0.12 gm/s.) 
However, the LOX surface was below the exit of the feeding tube by about 1.5 mm. To raise the 
LOX surface to the port of the feeding tube, the oxygen supply rate was gradually increased to 0.024 
gm/s. When the LOX surface approached to the tube exit, the region near the tube rim was cooled 
down significantly by the LOX. This decrease in temperature caused the increase of heat loss from 
the flame as well as reducing radical concentrations in chemical reactions. Thus, the flame tended 
to detach from the tube rim and became unstable. This quenching effect sometimes even caused 
extinguishment of the flame. 
To verify the present axisymmetric steady-state combustion code, a numerical simulation 
was conducted by considering the LOX surface fixed at  the position of 1.5 mm below the exit of 
the feeding tube. From surface temperature measurements, the LOX surface was 136.2 K at P 
= 30 atm. The temperature of the surrounding hydrogen/helium mixture was 295 K. Based on 
measured mass flow rates of oxygen, hydrogen, and helium, the gas velocities of the H2/He mixture 
flow and vaporized LOX were 1.5 and 0.523 cm/s, respectively. The oxygen mass fraction at the 
LOX surface was also determined to be 0.981 from the phase equilibrium analysis. Figure 1 presents 
the comparison between predicted and experimentally-observed steady flame shape for the coflowing 
LOX/H2/He laminar diffusion flame at  a pressure of 30 atm. In general, the calculated flame shape 
was in reasonable agreement with the observed luminous flame surface. In the prediction of the flame 
height, the calculated flame front was found to be very close to the edge of observed flame surface 
(as shown in Fig. 2). More measurements of the species concentration in the post-flame region are 
being conducted with a gas sampling system coupled with a GC for further code validation. 
To study the influence of the LOX surface position on the flame shape, another simulation 
was conducted for the case in which the LOX surface was maintained at  the exit of the feeding 
tube. Same boundary conditions (as used in the former case study) were employed except that the 
oxygen supply rate was increased from 0.018 to 0.024 gm/s. Corresponding to  this flow rate, the 
gas velocity above the LOX surface was 0.7 cm/s. Figure 3 presents the predicted and observed 
flame shape at  a pressure of 30 atm. In a global view, the size of the calculated flame zone becomes 
larger when the LOX surface moves to the exit plane of the port. Compared to the former case, the 
flame height (defined by the axial distance between the locations of the LOX surface and the peak 
temperature) increased from 7.1 to 12.0 mm. 
The theoretical model was also used to predict the structure of a LOX/H2/He laminar 
diffusion flame with a H2/He mass ratio of 30170 at  a pressure of 68 atmospheres. The inflow 
velocity of vaporized oxygen was 0.218 cm/s above the LOX surface and the flow velocity of the 
surrounding hydrogen/helium mixture was 1.5 cm/s. The temperatures of the LOX surface and the 
surrounding flow were 153.3 and 295 K, respectively. The phase equilibrium analysis was applied 
to determine boundary conditions of species concentration at the LOX surface. The oxygen mass 
fraction at  the LOX surface was 0.988 in this case. 
Figure 4 shows temperature contours with respect to both axial and radial coordinates. In 
general, the high temperature area spanned from the interface region of the oxidizer and fuel inlets 
near the tube rim to the center line. The peak temperature along the center line was about 3310 
K. The flame height wa found to be 1.66 ern above the tube exit. T h e  steep axial temperattlre 
gradients were noted in the vicinity of the LOX surface, which indicated a strong heat feedback 
from the flame to the LOX surface, to provide the energy required in the phase change of oxygen 
from a compressed liquid to a superheated vapor. To examine the effect of gravity on the flame 
structure, another calculation (using same boundary conditions) was performed with zero gravity. 
Figure 5 exhibits temperature contours without considering the body-force effect. Compared with 
Fig. 4, significant difference in the temperature plot is noted as the gravity term is removed from 
the axial momentum equation. In the case with gravity effect, the buoyancy force accelerates the 
flow in the reaction zone and thereby increases the entrainment of the surrounding H2/He mixture. 
This suction-like effect induces an inward radial flow motion near the port exit plane to enhance 
combustion and drive the flame closer to the center line. In contrast to the above case, the flame 
tends to expand in the radial direction and its flame height is taller at the zero-gravity condition. 
This result demonstrates that the buoyancy effect can be very important in influencing the shape 
of diffusion flame. These results can be utilized to interpret flame structures under microgravity 
conditions. 
To examine the reaction zone broadening due to dissociation, the predicted temperature 
distribution along the centerline from the flame-sheet model is compared with that of equilibrium 
calculations, which considered the formation of intermediate species such as hydrogen atom, oxygen 
atom and hydroxyl radical in the flame. Figure 6 presents the comparison of these two solutions. 
Below 2,800 K, the difference was found to be within 2.5%. However, the flarne-sheet model with no 
dissociation overpredicted the peak temperature by 8.5% at  the axial location of the flame front (z 
= 1.66 cm). This discrepancy is obviously attributed to the fact that intermediate species produced 
in the dissociation process are considered in the equilibrium solution. 
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The goal of this research is to experimentally characterize the behavior of droplets in vaporizing liquid 
sprays under conditions typical of those encountered in high pressure combustion systems such as liquid fueled 
rocket engines. Of particular interest are measurements of droplet drag, droplet heating, droplet vaporization, 
droplet distortion, and secondary droplet breakup, under both subcritical and supercritical conditions. The 
following is a brief description of the specific accomplishments which have been made over this past year. 
Measurements of the Dynamics of Droplet-Turbulence Interactions (E.B. Coy) 
Preliminary experiments have been performed on the motion of droplets in the self-generated turbulence 
of a spray. The following results demonstrate the capability of the measurement technique for determining the 
size-velocity correlation. 
Exverimental A~~aratus:  A schematic drawing of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. It is basically an 
adaptation of the Particle Image Velocimetry technique.l The laser beams are focused into sheets which 
coincide with the image plane of the 35mm camera. The camera shutter is opened and the lasers are fired in 
rapid succession forming two distinct images of each droplet. The components of droplet velocity in the object 
plane are determined from the displacement of the images and the time interval between pulses. Matching the 
droplet images is facilitated if the order of laser pulses can be distinguished by color. This is accomplished by 
doping the liquid with two fluorescent dyes (e.g., Rhodamine 610 and Stilbene 420). Rhodamine 610 absorbs at 
the second harmonic (532 nm) and emits at 610 nm while Stilbene 420 absorbs at the third harmonic (355 nm) 
and emits at 420 nm. These characteristics permit the intense elastic scattering of the excitation wavelengths to 
be eliminated with a narrow band mirror and edge filter thus permitting only the fluorescent emission from the 
droplets to be captured on 35 mm color slide film. The images are recorded at 2:l magnification which gives a 
field of view of 18 mm by 12 mm. The film used is ASA 200 color reversal film (e.g., Kodak Ektachrome 
200). 
The slides are automatically a n d y d  using a microcomputer based image p sing system. The 
slides ~ E E  p l d  ira a tsanslation stage system which positions the slide relative to an RS-170, CCD camera and 
allows Ihe slide to be m l y d  in 225 fields, 2.4 rn wide by 1.6 snrn high. For each field an imge of Eh% 
blue droplets is obb ind  by k b p s b g  a bmdpass filter betrvwn the qmdz-hdogen l l a q  and the slide. TlIZle 
d i g i t i d  imge is md the droplek are located md s i d .  The process is repmtd for the red drspleb. 
WDlAL POSITION (cm) 
Figure 1. Experimental Apparatus: 1-355nm beam, Figure 2. Average velocity as function of radial 
2-532nm beam, 3-light sheet optics, Cskimmer, 5- position for several size ranges of droplets for WDB 
nozzle, 6-sample volume, 7-532nm mirror, 8-35mm 4.0 atomizer 
camera, 9-timing circuit, lO-oscillo6~0pe 
The drop size and position is stored for post processing for velocity. The time required to analyze a single slide 
containing about 1000 droplet images is about 25 minutes. 
Size-Velocitv Data: Droplet image velocimetry measurements were made along a radius 5 cm below the nozzle 
exit for three nozzles. Average axial velocity as a function of radial position for several drop sizes is shown in 
Figure 2. It appears that larger samples will be required to achieve smooth velocity profiles; however, the 
trends with respect to drop size and radial position are evident and the velocities of the largest droplets agree 
favorably with the initial axial velocity based on thrust and mass flow. The large droplets are clustered about 
the 2 cm radial position indicating that the initial direction acquired at the breakup of the cone has not been 
significantly modified by the gas flow. The large droplets also are traveling at velocities approaching the outlet 
velocity. Small droplet velocities have already assumed the characteristic Gaussian profile of a turbulent jet. 
ental Study of Droplet Motion in Laminar and Highly TurbuIent Rows (Y.-H. Song) 
Overview: The objective of this study is to experimentally study the motion of droplets undergoing unsteady 
curvilinear motion in laminar and turbulent flows. Droplet or particle motion has been studied for a long time, 
ts of droplet motion are well understood. For example, for a non-vaporizing solid sphere 
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Figure 4-b. Corrected drag coefficients at different Figure 5. Measured and estimated droplet 
temperatures acceleration in a turbulent flow 
Exciplex Thermometry (S . C. Greenfield) 
Measurement of droplet temperature is important because of its influence on droplet vaporization, e.g., 
droplet models require droplet temperatures to accurately predict vaporization rates. Most prior experiments 
involved the rmspension of a droplet on a thermocouple, however, this disrupts both the internal and external 
flowfields of the droplet. Exciplex thermometry has the advantage of being a non-intrusive fluorescence 
technique, thus preserving the natural flowfields surrounding and within the droplet. 
The exciplex system chosen for this experiment was 2.5% (by weight) tetramethyl-1,4- 
phenylenediamine (TMPD) and 1.0% l-methylnaphthalene (1MN) in tetradecane (TD). Upon UV-laser 
excitation (Nd:YAG, 355 nm), two distinct fluorescence signals are produced, centered at 400 nm and 500 nm. 
The ratio of intensities at these two wavelengths is temperaturedependent and upon calibration, can be used as a 
thermometer. These chemicals were chosen for both their exciplex-forming capabilities and because their 
boiling points are similar (TMPD-260°C, lMN-242OC, TD-252OC). This is important because the intensity 
ratio versus temperature curve is concentrationdependent; differential component vaporization would bias the 
measurements, especially at elevated temperatures. 
Many attempts were made to produce a calibration curve using droplets of known temperature. 
Unfowately, wide variability existed in the intensity ratio measurements of droplets presumably at the same 
&-ram. of the most probable awes of this variability can be identifid. First, even hougP1 the 
droplels wem pmhen_M for im&em! bjection into the rmrrounding environment, vaporizzllion would still cool 
h e  dropleas; &m, Ule exact (emperabre w a  uncerlah, Spcoed, the puxhslrsd 7Il?aPB showed a fairly &gh 
degre sf ~xr;&tiors, &e a f f ~ t  of w&ch is not yet d'lally h o r n ,  Fhally, &em appeam to be a viewhg mgle 
affmt m d t k g  fiom &e use of a split-imge filkr (which pmducm two imgm of one objst) to simulmeowly 
imge the exiplew (5W m) md monomer (400 sun) fluorsen=. B m w  a droplet is ~e-dirraeslrsionral md 
not plmmsP, h e  two imgw a g p r  ate &om different pa& of the droplet, h e  left imge b i d  kowar& 
the Eront of (be droplet and ehe right lowards the back. n w ,  as the droplet location chmga from left to &glnt, 
the region lhat L h g e d  changs as well. Since the fluorescence is more kkm on the front face (i.e., ia the 
optically thick case, where the laser first contacts the droplet), the intensity ratio will be biased by the droplet 
location within the field of view. 
To circumvent these problems, a new experiment was designed. Instead of droplets, an Amersil TO8 
quartz tube (1 mm ID, 2 mm OD) containing a thennocouple was used for calibration purposes. A 120 micron 
pinhole was placed in front of the tubing to prevent image overlap (caused by the split-image filter) during 
acquisition. Additionally, a sublimation unit was purchased to purify the TMPD. An initial set of calibration 
data was acquired with a Princeton Instruments intensified CCD camera and is shown in Figure 6. 
1 .O% 1MN / 2.5% TMPD / TETRADECANE 
Figure 6. Exciplex Calibration Curve 
Droplet Vaporization in an Acoustic Field (M.S. Ondas) 
In m a t  years, there has been much dis~ussion about what me~hanism may be responsible for high 
muency eombwtlon bsbb i l i t i~ .  Some reasons for this discussion are the destructive nature of high 
f r q u a c y  hhbi l i t ia  and the cument lack of fundalnental howldge  about aheir 
m w s r r s s .  D ~ g  ePIe JmNM sponsor& workshop on Liquid b c k e t  EngiLae Combustion Dhven 
hhb&v ?dah&smt2 five eategoha of bmie mmbustion &sics were identifid: fluid anecbrdm, hjwtion, 
alo~zabion, vapPlmlion, a d  gllxhg. These me~b&sans were diwussd md &en &d accordbg to how 
s. Vapoeizakion was consider& Lo be a p h o ~ t y  issue in 
bsth the a h s i t i d  md sugercriti-1 regimes. Fundamenkl data on Ihe vaporization process is critisal for basic 
physical underslanding as well as for prsvidhg a dagalPase for malytical md coquhtional mnoslebs. 
In order to obtain information on vaporization rates and vapor concentration wake structure around the droplet, 
a single vaporizing droplet is used. This is done to eliminate any possible coupling effects with other 
mechanisms, such as atomization. A droplet is either suspended from the end of a syringe or transversely 
injected into a 1.9 cm square duct with a length of 259 cm. The mean velocity of the flow is up to 10 m/s with 
an average pressure of up to 10.0 atm and temperature capabilities of up to 260°C. A six-orifice rotating disk 
is used to periodically open and close the end of the duct. With this technique, standing longitudinal waves 
from 100 to 500 Hz can be generated with peak to peak amplitudes of up to f 10% of the mean chamber 
pressure. 
The most recent work was done using two different visualization techniques. The first technique was 
an exciplex vaporlliquid visualization system. Tetradecane was doped with the exciplex additives and the 
vaporizing droplets were suspended by a syringe tip and illuminated using either the 355 nm or the 266 nm 
beam from an Nd:YAG laser. The flow conditions were 1.3 mls at 220°C and a pressure of 7.8 atm. The 
filtered image showing the vapor wake signal was recorded using a Princeton Instruments intensified CCD array 
camera. This technique provided some images of the vapor wake, but the signal to noise ratio was low. In 
order to increase the amount of fuel vapor in the wake, a more volatile fuel was used. The second technique 
used acetone as the fuel. Acetone is very volatile and it also fluoresces when excited by an ultraviolet laser 
source. The flow conditions were from 1.2-1.5 m/s at 50-85OC and 6.4 atm. The 266 nm beam from an 
Nd:YAG laser was used as the excitation source. The images were once again obtained using the intensified 
array camera. Due to the increased volatility of the acetone, the image quality was better than those obtained 
with the tetradecane exciplex mixture. 
One problem that remains is the effect the syringe has on the droplet. The droplet tends to adhere to 
the syringe and form a teardrop shape. This is undesirable since the droplets are no longer spherical and 
because of the disruption in the flow field around the droplet. Also, the syringe causes some scattering of the 
incident laser sheet. The upcoming experiments will use an acetone droplet that is in free fall to alleviate the 
interference from the syringe. The droplet and its vapor wake will be illuminated by a laser sheet cutting the 
vertical plane of motion. The CCD array camera will be focused on this plane to record the image. Once the 
data acquisition system is more fully developed and images are of sufficient quality, an acoustic field will be 
induced on the m a  gas now and droplet vaporization in the presence of cm acoustic wave ean be studied. 
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SSME FUEL PREBURNER mJECTOR CHARAQlTERIIZATION 
BPopulsion Labommpy 
Mmshall Spa= Right Cenkr 
Hunlsville& 35812 
S ARY 
A project has been initiated at the Marshall Space Flight Center to determine if prebumer inter- or 
intraelement mixture ratio maldistributions are the cause of temperature variations in The Space Shuttle 
Main Engine (SSME) High Pressure Fuel Turbopump (HPFI'P) turbine inlet region. Temperature 
nonuniformity may contribute to the many problems experienced in this region. The project will involve 
high pressure cold-flow testing and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the beginning of the Space Shuttle program, the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) has 
experienced a variety of problems in the high pressure fuel turbopump (HPFTP) turbine inlets. These 
problems include turbine blade cracks, blade erosion, and sheet metal cracks. The problems may be caused 
from the severe environment that is generated during start-up and shut-down or to temperature striations that 
exist during nominal operation. Recent studies have also suggested that the sheet metal cracking may be the 
result from mechanical vibrations during steady-state operation. In order to properly analyze these 
problems the thermal environment must be known. It has been shown that temperature striations due to 
distributions of mixture ratio during steady-state operations persist into the mbiie. In a series of recent tests 
at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) temperature measurements were taken at various locations 
along the turbine inlet. Figure 1 shows the locations of the temperature measurements and the measured 
temperatures of a representative test. A measurement of the temperature of the suction side of a nozzle 
blade measured above 2300 degrees Rankine, several hundred degrees higher than expected. In general, it 
is expected that the upstream nozzle temperatures would be higher at the midspan and lower on the edges 
due to film cooling and Augmented Spark Igniter(ASI) flow. The data showed that the temperatures along 
the inner diameter were higher than those at the midspan. Thermocouples directly downstream of the baffles 
did not show temperatures that were notably cooler than those at other circumferential locations. The 
measurements made on the outer diameter edge of the nozzle blade tended to read lower, showing the 
effects of the film coolant, but the readings were inconsistent with circumferential variations of over 200 
degrws. The themo~ouples were placed in some degree of conmt wi& cooled metal surfaces and the 
mount of m l b g  at each pint  is not well known. E it is assumed &at &e Ehemwouple dms not 10% 
signrificmt hmt so Ike h a s d w m  md  at h e  tbemwouples are aceumte and proprly calibraw, h e  
&mppalwes measmec% repesent Ihe adiabadc wall leml>emuTe, which is c los  bo the frwssrm slagnadon 
tem&erame. V~abions  in the &ws&wrn slamtion tempratme are caused fi;orn vhations in che upslrmm 
mixture mtio. V~at ions  in npswmm mixtwe meo are mused from the AS1 flow, the cmlant Row, md the 
baffles, but &ese v;ll-ialions follow p h c u l x  patterns hat do not explain the seemingly random varidons 
in the data. Another s o w e  of mixture ratio varialion are inter and ineaelement mass flow variations. 
Interelement variations result from in manifold pressures and variations in flow resistance in the element due 
to geometric variations within design tolerances. Intraelement is the variation in mixture ratio across an 
element streamtube due to incomplete mixing. A study is being conducted to determine if either of these 
effects is the cause of the temperature nonumiformity. If intraelement effects are found to be important, 
possible design modifications will be examined. 
APPROACH 
The SSME uses liquid oxygen (LOX) and gaseous hydrogen (GH2) as its propellants. These 
propellants enter the preburner through shear coaxial injector elements (Figure 2). The LOX flows through 
a central tube that exits into a cup region where it is shrouded by a coaxial flow of high velocity GH2. An 
alternative design that is sometimes employed with LOXlGH2 is the swirl coaxial element in which the 
central LOX flow enters the element with angular momentum giving the flow a radial component at the 
element exit to enhance mixing. The objective of this study is to assess the mixture ratio variation that 
should be expected from the current preburner element and to assess the possible benefits that a swirl 
element would offer. 
In order to isolate the injector effects and to simplify the experiment, it is common practice to 
characterize injector performance with cold-flow tests using simulants for the fuel and oxidizer. However, 
most of these tests have been conducted with the elements flowing to open air. It is not possible to simulate 
realistic conditions unless a high back pressure is imposed at the element exit. Because of this, the ambient 
back pressure testing may be misleading. Specifically the SSME preburner element has been compared to a 
swirl element[ Ref 11. Under these test conditions the, the swirl element produced a superior liquid mass 
distribution. It is not possible to scale this data to the expected hot-fire conditions because unrealistically 
high mach numbers are required to produce mass flows that are comparable to the hot-fire conditions. In 
order to obtain a truly realistic comparison, the experiments need to be repeated at a back pressure of at 
least 560 psig. 
Currently, two high pressure cold-flow chambers are available for use at MSFC. These chambets 
were designed for another test program and will require some modification. A new manifold system has 
already been developeB in-house es accomm&& the S S m  prebuwner element and a eompmble swki 
element. When tested at ambient back pressure the swirl element generates a far superior liquid mass 
&s~bu&on to that of the s h m  element. However, at high presswe condilions, i t  is not known how the 
elernenas will compme. Based on h e  e h a & ~ s f i c s  f &ek o p m ~ o n ,  it is exptPR &;it the s h w  element 
pdonmance will hprove md swkl element wrfommce will dew& at high pressm. The s h w  dement 
relia on he  momentum 06 be  gas to bre&-up and d i s p r ~  the liquid suem.  At high praswe, the density 
of h e  gas increases, allowing high momentum lo be achievd at a low mach numkr. The swkl element 
uses radial momenam to disgerse the liquid. At high presswe, the increase in gas momenam remds the 
effect of the radial liquid momentum. However, the gas momentum will enhance the liquid break-up. 
Basically, the difference in mixing efficiency of the two element types will not be as drastic at high pressure. 
However, it is expected that the difference still be quite significant. A temperature striation of 200 degrees 
Rankine only requires a mixture ratio variation of approximately 0.13 from a nominal 0.893 value. 
Typically, at ambient back pressure the mixing of the liquid propellant is measured directly using 
a mechanical patternator, which is simply an array of capture tubes positioned downstream of the injector 
element exit to measure the mass flux distribution. High back pressure tests require a closed pressure 
chamber. Mechanical patternation is very difficult to integrate into a pressure chamber. Recently, optical 
methods of measuring mass distribution have been applied with good success [ref. 21. 
The technique involves doping the liquid simulant with a small amount of fluorescing dye which is then 
excited using a laser sheet and mapping the fluorescence. This method will be used and work is ongoing to 
address the gas phase mixing with nonintrusive measurements 
The variation in the element resistance can be measured by simple water flow tests. However, 
because it is impossible to insure that the LOX post is positioned exactly in the center of the fuel annulus, 
circumferential variation in mixture ratios occur. Mixing measurements will be made in the high pressure 
chamber with the LOX post canted to measure the resulting mixture ratio nonuniformity as well as the 
variation in the overall flow resistance of the element. 
An attempt will be made to use the data generated on this program along with the hot-fire data 
generated at The Pennsylvania State University to anchor CFD models which will allow an overall 
prediction to be made of the downstream intraelement mixing effect. 
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SUMMARY 
Small chemical rockets are used on nearly all space missions. The small rocket program provides 
propulsion technology for civil and government space systems. Small rocket concepts are developed for 
systems which encompass reaction control for launch and orbit trarrsfer systems, as well as on-board 
propulsion for large space systems and Earth orbit and planetary spacecraft Major roles for on-board 
propulsion include apogee kick, delta-V, de-orbit, drag makeup, final insertions, north-south station- 
keeping, orbit changeltrim, perigee kick, and reboost. The program encompasses efforts on Earth- 
storable, space storable, and cryogenic propellants. The Earth-storable propellants include nitrogen 
tetroxide (NTO) as an oxidizer with monomethylhydrazine (MMH) or anhydrous hydrazine (AH) as 
fuels. The space storable propellants include liquid oxygen (LOX) as an oxidizer with hydrazine or 
hydrocarbons such as liquid methane, ethane, and ethanol as fuels. Cryogenic propellants are LOX or 
gaseous oxygen (COX) as oxidizers and liquid or gaseous hydrogen as fuels. Improved performance and 
lifetime for small chemical rockets are sought through the development of new predictive tools to 
understand the combustion and flow physics, the introduction of high temperature materials to eliminate 
fuel film cooling and its associated combustion inefficiency, and improved component designs to 
optimize performance. Improved predictive technology is sought through the comparison of both local 
and global predictions with experimental data. Results indicate that modeling of the injector and 
combustion process in small rockets needs improvement High temperature materials require the 
development of fabrication processes, a durability data base in both laboratory and rocket environments, 
and basic engineering property data such as strength, creep, fatigue, and work hardening properties at 
both room and elevated temperature. Promising materials under development include iridiurncoated 
rhenium and a ceramic composite of mixed hafnium carbide and tantalum carbide reinforced with 
graphite fibers. Component designs to optimize performance indicate that gains of 10 to 20 seconds 
specific impulse are possible with Earth-storable propellants. Further gains of 5 to 10 seconds are 
expected with designs which operate at high chamber pressure such that frozen flow losses in the nozzle 
are mini~nized and combustion efficiency possibly increases. Compnenes designed for wace-stcpmble 
propellanls &re expcted to provide an additional 15 to 20 seconds spe~ific impulse over 
due to the morc energetic nature of these propellmls. Small cl-yogenic rockeu are pwp& only for 
Lhose sysems where inte~atisn is possible. Systems andyses indicate a signgicms payload knefit for 
vehicles with inbegralcd propulsion systems. Bol! Lomiquid hyhgen  and mugmrn h y h g e n  m 
emdidate propellanu. Tests with COWgaseous hydPogen ape conducted for matefials tests and p d i c ~ v e  
technology development as a matter of convenience as well as to supply performance dalr, on high 
pedormance propellan&. This program provides ine opportunity to study fundamental r ~ k e l  phenomena 
in testbed, as well as, prototype engines, not just subscale models, and may be an economical approach to 
providing subscale data of general value to a11 rockets. 
EARTH STORABLE ROCKET DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND TEST 
Small rocket chambers are usually radiation-cooled for simplicity. Radiation-cooled operation, in 
general, requires extensive fuel film cooling with its associated combustion/performance losses. This 
design practice reduces chamber temperature and limits thermal soakback to the injector. Small rockets 
require larger percentages of their fuel for cooling than large rockets because of their larger surface-to- 
volume ratios. They, therefore, stand to benefit the most from high temperature material technology. 
Design issues which must be addressed in the use of iridium-coated rhenium for rocket chambers include 
a) thermal management of the high temperature chamber, especially at the injector interface 
b) injector design to minimize oxidizer contact with the iridium 
c) chamber design to accommodate launch induced stresses in heavy annealed material 
d) basic material property data 
e) metallurgical joining techniques for rhenium with other materials 
Radiation-cooling of the rhenium chamber is accomplished by the application of a high emissivity 
coating of dendritic rhenium to the outside surface by CVD. Thermal management of the injector- 
chamber interface is accomplished through the use of film coolant along with increased thermal 
resistance or path lengths in the rhenium material. Alternatively, fuel regenerative cooling of the 
interface is also used. Injectors are designed such that oxidizer momentum is either axial or away from 
the walls. Iridium has a finite oxidation rate and material loss escalates in the presence of oxidizer and at 
elevated temperatures. Combustion interactions with iridium is the subject of great uncertainty in the 
design process. Both liners fabricated from platinum-lorhodium and stainless steel regenerative sections 
were successfully used to prevent iridium oxidation at the head end of the combustion chamber. At the 
throat, where temperatures require the use of iridium (melting point 2720 K), increased iridium thickness 
is the only route to additional life, but lack of oxidation data makes this design purely empirical. 
Designing the chamber for adequate strength at operating temperature and fatigue life during launch is 
crucial. The former requires elevated temperature (2200 K) strength, creep, and low cycle fatigue data. 
The latter requires room temperature strength, fatigue, and work hardening data. These data are p ~ s e n d y  
the subject of considerable contractor and NASA efforts. Designing the chamkr to suwive the launch 
loads is accomplished either by using lighter materials such as silicide coat& niobium or c e m i c  
composites for nozzle skirts, where temperatures wmib, or by inc~asing matehid &icknms ;a$ the b a t ,  
InvesGgations of nrelallurgical ~oining t~hniques requked for Eligltt type hardware yield& fmace 
brazing with Palcusil 25 or Nioro filler melals as a suitable technique. A form of e l~bron beam @B) 
welding called parent meul b rae  is stailable for joining rhenium to stainless steel. Joining mhniques are 
the subje~e of condnuing investigations. 
Performance and iife tests of 22, 62, and 440 N thrust class rockets using this rechnology were 
conducted with NTO/MMH propellants. Both steady state and pulse testing was performed and thermal 
management issues were successfully addressed. Performance and life results are shown in the following 
table. 
THRUST PROPEL- AREA PERFOR- TOTAL CYCLES COMMENT 
CLASS LANTS RATIO MANCE TIME 
(N) (sw) (hr) 
22 NTOMMH 150:l 3 10 1.7 100,311 100,000 @ 20% duty 
62 NTOMMH 75:l 305 0.2 263 240 @ 10% duty 
440 NTOMMH 286:l 321 6.2 93 
550 NTOIAH 200:l 330 
The Earth storable liquid rocket technology developed to date uses relatively low system pressures 
compared to recent DOD programs aimed at short lived rockets. A program is currently underway to 
develop long-life, high-pressure rocket technology which takes advantage of the BMDO investment in 
high pressure propellant management and industry investment in high pressure tanks. High pressure tests 
of small rockets will be used to determine their combustion chamber efficiency when designed with high 
temperature materials. These materials may offer the thermal margin necessary to withstand the 
increased heat fluxes associated with high pressure rocket chambers, without paying a performance 
penalty for film cooling. Operation at high pressure also allows a reduction in size of rockets, which is 
potentially of value to microsatellites. 
SPACE STORABLE ROCKET TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 
Efforts to improve the performance of small rockets through the use of more energetic propellants 
have focused on a class of propellants called space storables. These propellants are those which can be 
passively stored in space, within mission constraints, without active cooling or refrigeration. Space 
storable propellant candidates include liquid oxygen (LOX) and hydrocarbon fuels such as liquid 
methane, ethane, propane, and ethylene. Other candidate fuels are storable on as well as spxe and 
include hydrazine and ethanol. Based on syslem aaalysis, LOmyBrazine was chogn for pocket 
development at "TWW using their pintle injector design. En addidon, a facility is under cowslpa3c~on at 
LeRC to nest LOXhydroczbons in the event toxic propellanls such as hybzine fall out of favor. mW's 
qace storable pintle injector concept is shown in figure I. LOX is injected as a film along &e outside of 
Lhe ginblje and impinges on hyclrzine, which is injected radially outwwd from slots in the piwtle dp. 
Injector geomeyr is varied wih shims, which alter Lhe injwtion p n  geomeuy of $o& the fuel md 
oxidizer. In the initial tests, six fuel geometries were evaluated yielding lower than e x p t e d  
performance. A hybrid design injecting some fuel dong the engine axis was then tested with better 
results, showing that the core flow was oxidizer rich. Tests to date have produced a maximum specific 
impulse of 346 seconds based on a 200: 1 area ratio nozzle. They provide basic engineering information 
on combustion performance, thermal characteristics, stability, and ignition of LOX and hydrazine. 
Incorporation of high temperature materials is planned for the next phase of this development program 
and engine performance is expected to exceed 350 seconds specific impulse. 
..I 4 &" FC port Thrust Chulber 
Figure 1. Baseline Injector with Workhorse Trust Chamber 
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INTRODUCTION 
The performance and stability of liquid rocket engines is determined to a large degree by atomi- 
zation, mixing, and combustion processes. Control over these processes is exerted through the design of 
the injector. Injectors in liquid rocket engines are called upon to perform many functions. They must first 
of all mix the propellants to provide suitable performance in the shortest possible length. For main injec- 
tors, this is driven by the tradeoff between the combustion chamber performance, stability, eff~ciency and 
its weight and cost. In gas generators and preburners, hontever, it is also driven by the possibility of 
damage to downstream components, for example piping and turbine blades. This can occur if unburned 
fuel and oxidant later react to create hot spots. Weight and cost considerations require that the injector 
design be simple and lightweight, For reusable engines, the injectors must also be durable and easily 
maintained. Suitable atomization and mixing must be produced with as small a pressure drop as possible, 
so that the size and weight of pressure vessels and turbomachinery can be minimized. Ho~vever, the 
pressure drop must not be so small as to promote feed system coupled instabilities. Another important 
Eunction of the injectors is to ensure that the injector face plate and the chamber and nozzle walls are not 
damaged. Typically this requires reducing the heat transfer to an acceptable level and also keeping 
unburned oxygen from chemically attacking the walls, particularly in reusable engines. Therefore the 
mixing distribution is often tailored to be fuel-rich near the walls. Wall heat transfer can become 
catastrophically damaging in the presence of acoustic instabilities, so the injector must prevent these from 
occurring at all costs. In addition to acoustic stability (but coupled 114th it), injectors must also be 
kinetically stable. That is, the flame itself must maintain ignition in the combustion chamber. This is not 
typically a problem with main injectors, but can be a consideration in preburners, where the desire to keep 
turbine inlet temperatures as cool as possible can make it advantageous for the preburners to operate as far 
from stoichiometry as can be tolerated. For some missions such as Single Stage To Orbit, all of the above 
requirements must be maintained over a throttleable range, for example 5:l to 10:l. Finally, the injectors 
must be ignitable during startup where pressures and temperatures are far from design conditions, and 
ignition transients must be minimized in order to avoid damage to engine components. 
In order to satisfy these various constraints, the injector designer must be able to perform design 
tradeoff studies, and it is important that this be done ~ 4 t h  minimal time and costs. In fact, it can easily be 
argued that rducing engine development time and msts is essential to maintaining U.S. competitiveness 
in spce. The Propulsion Directorate of the PKllips kabratary has investd in a numkr of promrns to 
advance liquid rwkel engine tecktPtoPoa, and sm-veral of these are &aeetd at improGng desiw tools for 
liquid rosket injestors. The p w s e  of the presentation ~ 4 1 1  be Is descrik some of tbese laser programs. 
OmRALL APPROACH 
'The overall approach of the desigq-oriented groDams is to first give consideration to 
fundamental mechanisms, and to initiate programs to study these mwhanisms if they are not sufCiciently 
well understood. The results are incorporated inte models, and the models are validated using suitable 
subscale experiments. The validated models are then incorporated into design-oriented CFD codes. This 
includes efforts to make these codes user-friendly, such as equipping them with graphical user interfaces. 
Although priority is given to Air Force customers, in many instances the technology developed has 
broader commercial or other applications, and efforts are made to make the technology available to these 
other applications where appropriate. The ultimate goal is to reduce engine development time and costs by 
a factor of two. The overall program is accomplished by a mixwe of in-house programs, ex%ernally 
funded programs, and cooperative efforts with other industry, government, and academic laboratories. A 
representative sample of these is summarized below. 
INJECTOR CHARACTEREATON AT HIGH PRESSURES 
Engine development programs have typically had to resort to a large number of expensive large 
subscale and full scale hot fire tests. Although the need for these cannot be entirely eliminated, cold flow 
testing is by comparison much cheaper, and useful for providing initial conditions for code predictions, as 
well as for performing comparative studies of different injector designs. The Phillips Lab injector 
characterization facility is capable of performing cold flow testing of N 1  scale single injector elements at 
chamber pressures up to 2000 psi. The injector chamber is equipped with four sapphire windows for 
optical access, and is supported by an array of optical diagnostics including an Aerometrics phase doppler 
particle analyzer (PDPA), a Malvern Fraunhoffer diffraction instrument, a Greenfield image-based sizing 
instrument, and the coaxial beam particle analyzer of Grissom [I]. In addition, the vessel is equipped with 
a 27 element traversable linear patternator for mass distribution measurements. The facility is currently 
being used to study manifold effects on the atomization characteristics of a single orifice, as showri in Fig. 
1. The manifold upstream of the orifice is designed to produce a well characterized turbulent cross flow, 
and the effects of cross velocity, orifice size, orifice LD, chamber pressure, and injector AP are being 
studied. 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ATOMIZATION AND DROPLET COMBUSTION 
A number of programs have been directed at improving the understanding of these fundamental 
mechanisms as they apply to liquid rocket engines. Much of the work has been concerned with the effect 
of acoustic waves and the ability to couple with combustion instabilities, but steady state effects are also of 
concern. Exqernd programs have used shwk tubes to study the effect shock strenglh and xilave shape on 
liquid jets 121 and droplels 131. Anderson and Winter [3] have applid rlae time and sub-micron resolution 
mpabiIi@ of the M o ~ h o l o m  Depndent Resonant VIP) drop sizing technique to efP&c~\'ely p e ~ o m  
instanuneoris \iapo~zalion rate measuremen& of &ople& klaind a shock wave. The resralb in Fig. 2 show 
the diameter decrease in fraclions of a micron as a function of time in dcroseconds for dserent shock 
s ~ e n a s  and cl&erent fluids. Vaporlzalion rates are sho~tn to increase with increasing shock strengths 
and more volatile fluids, as expected, and the rates measured are found to be subs@nlially higher than 
steady state modeis n~ould predi~t. These programs compliment internal program to experimentally 
study the vaporization and combustion behavior of supercritical droplets. Injection in many liquid rocket 
engines occurs at pressures exceeding the critical pressure of the propellant. Liquid oxygen, for example, 
is typically injected at a supercritical pressure, but at a subcritical temperature. It then undergoes a 
transition to a supercritical state as it is heated in the combustion chamber. The mechanism by which this 
occurs is not well understood; consequently most rocket CFD codes still use correlations based on subcriti- 
cal studies. The approach w4l be to study droplets in free fall in a supercritical environment. Figure 3 
shows the droplet generator developed for this project. The generator was designed to produce a 
monodisperse stream of widely spaced droplets (>lo0 diameters), using a variety of fluids including 
cryogenic fluids, at pressures up to 1500 psi. The piezoelectric droplet generator is theoretically capable of 
operating either in an acoustically excited breakup mode, a drop-on-demand mode, or with a shroud in an 
aerodynamic stripping mode in the absence of excitation. Most likely operation in a hybrid fashion 
combining two or more modes will produce the most success. The generator is currently undergoing 
testing. This project \\rill also use a high pressure acoustic driver developed under an SBIR grant to 
acousticaIIy excite the droplets. Unlike alternative methods such as using a rotating toothed wheel at the 
exit of a choked orifice, the acoustic driver is piezoelectrially driven and is capable of operating with no 
mean flow. Initial tests in a high pressure impedance tube show that sound pressure levels reaching 160 
dI3 (1 atm. ref.) can be produced at 1000 psi. Efforts are undenvay to increase the output of the driver. 
ADVANCED LIQUID ROCKET ENGINE MEASUREMENTS 
This program is designed to cultivate recent developments in combustion diagnostics and 
determine the extent to which they can be "hardened" to apply to more realistic rocket environments, 
including high pressures and high temperatures. Such techniques would serve to validate codes under 
more realistic conditions, as well as to provide tools for diagnosing problems that may be encountered 
during testing. Efforts to date have been largely limited to planar laser sheet Mie scattering, but future 
efforts will seek creative, innovative approaches to obtain badly needed realistic data. 
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International Conference on Liquid Atomization and Spray Systems, paper 69, July 1991. 
2. Ateshkadi, A., Eastes, T.W., and Samuelsen, G.S., "'Pri Breakup of a Liquid Jet in a Transverse 
Shock-Induced Flow," MAAISBIASMEIASEE 29th Joint PropuIsion Conference $ Exhibit, paper 
93-2335, June 1993. 
3. hderson, T.J., and Winter, M., "Mamrernenls; of the E E e l  of Acouslic Distuhances on Droplet 
Vapfim~ser. ktes," A I M  Aerospaa Sciences MeeGng $t Efibil ,  p a p s  924108, January 
1992. 
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Figure 1. 
Apparatus to study the effect of manifold cross flow on an orifice injector. 
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Figure 2. 
Droplet vaporization rate measurements behind a shock wave (Winter/UTRC). 
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SUMMARYIOVERVIEW 
The application of laser-based diagnostic techniques has become commonplace to a wide variety of 
combustion problems (for example, Ref. 1). New insights into combustion phenomena at a level previously 
unattainable has been made possible by non-intrusive measurements of velocity, temperature, and species. However, 
due to the adverse conditions which exist inside rocket engines, relatively few studies have addressed these 
combustion en~ironments.~ 
The high pressure, high speed, combusting environment in a rocket engine prohibits the application of 
several measurement techniques. However, in the rocket community, there is a critical need for rocket flowfield 
data to validate Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) codes. Currently at Penn State, there is an effort to obtain 
flowfield measurements inside a rocket engine. Velocity measurements have been made inside the combustion 
chamber of a uni-element (shear coaxial injector) optically accessible rocket chamber at several axial locations 
downstream of the injector. These measurements, combined with future measurements, will provide benchmark 
data for CFD code validation. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
The velocity measurements were made in an optically accessible rocket chamber at Penn State's Cryogenic 
Combustion Laboratory. This facility is capable of supplying gaseous hydrogen (GHJ and gaseous oxygen (GO2) 
at rnass flow rates up to 0.11 kgls (0.25 lbmls) and 0.45 kgls (1.0 lbmls), respectively. The uni-element rocket 
chamber used is modular in design and can be easily configured to provide optical access along the chamber length. 
A cross-sectional view of the rocket assembly is shown in Fig. 1. The rocket chamber is comprised of several 
interchangeable sections which include the injector assembly, igniter, window and blank sections, and a nozzle 
assembly. The windows are protected from the hot combustion gases by a gaseous nitrogen (GN,) curtain purge 
which flows across the interior window surfaces. 
A shear coaxial injector was used to introduce the propellants into the combustion chamber. The nominal 
rnass flow rate of GH, through the annulus of the shew coaxial injector was 0.01 1 kg/§ (0.025 Ibis), while the GO2 
mass flow rate &rough the central tube of the ~njeccor was 0.045 kgls (0. I Ibis), resulting in an O/F mBs Row rate 
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the optically accessible rocket chamber. The chamber is modular in design and 
allows for varying the chamber length, injector assembly, window-section location and nozzle assembly. The 
interior of the chamber is 50.8 x 50.8 mm. For the results presented here, a shear coaxial injector was used. 
The GO, post has an inner diameter of 7.75 mm (0.305 in.) and is not recessed with respect to the injector face. 
The fuel annulus has an inner diameter of 9.53 mm (0.375 in.) and an outer diameter of 12.7 mm (0.5 in.). The 
chamber length and nozzle throat diameter are 245.6 mm and 11.36 mm, respectively. 
ratio of four. The corresponding mean injection velocities of GO, and GH, into the rocket chamber were 57 m/s 
(187 fils) and 194 m/s (636 fils), respectively. The combination of these mass flow rates with a nozzle having a 
throat diameter of 11.36 mm (0.447 in.) produced a chamber pressure of 1.31 MPa (190 psia). A rocket firing was 
' four seconds in duration. Velocity measurements were taken from 1.4 to 3.9 seconds into the rocket firing to avoid 
measuring velocities during the start up and shut down transient periods. 
Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) was used to measure the velocity field in the rocket. The LDV system 
consists of a transmitter and receiver, each of which was inclined at an angle of 15" with respect to the horizontal 
plane to avoid problems with reflections. A probe volume was formed inside the rocket chamber by splitting an 
argon ion laser beam (A=514.5 nm) into two beams and focusing them to an intersection. The optics were mounted 
on translation stages to allow the probe volume to be traversed vertically through the flowfield. In order to reject 
light from the luminous flame of the GH,/GO, flow, a 10 nm bandpass filter centered around 514.5 nm was placed 
in front of the receiving optics. Fluidized bed seeders were used to introduce aluminum oxide (Al,O,) seed particles 
into the GH,/GO, flows. A small portion of the main gas flow is diverted into the seeder and flows through a 
porous piate (this plate traps particles greater than 5 prn) on which seed particles are placed. This secondary flow 
entrains seed pmicles as it exits through the top of the seeder to recombine with the primary flow. The GI-& and 
GO, flows were seeded individually. 
The measured radial velocity profiles, along with the visible flame front, at the thee axial meaurement 
locations downstrem of the injector face, viz., 25.4, 50.8 and 127 m (1, 2 and 5 in.), are presented in the three 
inset graphs in Fig. 2. The radial velocity profile at the closest axial measurement location, 25.4 rnnn (1 in.), shows 
that in the shadow of the central GO2 post of the injector, the mean velocity at the centerline is the same as the 
injection GO, mean velocity, i.e. about 54 m/s (187 ftls), suggesting that the core of the ii4 flow has not been 
affected by shear from the higher velocity GH, flow. Only the GO, flow was seeded for velocity measurements 
in this central region. For increasing radial distance in both directions, the mean velocity increases to a peak of 
about 120 m/s (394 ftls), and then decreases. For velocity measurements in this outer region, only the GH, flow 
was seeded. The peak velocity is significantly lower than the injection GH, velocity (194 m/s) and occurs radially 
outward from the shadow of the injector's annulus, suggesting that the GH, flow is diffusing with radial distance 
and mixing with both GO, and the net outward mass flux of the combustion product, gaseous H,O. Further 
inspection of the velocity profile at the 25.4 mm (1 in.) location also shows that in the mixing layer between the 
two flows, the measured mean velocity at a point differs depending on which flow was seeded. This is a reflection 
of the unsteady nature of the flame front and will be discussed later. 
The radial velocity profile at the middle axial measurement location, 50.8 mm (2 in.), shows that the mean 
velocity in the central core is still the same as the injection GO, mean velocity, i.e. about 57 m/s (187 ftls); 
however, here the velocity profile is more uniform suggesting that the wall effects on the turbulent velocity profile 
from the central GO, tube have relaxed with axial distance. Away from the central core, the mean velocity peaks 
at a maximum of about 80 m/s (262 ftls) at a greater radial location than for the 25.4 mm (1 in.) axial measurement 
location, and then decreases with radial distance. Mean velocities at this axial location were measured radially up 
to about 20 mm (0.79 in.), as compared to about 15 mm.(0.59 in.) for the 25.4 mm (1 in.) axial location, showing 
that the flowfield expands with axial distance. In terms of seeding, seed in the GH, flow was sufficient for making 
mean velocity measurements in the shadow of the central tube. The seed particles can be viewed to represent a 
passive ~ c a l a r , ~  i.e. the GH2 flow seeding marks locations where hydrogen is present either as H, or H20, the 
combustion product. This indicates that at this axial location, hydrogen in the form of reactant GH, or product, 
gaseous H20 is present in the central regions of the flowfield. Conversely, radial locations where velocity 
measurements are made by just seeding the GO2 flow marks the presence of either GO2 or gaseous H,O. 
The third velocity profile shown in Fig. 2 is for the 127 mm (5 in.) axial position. Here, the velocity in 
the central core is still about the same as the mean GO? injection velocity. However, unlike the velocity profiles 
at the other two axial measurement locations, the peak velocity is maximum at the centerline and relaxes with radial 
distance. Near the wall, the velocity profile shows a small increase from 25 m/s (82 fils) at a radial distance 
of -21 mm (0.83 in.) to almost 30 m/s (98 ftls) at the next radial location. This is probably due to the nitrogen 
(GN,) purge flow at the bottom of the combustion chamber for the slot windows. Note that the entire velocity 
profile was measured by just seeding the GM? flow. 
Mean Velocity (m/s) 
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Fig. 2. Mean velocity profile measurements at three axial locations, 25.4, 50.8, and 127 mm (1, 2, and 5 in.), 
downstream of the injector face. The visible flame front (measured from 35 mm photographs) at each axial 
measurement location is indicated by the lines marked on the radial axes. The injector housing is also shown for 
reference. Note that the axial distances are not to scale. The hollow square (0) and solid circle (@) symbols 
correspond to GO, and GH, flow seeding, respectively. 
RMS Velocity (m/s) 
Fig. 3. Root mean square velocity profile measurements at three axial locations, 25.4, 50.8, and 127 mm (1, 2, 
and 5 in.), downstream of the injector face. The visible flame front (measured from 35 mm photographs) at each 
axial measurement location is indicated by the lines marked on the radial axes. The injector housing is also shown 
for reference. Note that the axial distances are not to scale. The hollow square ( 0 )  and solid circle ( @ )  symbols 
conespond to GO? and GH2 flow seeding, respectively. 
The corresponding root mean square (RMS) velocities are plotted in a similar manner in Fig. 3. In the 
central core, the root mean square velocity is about 6 m/s at all three axial measurement tocations yielding a 
turbulent intensity value of about 0.1, or 10%. Fully developed pipe flow turbulent intensities are about 0.05, or 
5 % ,4 indicating that the incoming flow has a higher turbulent energy content and/or the combustion enhances the 
turbulence levels. In the peak velocity region at the first measurement location, the mean velocity is about 120 m/s 
(394 ftls) with a corresponding root mean square velocity of about 30 m/s (98 fils) resulting in a turbulent intensity 
of about 0.25 or 25 %. The higher turbulent intensity value here is probably a result of both combustion and the 
unsteady nature of the flow. A similar value of turbulent intensity is also obtained for the peak velocity region 
at the second axial location (mean velocity and RMS velocity are 80 m/s (262 fils) and 20 m/s (66 fils), 
respectively). At the outer regions of the furthest axial measurement location, both the mean velocity and the RMS 
velocity drop off in comparison to the other measurement locations; however, the rate of drop off is significantly 
higher for the mean velocity, resulting in a turbulent intensity of about 0.4 or 40% (mean velocity and RMS velocity 
are 25 m/s (82 ftls) and 10 w s  (33 ftls), respectively). 
Images were also taken with a CCD camera of 
the scattered light from the seed particles inside the rocket 
chamber under conditions in which only the GO, flow was 
seeded. A typical image is shown in Fig. 4. In the 
figure, white areas represent locations where oxygen is 
present either as GO, or H1O. The image (and other 
similar images) clearly shows that the oxygen region does 
not have smooth edges, but is characterized by highly 
irregular protuberances. This suggests that the mixing 
region is characterized by large scale turbulent structures 
that seem to eject from the central oxygen rich region in 
a manner analogous to bursts in the near wall region of a 
turbulent boundary layer. Single point velocity 
measurements in this type of mixing layer will therefore 
vary depending on the seeding method, i.e, seed in GH, 
or GO, flow, and is observed to be true for the velocity 
profile measurements described earlier. Similar 
Fig. 4. Image of light scattered from seed particles 
observations regarding the effects of seeding on velocity 
originally entrained in the GO, flow. A laser light 
- - 
(X=532 nm) sheet introduced into the rocket chamber was measurements have been reported for turbulent diffusion 
used to illuminate the seed material. flame studies.' 
S 
Initial measurements on the evolution of the velocity field in a rocket-lrke chamber are reported. These 
results demonstrate that laser-based diagnostics can be effectively applied to in-situ me~urepi~emts for rani-element 
rocket chmber geometries. The velocity measurements indicate that the evolution of the reacting flowfield far the 
shear coaxial flow studied involves a highly unsteady turbulent combusting flow. 
Comparisons between the rocket flowfield and turbulent diffusion flame studies conducted at atmospheric 
pressure conditions indicate that the turbulent intensities and unsteady nature of the flows are similar. Additional 
velocity measurements, involving two dimensions, as well as other measurements, including temperature and 
species, will provide a better understanding of this complex combusting flowfield. 
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1 .  INTRODUCTION 
It has long been fecognizedl that spray characteristics and droplet vaporization physics play a fundamental role in 
determining the stability behavior of liquid fuel rocket motors. Such instabilities are generated by in-phase 
interactions of rocket acoustics with combustion fields. This paper gives some results of numerical parametric 
studies conducted to investigate the intexactions of reacting and non-reacting sprays with acoustic waves. The results 
were obtained using a multi-dimensional algorithm which couples gas and liquid phase physics. The algorithm 
includes a new treatment for spray injection through direct solution of equations for the spray producing liquid core. 
A brief outline of the methodology is given in the next section. 
2 .  TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
The mathematical formulation provides for solution of the interaction between the liquid spray droplets and the 
surrounding gas. The formulation used in this study is based on a LagrangianlEulerian approach. Here, gas phase 
behavior is treated on a fiied (Eulerian) mesh. Behavior of Liquid droplets such as heating, evaporation, and 
displacement is mated in a Lagrangian manner. interaction physics is contained in the source terms evaluated during 
the droplet-phase calcuia!ions, and subsequently inttoduced into the gas-phase formulation 
Droplets are introduced into the computational domain following a separate computation of the liquid jet. Liquid jet 
equations are solved on a separate grid embedded @ the main computational domain. The jet motion and shape 
depends on a separately specified mass stripping rate, a semi-empirical formulation simulating the atomization 
process. Droplet sizes are specified using a semi-empirical expression based on linear stability theory. In order to 
conserve computational effort, droplets are treated as a "droplet cloud* with a number density dependent on the droplet 
mass and the stripping rate. The liquid droplets are allowed to evaporate and provide a source of fuel to the 
combustion calculations. 
The final results for liquid and gas phases are obtained by combining the Eulerian and Lagrangian calculations using 
the fractional step technique with operator splitting. - Details of the model are given below. 
- 
ns of motion can be written in the g e n d  co 
dU T+v.~c--v.~d=S,+S, - 
- 
- 
(1) 
where U, F, , and Fd -resent the conserved variables, 5nd the convective and diffusive fluxes, 
S S m m  rem v s c m  W and are due to droplaev nand combusrion 
If each & b o d  srep is solved using a secsnd orda sckme, secsnd or& = m y  of the cornpie d g e h  can be 
mainrained by using S m g - r n  opermr splimirtg.2 Thus if LE, LD, Levap, and Lb are Lhe individual solution 
oper j r s  which d-me the slutions W u @  a h e  hcpei-mt At, the solutim at new t h e  levd m be expressed 
as, 
Such a solution procedure is widely used in combustion simulations; examples of its application can be found in 
Oran and Boris.3 Note that first order solution requires only one sweep of the solution operators. 
Solution of liquid phase equations forms one fractional step on the overall computational scheme. These equations 
themselves are solved in Gractional steps; the two main ones being formation and transport of liquid jets and spray 
droplets. 
The liquid core equations are solved on a separate mesh embedded in the main computational domain. Assuming an 
incompressible flow of liquid with negligiile variations in velocity across the thickness, the equations describing the 
motion of an isothermal liquid core can be cast in the standard conservative fonn given by: 
Note that the v-momentum equation is independent of the solution for h or u. 
The source vector $ contains terms due to mass loss ttr caused by stripping of droplets, as well as external forcing 
functions f and g. Function f represents the effects of axial viscous h g ,  and g accounts for acoustic forcing caused 
by sound waves impinging on the liquidgas jet interface. This formulation temporarily ignores the effects of surface 
tension and the axial pressure gradient, and introduces a mass stripping rate to account for losses due to droplet 
production. Both the stripping rate and the resultant droplet rs are specified using semi-empirical correlatim 
which depend on the local relative velocity, gas and liquid densities, and surface tension4 Figure 1 below illustrates 
the development of a - typical jet I 
, *.u. I 
Since Eqlaariora (4) is hwrbslic, it may be bt:solv& whg whniqugs shw ao &o% employ& in the g m - p h e  
h%iona l  sep, Howeve, &~CR by i p o ~ g  the p w w  w e n t  ady one c &$be exisrs far the sysbem, 
the soluCion is much ~ p l e r .  
Given p d u d  by ihe Gqid  are, droplet physics are mmpuM using the spray m&t 
The spray model used in this study is based on the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) formulation first proposed by Crowe et a15 
and used with some variations by Moldavi and Sirignano.6 In this approach, the droplet motion and evaporation are 
found by integrating the individual droplet Lagrangian equations of motion. Determination of source terms denoting 
droplet-gas exchange of mass, momentum, and energy is subsequently obtained from general balance equations at 
each computational cell. An extended form of this model accounts for: 
. viscous and pressure drag on a droplet, including droplet clefannation; 
o quasi-steady &uplet heatup; and 
0 quasi-steady vaporization. 
This h t iona l  step convects and vaporizes the individual droplets and calculates the @/liquid interaction source 
terms which are used in gas-phase calculations. This completes the description of the model. 
3 .  RESULTS 
Numerical expexirnents were peaformed to determine the effects of various parameters on spray characteristics and 
combustion response. The parameters included droplet size, stripping rate, spray angle, and chemical kinetics. A 
sample of the findings is given below. 
Droplets are inserted into the computational domain at the left, with initial velocity of 10 ds. Transverse velocity 
is chosen at random to give a specified mean spray angle. Figure 2 shows unreacting spray shape and penetration for 
two drop at time t = 0.02s. This corresponds to droplet transit time in an inviscid flow. Note the difference in 
penetration h g t h  of the two sprays. 
f 
Liquid mra: i s  i n W d  i n a ~  bke &rn& at lek The cspe &velws in h e  ma it m h e s  s W y  sha&. At a h  
lime step, dnoplets are s h - i m  h m  the corn M in . IrriW velociry is W of the cope 
wi& a i ~ e  gvea! in F i m  3 for a 
100 m/s jet producing 7Cp drops, at time t = .001 s, for three s p y  angles. 
Figure 3. S p y  Shape and Penetration for Spray with a Liquid Core for Spray Angles of (a) 2'; (b) 4O; and (c) 6 O  
Note the presence of the characteristic bulge. In the above calculations, the core extended to .06 m. 
This simulation is similar to that given in 32  above, except that the domain is now treated as a resonant tube with a 
20% cosine initial pressure pe-on, and the spray is allowed to react. Two reaction m e c h a h  far hydrogen- 
oxygen reaction: (a) instantaneous kinetics; and (b) one step fmite rate kinetics. In this simulation, liquid oxygen is 
injected into a hydrogen atmosphere. During the injection, the initial pressure inhomogeneity in the gas phase 
repemdy mverses the domain, forms a shock and interacts with the spray. Figures 4 shows the effect of shock 
interaction of spray and the liquid core. 
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Figure 5. End Wall Pressure Time Histories: (a) base flow (no spray); (b) cold spray; (c) instantaneous 
kinetics; and (d) one step finite r;ue kinetics 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
A coupled numerical algorithm has-been developed for studies of combustion instabilities in spray-driven liquid 
rocket engines. The model couples gas and liquid phase physics using the method of fractional steps. Also 
introduced is a novel, efficient, methodology for accounting for spray formation through direct solution of liquid 
phase equations. Preliminary parametric studies show marked sensitivity of spray penetration and geometry to 
droplet diameter, considerations of liquid core, and amustic interactions. Less sensitivity was shown to the 
combustion model type although mare rigorous (multi-step) formulations may be needed for differences to become 
apparent Numerical studies are now planned to fully quantify these effects. 
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SUMMARY: 
A study examining impinging liquid jets has been underway to determine physical mechanisms responsible 
for combustion instabilities in liquid bi-propellant mcket engines. Primary atomization has been identified as an 
important process. Measurements of atomization length, wave structure, and drop size and velocity distribution were 
made under various ambient conditions. Test parameters included geometric effects and flow effects. It was observed 
that pre-impingement jet conditions, specifically whether they were laminar or turbulent, had the major effect on 
primary atomization. Comparison of the measurements with results from a two-dimensional Smear aerodynamic 
stability model of a thinning, viscous sheet were made. Measured turbulent impinging jet characteristics were 
contrary to model predictions; the structure of waves generated near the point of jet impingement were dependent 
primarily on jet diameter and independent of jet velocity. It has been postulated that these impact waves are related to 
pressure and momentum fluctuations near the impingement region and control the eventual disintegration of the liquid 
sheet into ligaments. Examination of the temporal characteristics of primary atomization (ligament shedding 
frequency) strongly suggests that the periodic nature of primary atomization is a key process in combustion 
instability. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
The present study is concentrated on defining the operative mechanisms of combustion instability in rocket 
engines that use impinging jet injectors. General information regarding the combustion process in rocket engine 
combustors of all types is also an important byproduct of this research. A review and characteristic time analysis1 
identified the combustion processes of primary atomization, secondary atomization, inter-propellant mixing, and 
droplet heating and vaporization as potential key mechanisms of combustion instability. Most of the effort to date 
has centered around an extensive characterization of p on under cold-flow and ahnospheric pressure 
conditions, wilh recent work emphasizhg high-pressm md f o r d  o&Uatq mn&Gons. A p a e l  effort izi 
devdoping an aEurae mdel  of p atornizaLjion is ongoing. More dew of the work be found in 
Referen= I, 2, md 3.  
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In (he laminar case, Fig. la, small tipples on the surface of the sheet are seen near the impingement point, 
md after s o m  dkmce the sheet suddenly d i s h e p e s  iiieo droplelm;. Ir, m y  of the &ages 06 mw hpinging 
jets, hcipient b ~ a k u p  o c m d  at Baid-spm of tbe sheet. Drops are dso seen shdding off Ihe edge of the sheet. 
In the harbu!ent rase, Fig. lb, larger wax% are apparent at jet impact. DoumsLream, (he sheet &sinegrates 
into ligaments, with incipient breakup consistently occurring at the edges, where the sheet is thinnest. Periodicity is 
indicated by waves on the liquid sheet and by the spacing between the detached ligaments. Examination of the 
detached liquid structures reveals irregular liquid shapes that contract into roughly cylindrical ligaments. The 
cylindrical ligaments appear to contract further into irregularly-shaped drops that will eventually take a nearly 
spherical shape. The ligament-to-droplet formation process is most likely controlled by surface tension-driven 
instabilities. The turbulent sheet is not as symmetric as the laminar sheet, and, by comparing upstream and 
downstream points near the edge of the turbulent sheet there appears to be relatively large-scale displacement of the 
sheet in the image plane, indicating large scale jet unsteadiness. Examination of opposite edges at the same 
downsaeam location leads to the same conclusion regarding asymmetry and large-scale jet unsteadiness. Thus, this 
phenomena is in all probability three-dimensional. 
A mechanistic model of primary atomization that can accurately predict the effects of injector design and 
operation on breakup length, atomization frequency, and drop size and velocity distributions is critically needed by 
engine designers. The theoretical model that has been used to date by most researchers in this area4.596 is based on 
linear stability analysis of aerodynamically-induced wave growth on the surface of a thinning, viscous liquid sheet. 
This model can be used to predict breakup length, the periodic structure of breakup, and drop sue. Details of our 
implementation of the model as well as a more detailed comparison with the present experimental results can be 
found in References 2 and 3. 
In the course of analyzing results from the aerodynamic 
stability model, a non-dimensional scaling parameter based on the 
jet Weber number, wej=pIvI;!d&, and the half-impingement 
angle, 8, was identified: ~e~(l-cos8)~/sin~8. Use of this parameter 
collapses the theoretical dependence of breakup length, fastest- 
growing wavelength, and drop sue on orifice diameter, 
impingement angle, and velocity into a single curve dependent on 
- - 
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 
we, (i - c o s ~ ) ~  the scaling parameter. Results from the model are shown in Fig. 
s i n3e 2, where non-dimensional lengths, normalized by the orifice 
Fig. 2. Non-dimensional lengths as a function diameter, do, are ploaed against the geometrically scaled jet Weber 
of geometrically scaled jet Weber number as 
predicted by aerodynamic instability model. number. 
bp&henEs were pPm& at amosphek mnclitiou 
using hpinging jet bjecrors nnde of eitlaer presisioa b~ g h s  b k s  m twist-MI& orifies .k a b m s  blmk. m e  
h m  injmlorr unr;t was also uwA in en& at Egh pesslxr: and under oscdlakory condidons forcd by m 
acoustic driver. Length mwuremenls of the inact sheet and of wriodic smccures were made &om images sucb as 
Ihose shown in Fig. 1. ResuIls from brgalrup lenglh measurements 
dong w i a  mmpaE-fsons of the meaurd  non-dhensiond brGaEEup 
l e n g ~  with predictions from the aerodpamic inslabifity model are 
b 
- sh~tvn in Fig. 3. Again the Wferences k m m n  the mbulent 
do 
impinging jet case and the laminar impinging jet case are evident. The 
non-dimensional breakup length of the turbulent impinging jets 
I I 
o 500 1000 , AO appears to have some dependence on impingement angle, but appears to 
we (l-cosey be relatively independent of jet Weber number. There is a strong 
s i2e  
dependence on jet Weber number for the laminar impinging jet case. 
Fig. 3. Non-dimensional b&p length as a 
$ ~ ; ~ f ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , " ~ ; n n s , " "  Laminar impinging jet breakup may be modeled relatively well by the 
instabiity model predictions. aerodynamic instability model, but again, the turbulent impinging jet 
breakup shows little dependence on the geometrically scaled jet Weber number. It appears that turbulent impinging 
jet breakup, which is clearly dependent on orifice diameter and impingement angle, is related to the sheet thickness, 
which also is determined by orifice diameter and impingement angle . 
The measured distance of the separation between periodic 8 
7 
structures for turbulent impinging jets normalized by orifice diameter 6 
is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of jet velocity. The "wavelength" 
appears to be prjmarily dependent on orifice diameter and independent do 
of jet velocity. The 0bS~~at ion  f independence from jet velocity is 
contrary to the aerodynamic instability model predictions. The 
5 1 0  15 2 0 
distance between detached ligaments is approximately constant at Jet Velocity, m/s 
about four orifice diameters, and the distance between surface wave Fig. 4. Measured non-dimensional distance 
between adjacent surface wave structures and 
structures is constant at about two orifice diameters. There was a between adjacent ligaments. 
large spread in ihe data, with a standard deviation of +I- 35%. 
The wavelength data was converted to atomization frequency simply by dividing the jet velocity by the 
measured wavelength; earlier studies showed that measured drop velocities were nearly equal to the jet velocity.2 
These atomization frequencies, as well as those obtained by Heidmann et al? using a different experimental method, 
are quite similar to the maximum possible combustion instability frequency given by the Hewitt Stability 
Correlation1 in that the respective frequencies are linearly dependent on the parameter d&j and also have a similar 
magnitude. The similarity between the maximum possible instability frequency as indicated by the stability 
correlation and atomization frequency as indicated by measurement is significant and suggests that primary 
atomization is the key process in combustion instability. 
The enera reiew process must eddy be considrered in an analysis of combuslion insaiiity. In liquid 
rocket en@ne eoratbusdon, v a p ~ m ~ o n  is s;cbe r a l e - w k g  skp. me v v & a ~ o n  prmss  is maaoliexl in llasge by 
of the problem of cornbraslion ins~ i l i ty .  h zgon-ion b W  dwo-somponent P b a  Paoppler P d c l e  halyzeg 
Q.B (1PDF"A) was used for malring drop size and velwily measurernene. 
0.9 A des&pdon of the & e o r e ~ d  md owmCing p~nclples of the G"DPA 
0.6 
are given e l se~he re .~  Non-dimensional arithmelic mean drop 
0.5 
dd 
- 0.4 diameters @lo) are presented in Fig. 5 for the mbulent hpinging 
0.3 jet case. A comparison of measured Dl0 with the monodisperse 
0.2 drop size predicted by the aerodynamic instability model is also 
0.1 
o 500 1000 I 500 shown. The model predictions match the experimental trend quite 
We (1 -c068)' 
sin3e well, and, as the model predicts, the measurements collapse into a 
Fig. 5. Non-dimensional drop diameter as a function single curve when plotted against the geometrically scaled jet Weber 
of geometrically scaledj~ Webe' number. ' 0 " ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~  number. empirical correlation for drop size as a of PDPA Measurements with predictions fmm 
aerodynamic instability model. function of the geometrically scaled jet Weber number, WejflO), was 
-0.354 
obtained with a correlation coefficient of 0.964: = 2.217 . {Wejfjf(0)] . 
do 
Recent experimental work has focused on making spray measurements (e.g., breakup length and drop 
sizeJvelocity distributions) in a rectangular, transparent acoustic chamber. The interior dimensions of the chamber 
are 254 mm in width, 305 mm in height and 102 mm in depth. A twist-drilled impinging injector is inserted into 
the chamber topplate, while an Altec Lansing compression driver attaches 50 
to a chamber side-wall. Use of the compression driver allows for the 4 o 
excitation of the first (1W). second (2W) and third (3W) resonant modes in 
X 
the 254 mm width dimension of the chamber at frequencies on the order of f 2o 
several thousand hertz under ambient temperature conditions for air and 10 
helium environments. These modes and frequencies were chosen because 0 
of their similarity to typical rocket instability characteristics. Visual 0 5 10 15 
access to the spray field formed by the impinging injector is primarily 
Fig. 6. Non-dimensional breakup length 
afforded by two clear plexi-glas side-walls. as a function of the gas Weber number 
and injector type. Breakup length 
Initial measurements of the breakup length have been made measurements for the twistdrilled injector were taken at pressures of one and nine atm. 
within the aforementioned acoustic chamber in a high-pressure 
environment. Specifically, the spray breakup length was measured from instantaneous images, much like the one 
shown in Fig. lb, at chamber pressures of one and nine atmospheres. A plot of the non-dimensional breakup 
length, xdd,,  as a function of Weg (=pgv?ddo) is shown in Fig. 6. The nondimensional breakup length observed 
for the twist-drilled injector is quite similar to that of the glass tube breakup length data at a chamber pressure of one 
atwosphere, despite the fact that the glass tube length-to-dimeter ratio is eight times greater than that of the mist- 
drilled injector. In both cases, the breakup length gradually increases with inmasing gas Weber number. Also, the 
b ~ a k u p  lengh for Ihe t ~ s t m e d  b j ~ t o r  noliceably with an haw in cbannber p e s s m .  
Ongoing work is Emused on obtaining W e r  drop sizelvelwity measurements using the Phase Doppler 
P d c l e  h3dyzer ior VW~OUS i ~ j ~ t o r  orienlalioris ~lhh t e zcoustic chiirnber under E&-presswe and oscUatory 
conditions. In addition, work mnlinues on the development of an a x m e  primary atomizalion model that is able to 
to acwunh for the h p r l a n t  physics occ g at the jet hpingement point. After the completior? of the high- 
pressure, acoustic cold-flow atomization and spray characterization studies, future efforts will focus on the initiation 
of experiments under combusting, high-pressure, and oscillating conditions. 
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INHERENT STABILITY OF CENTRAL ELEMENT COAXIAL 
LlrQuID-LnQulin INJECTORS 
BY FRANK J. STODDARD 
TWW APPLIED TECHTdOL06'4I DIVISION 
Most TRW liquid bi-propellant rocket engines built over the past thirty-plus years have employed a central 
element coaxial pintle injector and have operated with liquid/liquid propellant injection. This injector is a patented 
design exclusive to TRW and has unique features that make the rocket engine combustion characteristics different 
from those of other types of injector engine designs. Its many benefits include excellent combustion performance, 
efficient deep throttling, adaptability to low cost manufachuing, and high reliability. Approximately 200 pintle 
injector engines of various sizes and operating on a variety of propellants have been flown without a single in- 
flight failure. 
An especially important feature of the pintle injector engine is its apparent inherent combustion stability. 
In over thirty years of development, testing and production, TRW has never experienced combustion instability in 
any of its pintle injector engine designs. This has been true of engines operating over a range of thrust from 5 to 
250,000 lbs. on earth-storable hypergolic propellants and a large number of smaller engines operating on a variety 
of propellants (21 combinations) in long duration-firing, pulsing (down to 2 msec) and deep throttling (as much as 
19: 1) modes. Operating chamber pressures have ranged from 10 to 3,500 psia. 
This record is particularly impressive given that typical TRW design practice does not consider 
combustion instability as an issue and no pintle engine has ever employed stability-enhancing features, such as 
baffles or acoustically resonant chambers. In spite of this, TRW engines have operated stably in regimes not 
possible with other types of injectors. 
Various physical explanations and combustion process models for this favorable stability characteristic 
have been postulated. However, a definitive study that unequivocably establishes the important stabilizing 
mechanisms still remains to be conducted. 
The basic pintle injector concept is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of a closed cylindrical element that 
projects into the combustion chamber and has ports machined into the cylindrical surface that allow the center 
propellant to flow radially into the chamber. The center propellant may be either oxidizer or fuel. The propellant 
port configurations typically range from discrete primary and secondary jet slots to a continuous gap. Selection of 
a particular configuration is governed by a number of factors including the propellants to be used, the required 
combustion chamber wall thermal environment, desired combustion performance, and whether the injector is 
intended to operate in continuous flow, throttling, or pulsing modes. 
The other propllmt enters the chankr flowing attially along the exterior of olre cylin&icJ element. 
Mixing of h e  wpellmw omups where this axial-flowkg c y P i n ~ d  sheet me& the mdid flow issuing from the 
wnud propllmb slots. The genesis of the phde injxlsa is rrrrcmble to h e  A p l l s  pso~aaa. It pmvidd B means 
to perfom deep ihrouling, needed for a con@oDed descent to the iunar surface, while mainlilining g d  stable 
combustion gerIbrmance and mixture ratio control. Once Apollo got undemay, mW work on the pinoe injector 
atvacted NASA interest and resulled in its selection for the Lunar Module Descent Engine &EMDE). LENiBE was 
an ablative-cooled, pressure-fed engine having a maximum thrust of 20,500 Ibs. with a chmber presswe of 100 
psia and a 10: 1 ehrotding range operating on W 0 / ~ - 5 0  propeilmes. This engine proved to be very seable 
ehroughout Lhe development, qudificalion and flight phases of the ApoUo program. It successfully lmdgxl on the 
moon six times and saved the crew of Apollo 13. 
In the mid 1970's, a fixed thrust variant of the LEMDE was produced and designated as the TR201. It flew 
75 successful missions as the second-stage engine on the Delta launch vehicle. During the late 1960's and early 
1970's, the basic LEMDE concept was scaled up to 250,000 lbs. thrust and operated on NTO/UDMH propellants. 
In addition, 50,000 lbs. thrust engines were operated on IRFNA/UDMH, LOX/RP-1 and LOX/Propane. Smaller 
engines having 3000 lbs. thrust were tested on FLOX/LCH4, FLOX/GCH. and FLOXI(LC3Hg + LCH4) 
propellants. In all cases, explosive-induced disturbances were well damped and no evidence of spontaneous 
instabilities were observed even under liquid/liquid injection conditions. 
In recent years, TRW pintle engines have also operated on gelled hypergolic propellants up to 1500 Ibs. 
thrust and LOX/LH2 up to 16,400 lbs. thrust. No spontaneous instabilities have been observed in either case. In 
the LOX/LH2 tests, both propellants were injected at near normal-boiling point conditions for which conventional 
injectors are spontaneously unstable. Explosively produced disturbances were found to be well damped in this case. 
Our current efforts in this area involve testing a 40,000 lbs. thrust (sea level) LOXLH2 demonstration 
engine at NASA LeRC. Tests are due to start in early September, 1993. Future plans include scaling this engine 
up to 400,000 lbs. thrust. 
SECONDARY SLOT 
HOLLOW FUEL FAN 
FORMED BY SHEET 
IMPINGEMENT 
Figure 1, TRW Coaxial Pintle Injector Concept 
Kevin J. Breisacher 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
The combustion stability characteristics of a wmbustor consisting of a single shear element and a cylindrical 
chamber utilizing LOX and gaseous hydrogen as propellants are presented. The combustor geometry and the 
resulting longitudinal mode instability are axisymmetric. Hydrogen injection temperature and pyrotechnic 
pulsing were used to determine stability boundaries. Mixture ratio, fuel annulus gap, and LOX post wnfigura- 
tion were varied. Performance and stability data were obtained for chamber pressures of 300 and 1000 psia. 
INTRODUCTION 
Currently, a rigorous calculation of the combustion stability of a large liquid rocket engine is not feasible. 
Computationally these calculations are infeasible due to the inherent three dimensionality of the most common 
instability mode shapes and the fact that flight engines typically contain several hundred injection elements. 
Parallel computing may offer some hope of resolving this computational dilemma. However, even if sufficient 
wmputational resources were brought to bear on the problem, the lack of validated models for atomization, 
droplet dynamics, and droplet combustion in a rocket combustor environment would still prevent a rigorous 
solution from being obtained. One of the problems of validating such models for combustion instability is that 
the majority of existing experimental data is for three dimensional, multi-element geometries. The ability to do 
"numerical experiments" to develop and validate new models without gross simplifications of the actual 
phenomena is severely limited by the existing experimental database. Complex multi-element geometries also 
make it difficult to apply diagnostics to obtain data for model validation. Finally, the wst of obtaining data 
from multielement hardware is prohibitive. 
TEST ENGINE 
The test engine consisted of a single, coaxial injection element and a heat sink chamber (Figure 1). The chamber 
was 2.055" in diameter and was 18.25" in length from the injector face to the nozzle throat. The chamber 
consisted of a short injator =lion, a long w i n  charnber assembly made of Masklloy, and the throat section. A 
schemiic reprwnlat io~ of (he engbe is providd in F i p m  ?. The throat digmeter was .592" and .296" for 300 
md 1OOO gsia mpectively. The chamber was hstrusaentd with an a m y  of seven Bigh fequeney, piezoelect~c, 
the bnjator face. The remining four twsdum~ei were p l a d  wially along the chamkr. IPP addition lo the Egh 
frquency presure transducers, an anay of Pline shtic pressure transducens were placd axially along the 
chamhi-, 
The hjwtion element cortsistd of a two piece LOX post s s m b l y  a fawpiab with an opening for the h e i  
annulus. The injection element was designed to be modular. Fuel annulus diameter @J could be varied by 
changing the faceplate. LOX post orifice location and injection tip diameter could be varied by interchanging 
pieces of the two piece LOX post assembly. Three LOX post configurations were selected for testing (Figure 
2.). All three configurations are 9.24" in length and are fed by a 1" diameter dome. This length was chosen so 
that the resonance of the LOX post would match the resonance of the chamber (approximately 1800 Hz). 
LOX post configuration 1 in Figure 2 has a simple .9375" diameter tube with no orifice and was selected for its 
low LOX side pressure drop. Configuration 2 has a .0625" diameter orifice at the top of the tube. Configuration 
2 represents the preferred configuration of engine manufacturers. Configuration 3 which has a .0625" diameter 
orifice at the bottom of the tube is similar to a design used in the Lewis LOXIH, instability test programs of the 
1960's. 
RESULTS 
The most interesting stability behavior of this test program was encountered with configuration 3 (orifice at the 
bottom of the LOX post) and a fuel annulus diameter of .235". With this configuration, instabilities with ampli- 
tudes greater than 10% of chamber pressure were obtained. All of the instabilities encountered with this 
configuration were spontaneously unstable. The oscillations are present from the beginning of mainstage and 
persist throughout the run with little frequency shift. This can clearly be seen in Figure 3 which displays the 
frequency content and relative amplitude (pressure) of the oscillation as the test progresses (time axis). The 
second harmonic is clearly present and a trace of the third harmonic appears to be present also. To ensure that 
the two dimensionality of the oscillations was not being corrupted, Tests 286 and 292 were digitized at a suffi- 
ciently high rate to resolve the first tangential mode for this combustor (17,100 Hz). There was no indication 
that a tangential mode of oscillation was occurring. 
The waveforms produced by the unstable test cases are fairly complex. For test 286, very pronounced beating 
occurred. Beating is occurring between oscillations at approximately 1780 Hz and 1858 Hz. These modes 
nd to the natural m d e s  of the chamber and the LOX post. A higher beat m u e n c y  also 
a p p m  to be occurring and is p r d u d  by the first and nd HamoBics of the chamhr oscillation. The 
ossillatioas a p p r  to be li&t cycle ossillalions and do not appar  6 0  be very s k p  fronted. A numbr  of Ihe 
tab with this confipmtisn h d  signifimt o%iBli$klon ampfihdes but were not clasially ushble. Pipaare 4, 
shows a plot of oscillatio~f amplitude v e m s  IPlixtum mtio for confipration 3 with a he1 mulras diarnebr of 
.235". Injector pressure drop or hydrogen injection temperature e f k b  are not s h o w  on the plot, rwulting in 
mme of the scatter, Howeveri the a p p m n c e  of distinct opmbion regin?= is clear. In parP(icular, a tuning 
region beWmn a hxture  ratio of approximately 5 b 6 exisls in which classic instabilities occur. Rehining the 
same LOX post configuration but decreasbg the fuel asurulus diamebr b .210" and .205" result& in genemlly 
stable operation. Although an oscillation is present, its amplitude is between 3 and 5 percent of chamber 
pressure. 
Configurations 2 and 3, both with orifices, had very high pressure drops. Eliminating the orifice, and utilizing a 
straight tube post (configuration 1) lowers the LOX side pressure drop. The tests are generally stable. While the 
LOX side pressure drop is down, the fuel side pressure drops as a percentage of chamber pressure for the 
configurations are relatively high (greater than fifteen percent). The only test with an oscillation approaching 
significant amplitude, also has the minimum fuel side pressure drop. It would have been interesting to test this 
configuration with a larger fuel annulus gap. 
By changing the throat diameter from .592" to .296", tests were run at a nominal chamber pressure of a 1000 
psi with the same injection element hardware and propellant flowrates that were used at 300 psi. A chamber 
pressure of 1000 psi was selected because it is above the critical pressure of pure liquid oxygen. When 
configuration 3 was run at 1000 psi the tests were very stable. In the majority of tests no organized oscillation 
is even detectable. It is interesting to note that when configuration 3 was tested at 1000 psi with a fuel annulus 
diameter of .235", the tests were stable. The same configuration was unstable at 300 psi. It is stable at 1000 psi 
even though the LOX and fuel side pressure drops as a percentage of chamber pressure are much lower than 
they were at 300 psi. 
Bomb tests were performed during the test program (10 bomb tests are included in the tables). The bomb was 
triggered one half to one second before the end of a two second duration test. This timing provided ample time 
for a disturbance to organize and also permitted useful data to be taken before the bomb was triggered. Bomb 
overpressures ranged from 30 to 120 percent of chamber pressure. None of the bomb tests initiated an instability 
or altered the strength of an existing oscillation. 
COMPUTATIONAL MODELS 
A computational m d e l  of the test engine was d e  by modifying the KlVA I1 compukr code.4 The LOX hbe 
flow was modeled rising the one4irnensiomsl "wakr h a m e r n  qwtions. Tke LOX tube ::&el providd the 
spray velmity and llfass Rowmbe boua&q conditiom. %e &el side avas &el& using a lumfi paramebr ap- 
paoxh wi& the propfiy vaAatiows duknag hydrogen kmpmthare ramping b i n g   en into account. The he1 
side model provided a velwity b u n d a y  condition for KPVA 11. A connsht rnass flow=& was imposed 
upstream of the LOX and fuel sides of the hjection element. No a t t e q t  was m d e  to rwlve  the atornimtion 
p r w c  wmpuktionally. A "blobn hjectlon mde l  with s dropsim wmelation b m d  o r  the work of Wu md 
Faeth5 md a stwhmkic breakup &el wm employed. Results from the model for a sbble, ambient ternperahare 
best mind an asnshble low bmperalure test are presented in Fimre 5. The simulation of the high bmpemhare Lest 
case exhibits small amplitude pressure oscillations whose frequency content is dominated by the first longitudi- 
nal oscillation. The low temperature simulation produces first longitudinal oscillations of an amplitude similar to 
those obtained experimentally for Test 286. It also appears as if beating is beginning to occur between the first 
and second harmonics (between 4.5 and 5.5 milliseconds in Figure 5). While the preliminary results look 
eacouraging, the simulation should be camed out for longer than a few milliseconds. The initial goal is to 
reproduce the stability (and corresponding performance) map shown in Figure 10. with a single dropsize 
correlation. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The data obtained in this test program provide a unique set of test cases for the validation of combustion 
instability codes, particularly CFD based models. Ultimately, it is hoped that validated instability codes could 
be used to design and predict the stability characteristics of future single element tests, a step on the path to 
reliable stability design codes for large liquid rocket engines. 
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SUMMARY: 
A model is currently under development to predict the occurrence and outcome of spray droplet breakup 
induced by aerodynamic forces and droplet collisions. It is speculated that these phenomena may be significant 
in determining the droplet size distribution in a spray subjected to acoustic velocity fluctuations. The goal is to 
integrate this breakup model into a larger spray model in order to examine the effects of combustion instabilities 
on liquid rocket motor fuel sprays. The model is composed of three fundamental components: a dynamic 
equation governing the deformation of the droplet, a criterion for breakage based on the amount of deformation 
energy stored in the droplet and an energy balance based equation to predict the Sauter mean diameter of the 
fragments resulting from breakup. Comparison with published data for aerodynamic breakup indicates good 
agreement in terms of predicting the occurrence of breakup. However, the model significantly overpred'icts the 
size of the resulting fragments. This portion of the model is still under development. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
The work to be discussed here is part of an ongoing numerical study of several aspects of the 
interaction between transverse acoustic fluctuations and atomized liquid sprays. Therefore it is relevant to the 
study of combustion instabilities in liquid propellent rocket motors since it is known that these instabilities result 
from a coupling between the combustion and fluid dynamic processes of the motor and the chamber acoustic 
resonance modes. It has been conjectured that for a spray subjected to acoustic waves, the displacements of the 
droplets due to the acoustic velocity fluctuations may have a significant impact on the spray pattern and droplet 
size distribution downstream of the injector. 
In a previous study Wert (1992)1, numerical solutions were obtained for a model of a nonevaporating, 
pressure-atomized spray subjected to a transverse, one-dimensional acoustic field. This model only examined 
potential droplet agglomeration. Examination of the results showed an increase in mean droplet size downstream 
of the injector compared to the same spray injected into a quiescent medium. An issue not addressed in this 
earlier work, however, is that of possible drop breakup downseeam of the neah-injecmr primary ammization 
zone. Just as acous~c velwiv Buc@a~ons were shorn to enhance koplet edescenm, llaerefore increasing 
droplet size, so too may Lhese flucmadons lead to enfianced droplet frapenla~on. 
Domstrem drop breakup, or sew- alonnizaGon, can oecw chrough two prwsses, b o ~  of which 
are of potential impormce for acous~d ly  perlurked sprays: 
I. Aerodynmic breakup where the rehQve velocity between the drop and the conLinuous phase is 
sufficient to fragment the drop. 
2. Collision-induced breakup where the energy of the colliding drops is sufficient to fragment Ihe drops. 
To examine the importance of these two fragmentation modes, a breakup model is currently under development. 
When completed, this submodel will be integrated into the overall spray model. Previous efforts to model 
droplet breakup have focused on only the aerodynamic breakup mode [O'Rourke and Arnsden (1987) and 
Ibrahim et al. (1990).] However, what is clearly needed is a model able to treat both aerodynamic and collision- 
induced modes. The remainder of this discussion will describe the droplet breakup model in its current state of 
development and provide some preliminary comparisons with experimental data. 
The droplet breakup phenomenon was approached from the standpoint of energy conservation; thus, 
the analysis began by integrating the differential mechanical energy conservation equation over the volume of a 
drop of arbitrary shape. The velocity of a fluid element within the drop was then decomposed into two 
components: a mean velocity, equal to the velocity of the droplet mass center, and a fluctuating component that 
is nonzero for a deforming droplet. Substituting this decomposition into the energy equation and subtracting out 
the terms for the mean droplet energy (much like developing the turbulent kinetic energy equation), yielded an 
integro-differential equation governing the deformation velocity field of the droplet. This equation contains 
terms related to the temporal variation of the deformation kinetic energy, the surface tension energy generation 
rate, the dissipated energy due to viscous effects and an energy source term that must be constituted to account 
for aerodynamic surface forces and droplet collision. 
While the energy equation gives a necessary condition that the deformation velocity components must 
satisfy in order to satisfy mechanical energy conservation, it is not possible to use this equation to solve for the 
deformation velocity field within the drop. To do this analytically would require the solution of the Navier- 
Stokes equations subject to the boundary conditions at the drop surface. Clearly a generalized analytical solution 
is not possible and a full numerical solution of the flow field within each spray droplet is not practical for 
implementation into an overall spray model. Thus it was necessary to specify an appropriate deformation 
velocity field. To do this, the droplet was viewed prior to breakup as deforming in one of two fundamental 
modes: 
1. From a sphere to an oblate spheroid. This approximates the flattening of the droplet experienced 
initially in the aerodynamic breakup mode Migmatulin (1991) and Clift (1978).] 
2. From a sphere to a prolate spheroid. When fragmentation occurs after the temporary coalescence of 
two colliding droplets, the droplet initially deforms into a shape much like a prolate spheroid before 
further deforming into a dumbbell shape and Erapenkg [Ashgriz and Givi (1987) and (1989).] 
By includhg bolh prolate and oblale deformation modes, the madel can acount for the i~(j ial  sages of h t h  
a e r d p d c  md eolliision-indued breakup e f f ~ l s .  
A velmiv field was subsequenlly deve loe  which sot only mdsfies b& of &e above m d e  shaps, 
but whicb sahsfies inconlpressible conh-nuity as well. Subsdtuting this field into the defomalion mecha~icd 
energy equatio~l yielded a second-order, nodinear ordinary differenlial equalion. This equa~on governs the 
temporal variation of the seeamwise axis of the spheroid, 2 b: 
where p, is the drop density, V, is the drop volume, 2b is the streamwise axis length, 2a is the cross-stream drop 
diameter, o is the surface tension, S(b1a) is a function of spheroid geometry, & is the drop viscosity and Ei is the 
energy input source term. From left to right, the terms are: the deformation kinetic energy term, the surface 
tension energy term, the energy dissipation term and the energy input source term. 
The development of a deformation velocity field allowed the explicit evaluation of all the terms of the 
deformation mechanical energy equation except one, the energy input source term, Ei. This term must 
incorporate both aerodynamic and collision effects. To evaluate the aerodynamic energy source term required 
knowledge of the pressure distribution on the droplet surface as a function of spheroid shape and relative 
velocity. In the paper of Masliyah and Epstein (1970), the authors reported numerically-determined surface 
pressure distributions at Re = 1 and Re = 100 for spheroids of various major to minor axis ratios. It should be 
noted that Reynolds numbers of the order of 100 are typical for sprays. Integration of the vector dot product 
between the surface pressure force and the surface velocity over the drop surface area yielded the aerodynamic 
energy input rate. At present, this has been done for the oblate data only @/a < 1) as this is of most concern for 
aerodynamic-induced breakup. For simplicity, the derived points were correlated by the expression 
Ei, Be*', 
= - [(l. 037 -0.388 (2) 
where E,, is the aerodynamic energy input term, p, is the continuous phase density and U is the relative 
velocity while f, and f, are unit step functions such that f,=l for bla > 0.5 and f,=l for bla < 0.5. The Reynolds 
number is based on the cross-stream d i e t e r ,  2a. Equation 2 correlates the data to within 2 % for the points at 
Re = 100. Note the weak Reynolds number dependence. The strongest dependence is on the spheroid geometry 
manifested through the axis ratio, bla. 
Equation 1 governs only the lowest-order deformation mode of a droplet prior to breakup. The final 
stages of droplet fragmentation are dominakd by the development of higher-order modes (e.g. the dumbbell- 
shapeO breakv of 3 &oplet formed by two csllldmg dropleB.) The rezder Is refened to Nigmaturin (1991) for a 
discussion of the various a e r o d p h c  breakup morles. Sine  Wyt iea l  lrealrnent of Lhese higher order m d e s  
was not desked for the sake of simplicity, the condi~ons un&r whicb a clroplet fragrrsmls were swcified in 
terns of a cd~cal defoma~on energy level of the mdeled f u n w e n d  modes. It is psculatd &at a single 
critic& defomatior~ energy level for breakcup exists for both colgs~omi and aerodynamic-induced breakup. 
To estimare &is chtical energy level, the binxy fuel droplet colLision dab of Ashgdz md Givi (1989) 
was used. In their work, the authors observed collisions of pairs of fuel droplets having various relative 
velocities and relative sizes. The critical energy level for breakup was derived by applying an energy balance to 
the test case in which the droplets just had sufficient relative velocity such that the droplet formed from the 
coalesced pair fragmented. From this energy balance, it was possible to derive the critical dimensionless energy: 
Here Ea,, is the critical deformation energy, which comprises the deformed kinetic and surface tension energies. 
This energy is nondimensionalized by the product of the drop surface tension and the square of the spherical 
diameter of the fragmenting drop, Do. 
Together, equations 1, 2 and 3 form the basis for predicting whether aerodynamic-induced breakup will 
occur. As a test, the model predictions were compared with droplet breakup data available in the literature. In 
the recent work of Hsiang and Faeth (1992), the authors conducted experiments on the properties of drop 
deformation and secondary breakup for shock wave initiated disturbances. To recreate the shock condition in the 
model, a step velocity change was specified. Noting that equation 1 is a second-order equation, the two 
specified initial conditions were that the drop was initially spherical and that it possessed no deformation kinetic 
energy ( b = 0 and dbldt = 0, respectively.) Equations 1 and 2 were solved numerically using Heun's method. 
Care was taken to ensure a time step independent solution. 
The model was used to determine what step change in velocity was necessary to bring about droplet 
breakup. This was done for several of the fluids 
considered by Hsiang and Faeth. Figure 1 shows the 
critical Weber number, pcUo%Jo, necessary to 
bring about breakup of the drop as a function of the 
Ohnesorge number, pJ(p$Oo)O.S where Uo is the 
imposed step velocity change. The Ohnesorge 
number is a measure of the ratio of liquid viscous 
forces to surface tension forces. The points are the 
predictions of the model while the solid line is from 
the data presented by Hsiang and Faeth (1992), 
which includes data from past studies. For We above 
the line, the droplet is predicM to frawent; 
however, for We below the lhe, the drop merely 
undergoes defomalion and oscglahon. The m d e l  
reasonably gredicls the variahon in the critical Wekr 
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Figure 1. Deformation and breakup re@me map. 
number with increasing drop viscosity effects. The worst agreement is around Oh = 0.2, where (he model 
prdicts a cr;i~cal We tfiat is a b u t  40 % high. It should be note& however, &at for sprays Oh 5 0.01 is 
expected. For this range the agreement between the model and experimental data is excellent. Since the cetical 
breakup energy was derived from considerations of drop collision data, its stlccess in predic*.g 2erodynec 
breakup lends support to the hypothesis that, at least for small effects of viscosity, the critical breakup energy 
applies equally well to both collision and aerodynamic-induced fragmentation. 
Having found the model able to adequately predict the occurrence of aerodynamic breakup, it was 
necessary to prescribe a method for predicting the outcome of breakup. For this, the simple energy balance 
method recommended by O'Rourke and Amsden (1987) and Ibrahim et al. (1990) was used. In this method, the 
deformation energy of the droplet (both kinetic and surface tension energy) is equated to the surface energy of a 
monodisperse group of spherical droplets. Thus the 
deformation energy is converted into surface energy 
of the fragments. Performing this energy balance 
allows the prediction of the size of the fragments, 
which is taken to be the Sauter mean d i e t e r ,  SMD, 
of the fragments. 
The results of using this method are shown 
in figure 2. The points are the model predictions, the 
solid lime is the best-fit lime provided by Hsiang and 
Faeth (1992) and the dashed lines represent the 
spread in their data. Examining figure 2 it is seen 
that the model predicts the trend of the data quite 
well, but significantly overpredicts the size of the 
SMD resulting from breakup. This was not 
unexpected. Recall that the oblate spheroid 
deformation model treats only the initial stages of 
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Figure 2. Correlation of the SMD after breakup. 
droplet deformation. The higher-order deformation modes that ultimately lead to breakup are neglected in favor 
of the critical energy criterion of equation 3. Thus the model neglects the energy that enters the droplet through 
the aerodynamic forces acting on the higher-order deformation modes. It is believed that the neglect of this 
energy, which would be available to generate additional droplet surface area thus producing smaller fragments, is 
the source of the overprediction of the SMD. An attempt to account for the energy that enters the droplet as a 
result of these higher-order modes is under development. 
s to 'be done on Lhe model inciudes ehie derivation of E, for droplet collision, f d e r  
comparison of mdef .  predic~ons wilh avdable exphen ta l  da& and integra~on of the b r d u p  model into the 
larger spray aeons~cs mrjdel. 
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SUMMARY: 
A synergistic hierarchy of analytical and computational fluid dynamic techniques is used to analyze three-dimensional 
combustion instabilities in liquid rocket engines. A mixed finite differencelspectral procedure is employed to study 
the effects of a distributed vaporization zone on standing and spinning instability modes within the chamber. Droplet 
atomization and vaporization are treated by a variety of classical models found in the literature. A multi-zone, 
linearized analytical solution is used to validate the accuracy of the numerical simulations at small amplitudes for a 
distributed vaporization region. This comparison indicates excellent amplitude and phase agreement under both stable 
and unstable operating conditions when amplitudes are small and proper grid resolution is used. As amplitudes get 
larger, expected nonlinearities are observed. The effect of liquid droplet temperature fluctuations was found to be of 
critical importance in driving the instabilities of the combustion chamber. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
Current understanding of liquid rocket combustion instability has been obtained through the implementation of two 
primary tools: experimental investigations and analytical models. Computational capabilities have recently advanced 
to the point where they provide a third potential investigative tool to complement these existing approaches. The 
dramatic progress in the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) over the past decade has demonstrated the 
, ability to model highly complicated flow phenomena typical of combustion chambers. CFD methods offer a promising 
methodology to model not only the important subprocesses such as atomization and vaporization, but also to directly 
simulate and accurately capture the acoustical physics of the combustion chamber. 
Research directed towards developing computational instability models for liquid propellant engines has been 
undertaken in several research groups. Early work using computational fluid dynamics in studying combustion 
instability was performed by Habiballah et al. [I] and Liang and Ungewitter [2], and followed later by Bhatia and 
Sirignano [3], Jeng and Litchford [4], Kim et al. [5], Wang et a1. [6], as well as the current authors [7]. Typical results 
using these time-mxching approaches have found that droplet size, mixture ratio, and mean chamber conditions are 
impormt physical parameters. Due to computational reslricrions, most analyses have considered axisymmetric or 
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annular gwmeuies, although some preliminary three-dimensional results for a thin or ""collapsed" combustion zone 
have previously been reported by the current authors [7]. 
The current work develops a computational testbed for modelling a distributed vaporization zone by coupling CFD 
with available empirical and semi-empirical models of the dominant subprocesses in rocket engines. These solutions 
are then compared with closed-form analytical solutions to verify their accuracy. Although the solution of the unsteady, 
three-dimensional fluid dynamic equations is straightforward in principle, the required computational resources limit 
the quantity of solutions that can be obtained. This is the motivation for providing companion analytical procedures, 
which may be performed in a significantly more efficient manner. This approach permits important trends in relevant 
physical variables to be identified rapidly while simultaneously allowing a systematic assessment of the numerical 
issues involved. 
The unsteady Euler equations are used to describe the fluid dynamics of the three-dimensional gas phase flowfield 
within the combustion chamber. Due to the substantial computational cost associated with finite difference solutions of 
the three-dimensional unsteady equations, a mixed character finite differencelspectral method is employed to decom- 
pose the primary variable Q in the circumferential direction into a Fourier series. The vector Q is given as a truncated 
M I series Q = [ Q ~ , , ( X , ~ , ~ ) C O S ~ ~ ~  + ~, , , (x , r , t )s in  rnt9 where Q,,, = ( & , ~ , , @ , , ~ , , ~ , o , ~ , ~ , o , o ) ~  
and G,,, = (0,0,0,0,0, K ,  FS, @,, E,, z , ) ~  are time-dependent functions of both the axial and radial finite- 
difference directions. A general equation governing the dynamics of the flowfield development in Fourier space can 
then be written as 
where the vectors 2, J?', 6, and ktot are conservative flux vectors written in Fourier space [7]. The source term 
vector fitof contains the interphase coupling terms between the gas phase and liquid phase analyses including effects 
such as atomization, vaporization, and injector coupling. Representative vaporization models based upon the work 
of Priem-Heidmann and Abramzon-Sirignano are summarized in Table 1. These relationships are complicated 
nonlinear functions of the liquid and gas phase variables. Linearized versions of these expressions written in terms 
of an appropriate set of independent variables lead directly to a combustion response function for the instability. 
This combustion response function in turn allows analytical solutions to be obtained which may complement CFD 
approaches. 
One appropriate set of functional variables governing the droplet vaporization rate can be written as mu,, = 
f (p, u, q )  where is the liquid droplet temperature. Since the pressure and velocity are fundamental flow quantities, 
the evaluation of the combustion response functions is greatly simplified if the liquid temperature fluctuation can be 
eliminated. By manipulating the vaporization expression and combining it with a linearized energy balance over the 
droplet surface, the two-parameter expression 
provides a relationship for the rate of vaporization from a liquid droplet with a fluctuating temperature as a function 
of the mean vaporization rate and the acoustic disturbances of pressure and velocity. The values of the complex 
IineaPization constancs cr* and p* are determined from the conditions within the combustion chamber. It is slafficient 
to note here that it is expected that the values of a* and P" will direcdy determine the stability of the combustor in the 
linmized case. 
For a constant mean flow, a small amplitude version of Eqn. 1 can be solved analytically. When the vaporization 
zone is mated with physical models in the form of Eqn. 2, the problem can be reduced to an eigenvalue solution in 
terms of the vaporization constants and rnmn BOW pwmelers. The dispersion relationship for the eigenvdues are 
obtained by manipulating the equations of motion to provide a single wave equation in the chamber, 
where the subscripts denote differentiation with respect to the particular variable. This expression also holds in regions 
where the mean volumetric vaporization term Z ,  vanishes. Substitutionof the classical acoustic form of solutions for 
pressure and velocity produces a dispersion relationship of the form 
3 ( P  + ~ 2 )  + b (-2GW + iP*?%, ia 2um, - *p-- ) + w2 - E'X + ia* $z, w = O  
pii P 
Here, X is the radial wavenumber, and K and w are the complex wavenumber and frequency, respectively. Once these 
have been determined, the oscillatory flow quantities which determine the stability behavior can be evaluated. In this 
way, the analytical solutions provide a valuable means of validating and complementing the more general nonlinear 
numerical approaches described earlier. This capability of plays an important role in establishing a validated testbed 
upon which more comprehensive physical modelling can be added. 
RESULTS: 
First, we consider the analytical dispersion relationship presented in Eqn. 4 for a uniformly distributed vaporization 
process. For simplicity, we neglect droplet production processes and instead specify an initial droplet size of 140p and 
a total mass flow rate of 5 kglsec (Hz and LOX) entering the combustion chamber. This corresponds to a vaporization 
zone 95% of the length of the combustion chamber. 
In the absence of droplet temperature fluctuations, a* and p* are real and depend on droplet Reynolds number and 
gas static pressure. A typical stability map for the constant liquid temperature case is presented in Fig. 1. The stability 
plane for the distributed vaporization model includes both stable and unstable regions depending on the values of the 
vaporization coefficients a* and p* . Positive contours indicate unstable growth of disturbances, and negative values 
indicate stable decay. The neutral stability curve is indicated by the dashed contour and separates the unstable and 
stable regions which are labelled U and S, respectively. For this typical example, unstable regions are centralized in 
the regions of positive a* and negative p*. This indicates that both pressure and velocity are important in determining 
the stability although pressure effects may be more important under certain conditions. 
The estimated ranges of the two vaporization models are indicated by the shaded regions on the stability plane. 
These values are approximated by allowing possible variations in the properties and other constant terms in the 
vaporization expressions. The locations of the Priem-Heidmann and Abramzon-Sirignano models indicate that both 
lie in the stable region of the stability domain. These predicted results indicate that the coupling of the vaporization 
process alone for constant temperature liquid droplets is insufficient to sustain pressure oscillations characteristic 
of combustion instability. Similar stable behavior has also been found for a wide range of operating conditions. 
These generalized results confirm our previous numerical findings [7] that droplet vaporization without temperature 
fluctuations cannot account for unstable growth of pressure oscillations. 
When liquid droplet temperature is permitted to fluctuate, the linearization coefficients in Eqn. 2 become complex 
numbers since they are functions of the complex frequency eigenvalue. Since both the red and imaginary components 
of a* and a"' may be important, the sbbility diagram becomes a more complicared four-dimensional space. The overall 
result is that the presence of a temperature Auctuation drives both thePriem-Heidmaran and Abmmzon-Sirignmo models 
more towards instability. Both stable and unstable modes are possible, depending on the physical operating conditions 
within the combustion chamber. 
Although the effects of the gas phase and liquidphae flow variables are strongly coupled and not easily separated; 
experience has demonsuated that droplet diameter and droplet temperature are two critical parameters that influence 
stability behavior. Fig. 2 presents a stability contour which has been determined computationally by a parametric study 
of these variables. Here, we specify a total mass flow rate of 3 kglsec with a mean chamber temperature of 3000 K and 
pressure of 40 atm. The triangular upper bound of the stability is determined by the constraint that the droplets must 
totally vaporize within the chamber. The neutral stability curve is again indicated by a dashed contour and separates 
the unstable and stable regions which are labelled U and S, respectively. The results indicate that smaller initial droplet 
sizes and colder initial droplet temperatures tend to result in destabilized combustor behavior. 
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the two-zone analysis with fluctuating temperature droplets, the predicted 
analytical solution is compared with numerical results using a pure mode initial condition and tracking the temporal 
evolution of the flowfield in time. Fig. 3 presents a comparison of the analytical and numerical solutions for the gas 
phase pressure oscillation at the upstream centerline of the chamber for an initial droplet diameter and temperature 
of 130 p and 130 K, respectively. Also shown is a comparison of the analytical and numerical predictions for the 
fluctuating liquid droplet temperature at a axial location one-fourth of the chamber length. The agreement is excellent 
for both cases. 
The stability behavior of practical engines is often tested by bombing or pulsing the combustion chamber to induce 
pressure oscillations. The numerical pressure response to an pulsed initial condition can be validated by using the 
long-term analytically predicted growth rate. As shown in Fig. 4, the short-term temporal response contains a wide 
variety of modes within the chamber. In the long-term solution, however, we expect the most unstable mode (predicted 
by the analytical method) to dominate within the combustion chamber. Here, we have shown the pressure fluctuation 
at the upstream centerline of the combustion chamber. A comparison with the analytically predicted solution indicates 
that the growth rates correlate to withinabout 0.1%. It is evident that the numerical and analytical solutionsdemonstrate 
excellent agreement, thus validating the CFD results. 
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SUMMARYIOVERVIEW: 
Although stable operating regimes for cryogenic coaxial injectors have been empirically determined, there 
is no knowledge of the spray characteristics corresponding to stable operation, or the physical processes which 
produce the atomization patterns that result in stable or unstable operation. The current engineering method for 
determining the stable operating regime of a cryogenic coaxial injector is the 'hydrogen temperature ramping' 
method, however there is no definitive knowledge of whether the hydrogen temperature influences the chamber 
stability by decreasing the injected gas velocity, by affecting a recirculation region at the base of the LOX post, or 
by changing the pressure drop across the injector, allowing chamber pressure oscillations to couple to the fuel feed 
system. Results for the injector response from a linearized lumped-element model are presented as a function of 
temperature and frequency. LDV measurements in the recess region at the base of the LOX post show reverse flow 
indicative of a recirculation region. Finally, Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) measurements of droplet size 
and velocity distributions are discussed for a coaxial injector element similar to the SSME preburner element 
operating with water and air at atmospheric pressure and liquid and gaseous nitrogen at 20 bars. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
In the 'hydrogen temperature ramping' test one or more injectors are placed in a combustion chamber and 
hot fired while the temperature of the gaseous hydrogen being injected is slowly reduced until a spontaneous 
instability occurs. The physical significance of the hydrogen temperature ramping technique comes from the 
atomization process occurring in coaxial injectors where the high velocity outer gaseous hydrogen flow strips 
droplets from the lower velocity inner liquid oxygen flow. Experiments at ONERA using water as the liquid oxygen 
simulant have shown that a higher relative velocity between the two flows, one gaseous and the other liquid, results 
in smaller droplets1. Lowering the gaseous hydrogen temperature increases its density, thus lowering its injection 
velocity relative to the liquid in order to maintain the same mass flow and therefore the same fuel-to-oxidizer ratio. 
Wanhainen et al have shown that i t  is not the hydrogen temperature itself causing the transition to instability but 
'Vkgen, L., "Coaxid Injector Spray Cha~acterization for the AP-ime 5 Vulcain Engine, " 6th h u a l  Conference 
"Liquid AtsPnizarion and Spray Systems - Europe, " duly 4-6, 1990. 
the ratio of the gas to liquid injection velocities'. From this one might infer that the instability arises from a decline 
in dropiet burning efficiency because of an increase in the liquid oxygen drop sizes along with an extension in the 
length o i  the atorrsizarion zcne. A primary purpose of the experiments is io identi@ what effect the velociry ratio 
has on atomization and pressure drop across the injector to provide a better understanding of this common stabilir!? 
rating technique. 
Another proposed explanation for the emergence of unstable operation in the hydrogen temperature ramping 
test is that a recirculation region acting as a flameholder exists downstream of the LOX post tip. Below a minimum 
relative velocity between the liquid oxygen and gaseous hydrogen, the recirculation region becomes too weak to act 
as a flameholder and the combustion zone moves away from the injector face to a location where it can interact 
more strongly with the chamber acoustic modes. Liang and Schumann have examined this idea with an experimental 
and computational investigation of gaseous oxygen and hydrogen coaxial injectors3. They examined several 
injectors designed to produce recirculation regions of different sizes but found that all injectors tested showed the 
combustion region anchored to the base of the injector. Whether this conclusion applies to liquid oxygen and 
gaseous hydrogen coaxial injectors has yet to be experimentally proven. 
Some previous experimental evidence has indicated that the spontaneous instability condition for a 
hydrogenloxygen rocket was determined by the hydrogen pressure drop through the inje~tof'.~. Below a critical 
minimum value for the pressure drop, chamber oscillations evidently can couple to the propellant feed system, 
causing a combustion instability in the chamber. However, the value of this critical pressure drop was a function 
of the injector and chamber design. 
The first nine months of the grant period were spent designing a liquid nitrogen cooled heat exchanger to 
lower the temperature of the injected gas, either hydrogen or helium, from ambient down to 80K. The design has 
been completed and construction has begun. The heat exchanger will be used for the final series of experiments 
to simulate the hydrogen temperature ramping test. 
An injector with the same dimensions as the SSME preburner injector has been constructed. The SSME 
preburner injector was selected because the test facility is capable of providing the required gas and liquid mass flow 
2Wanhainen, J.P., Parish, H.C. and Conrad, E.W., Effect of Propellant Iniection Temperature on Screech in 
20.000-Pound Hvdroeen-Oxvgen Rocket Engine, NASA TN D-3373, April 1966. 
3Liang, P.-Y. and Schumann, M.D., "A Numerical Investigationof the Flame-Holding Mechanism Downstream 
of a Coaxial Injector Element," Proceedings of the 24th JANNAF Combustion Meeting, CPIA Publication 476, Vol. 
3, Oct. 5-9, 1987, pp. 599-610. 
4Conrad, E.W., Bloomer, H.E., Wanhainen, 3.P.  and Vincent, D.W., 
, N 
5 W ~ u m ,  N.P., Russell, L.M., Vincent, D.W. and Conrad, E.W., 
, NASA TM X-2982, Feb. 1944. 
rates for a full size injector and as large an injector as possible was desired to provide the possibility of opticai 
access. The initial tests of the injector used air and water injecting into atmospheric ambient pressure. PDPA 
measurements were made of the droplet size and ve!osity as a function of axial md radial posiiion. Both the 
magnitudes and the trends of the measured Sauter mean diameters and velocities agree well with results obtained 
b~r Zaller and Klem6 using a similar injector and air 2nd waler float rates. The main purpose for this limited series 
of tests was to confirm the operation of the PDPA system as well as the injector. The effects of varying the PDPA 
PMT voltage and of taking measurements through plexiglass windows of varying thickness were quantified. A 
windowed cold flow high pressure chamber has been designed, constructed and pressure tested to 9 MPa. As an 
initial step in the investigation of the atomization behavior of cryogenic coaxial injectors, liquid nitrogen was 
selected as an appropriate simulant to liquid oxygen based on their similar thermophysical properties. The fuel 
simulant for these first tests was gaseous nitrogen. The LN2lGN2 flow rates were computed from the nominal exit 
velocities of LOXlGH2 in the SSME fuel preburner injector. At a chamber pressure of 10 bar it was not possible 
to prevent cavitation at the lowest attainable supply temperature of the liquid nitrogen. Based on the vapor pressure 
of LN2 at that temperature, a chamber pressure of approximately 20 bar was required to avoid this phenomenon. 
Tests were pursued in which the pressure was maintained above 20 bar but yielded a dense spray that could not be 
measured satisfactorily by the PDPA. To obtain acceptable spray data it will be necessary to move further 
downstream in the spray and/or reduce the mass flow rate. These actions will be pursued in future tests. 
The original injector design was modified in order to allow LDV access into the recess region. This was 
accomplished by inserting a pyrex tube concentrically around the LOX post, such that the fuel annulus was defined 
by a transparent boundary 0.04 in. thick. The inner diameter of the fuel annulus is 0.197 in. Gaseous nitrogen 
and water at flow rates of 1.8 gmls and 1 gmls respectively were used. From Figure 1, it can be seen that 
recirculation does in fact exist within the recess region and the magnitudes of the axial velocities in this region 
appear consistent with the given flow conditions as does the trend on going from a high velocity gas to a low 
velocity liquid. 
A simple model based on the Rayleigh criterion was constructed for the flow dynamics of several processes 
in the system to determine the effect of various design and operating parameters on combustion stability. The 
mechanisms included are the fuel flow through the injector, the vaporization of oxidizer in the chamber, and the 
flow of exhaust gases through the nozzle. Figures 2 and 3 show the effect of fuel temperature on the injector 
response for a chamber pressure of 21.4 bars and a gaseous fuel flow rate of 0.064 kg/s. Both graphs indicate that 
decreasing fuel temperature increases the response. At a frequency of 1 kHz significant variations in response 
occur. Figure 2 indicates that the injector response is positive over a wide frequency range while Figure 3 shows 
that the injector response for certain frequencies can abruptly switch from stabilizing to destabilizing as the fuel 
6Zdller, M. ,  and Klem, M. ,  "Shear Coaxid Injector Spray Ghxacterimtion," Proceedings of the First 
Inrernational Symposium on Liquid Rocker Engine Combustion Instability, Jan. 18-20, 1993, University Park, PA. 
temperature is reduced. This suppons the previous hypothesis that m y  low-frequency instabilities are due to the 
coupling of the feed system with .the chmber acoustic modes. Results of this aslalysis will be compmd to chmber 
high frequency pressure measurements. Meauremenrs of the injector pressure drop as a h a i o n  of the relative 
gaslliquid flow velocity and injector geometry are planned. The results of these measurements will be used as input 
to a stability model of the propellant feed system to determine the magnitude of the influence of the injector pressure 
drop on the combustion stability of the entire motor. 
Position Relative to Gas Row (mm) 
Fig. 1 LDV measurements of the mean axial velocity in the injector recess 
region showing reverse flow. 
Frequency (kHz) Temperature (R) 
Fig. 2 Injector response as a livnction 
of frequency for several gaseous 
he1 temperatures. 
Fig. 3 Injector response as a livnction 
of gaseous fuel temperamre for 
sever& frequencies. 
NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF TWO- AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
HEAT TUNSFER IN EXPANDEW CYCLE ENGINES 
Rokr l  L. Burch and Fan-Bill Cheung 
Propulsion Engineering Research Center 
and 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, PA 16802 
SUMMARY: 
The concept of using tube canting for enhancing the hot-side convective heat transfer in a cross-stream tubular 
rocket combustion chamber is evaluated using a CFD technique in this study. The heat transfer at the combustor wall 
is determined from the flow field generated by a modified version of the PARC Navier-Stokes Code, using the actual 
dimensions, fluid properties, and design parameters of a split-expander demonstrator cycle engine. The effects of ar- 
tificial dissipation on convergence and solution accuracy are investigated. Heat transfer results predicted by the code 
are presented. The use of CFD in heat transfer calculations is critically examined to demonstrate the care needed in the 
use of artificial dissipation for good convergence and accurate solutions. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
The expander cycle has recently been considered one of the most desirable cycles for space propulsion appli- 
cations. A liquid rocket engine operating on this cycle makes additional use of the fuel as the coolant. The performance 
of such an engine usually depends strongly on efficient combustor heat transfer to the coolant (i.e., fuel). By enhancing 
the rate of heat transfer in the combustion chamber, an increase in the chamber pressure can be achieved, leading to 
improved engine performance. One way to increase convective heat transfer is the use of round or oval coolant tubes, 
running longitudinally, to form the inner wall of the combustion chamber. This increases heat transfer by increasing 
the wall surface area, while providing relatively uniform heat fluxes. Berkopec [I9921 reported wall heat transfer in- 
creases of up to 30% for some specific applications. One possible way to further increase the wall heat transfer is 
through tube canting in a coolant tube-lined combustion chamber. In this design concept, the coolant tubes are not par- 
allel to the flow of combustion products. Rather, they are oriented at an angle a to the flow direction. With this ar- 
rangement, the surface contour varies continuously in the downstream locations. The boundary layer that would have 
been built up in the crevices is likely to be broken up or "tripped" by the angled tubes. This may result in increased 
local mixing of the flow, thus offering a potential for heat transfer enhancement over that of a non-canted tubular com- 
bustion chamber. 
To evaluate the tube canting concept, a detailed numerical investigation of the flow and heat transfer in the 
combustion chamber of a split expander demonsmtor cycle engine is conducted using a modified version of the PARC 
Navier-Stokes cde .  Both turbulent and laminar two- and Ihree-dirnensional Row fields were investigaM. For &fie buna 
buPent flow case, turbulence generated in the flow is approximaed by using the Baidwin and Eamm algebr~c mdel. 
Tfhe working fluid was assumed to be a non-reacting combustion gas using the physical proprties that are consistent 
with the actud case. 
The porlion of the engine which is of Interest includes the cornb~~srion chmber before the hroat arez. The 
inner wall of the combustion chamber is made up of 350 oval coolant tubes. The interior shape of the engine wall is 
three-dimensional but periodic in the azimuthal direction. Using the assumption of axisymmetry, the wall geometry 
used in the two-dimensional cases is a longitudinal wall cut made from the three-dimensional configuration. This 
should provide the greatest effect or influence on heat transfer (i.e., best case) for any wall geometry or helical tube 
angle, since previous studies had shown that helical ribs at 90 degrees had the greatest effect on heat transfer [Gee and 
Webb 19801. The two-dimensional cases provide information concerning overall trends which should hold true in the 
three-dimensional cases, such as the effect of flow separation on heat transfer and the rib angle required for flow sep- 
aration. The results of the two-dimensional study were reported at the previous symposium [Burch and Cheung 19921. 
Additional two- dimensional calculations were performed to provide reference data for comparison with the three-di- 
mensional results. In the three-dimensional cases a periodic boundary condition was used allowing calculation of one 
sector (11350 of the total flow field) made up of one coolant tube interval rather than the whole flow field. 
The three-dimensional grid generation program written for this study uses a generated two-dimensional grid 
for each required downstream or streamwise location. A Steger-Sorenson [I9791 elliptical smoother refines the grid 
produced by an algebraic grid model. This helps to insure grid orthogonality at the wall as well as allowing control of 
grid clustering along the wall. A close-up of the wall surface contour is shown in Figure 1. 
8.2 7 I 
Figure 1. The near-wall region from an axial cut showing the wall grid 
structure 
A three-dimensional test case was successfully run using a smooth wall combustion chamber to ensure the 
two- and three-dimensional versions of the PARC code produced the same results, once the implementation of the pe- 
riodic boundary condition was corrected. The results of three-dimensional smooth wall case should be the same as the 
a x i s y m e ~ c  Wo-&maension$ c m .  This case dso allowed for c k c k  out of Ck Ihrw-dimensional versions ~f the prc- 
used to calculak the wall heat transfer as well as other supgorling post-processing p rog rm.  
Tke initial &redimensionaI calcula~ons u d  a z r o  Begre can~ng  mgle, i.e., the ecpolmt t u k s  mn skrem- 
wise, in (he baseline case. The turbulent heat &msfer resule ran cmnei. intuitive, they do not seem to be physicdly 
comect. Because of resource limihbons on the PSC GRAY UMP C-90, a 116 length -test case was developed to Pun in- 
house using a IBM RS6000. Upon fufiher testing i t  was reaffirm& that the results were not pllysicdally accepiable. The 
error in the solution was initially speculated to be a problem with the turbulence model, the artificial dissipation, or a 
combination of both. The same grid was subsequently mn with laminar flow in order to remove the effects of the tur- 
bulence model from the solution. Again, similar heat transfer results were obtained. The greatest heat flux was occur- 
ring in the crevice or gap between the two adjacent coolant tubes. Upon further examination, there seemed to be a 
correlation between the grid spacing at the wall and the heat flux; the larger the distance of the first point off the wall, 
the lower the heat transfer. The correlation seemed to override the seemingly natural heat flux suppression due to the 
larger thermal boundary layer developing in the crevice. This correlation was confirmed using two-dimensional test 
cases. The calculated wall heat flux was found to be dependent on the wall grid spacing rather than the amount of grid 
stretching. 
The variation of the wall heat flux with wall grid spacing in the laminar case was traced to solution sensitivity 
to the artificial dissipation. The PARC codes use central differencing scheme which requires artificial dissipation to 
provide high frequency damping and good convergence properties [Turkel and Vatsa 19901. Central difference 
schemes experience odd and even point decoupling that must be damped to achieve satisfactory convergence [Swan- 
son and Turkel 19871. The PARC codes use a Jameson-style scalar dissipation model with an anisotropic directional 
scaling factor as suggested by Swanson and Turkel[1987]. To demonstrate the solution sensitivity due to the artificial 
dissipation, several cases were run with varying values of the fourth-order dissipation coefficient. On a global scale 
the thermal boundary layer appears to be independent to the amount of fourth-order dissipation used except for a tem- 
perature overshoot that accompanies case A. This aspect can be seen in Figure 2a. However, close to the wall, the tem- 
TanwmiusRo(Ws TarperslweRolle 
Figure 223. The Thermal boundary layer Figure 2b. The near-wall region of the thermal 
boundargr layer. 
perature profile shows mark& differenms In b e  wall kmprature grdient, dTIdX, 2s seen in Figure 2b. C 2 e  bP. uses 
the recornmended values for the fouPLh-oder arlifieia) dissipation cwffieient ( ~ ( ~ ~ z . 0 2 ) .  Cases 6: md B use significant- 
ly srnailkr dissipation cmffickent (3.125E-M and 3.125B-06, res~ctiveliy). Case B u s s  aprogmm option which scales 
the arlifici6 &§sipation coefficient with the ceH Reynolds nirmkr. 236s effeciively silues the Aficial assipaeon off 
in the radial dkection since here is very little Row in this direction, but at the price of a much slower rate of conver- 
gence. This option was used for dl the previously reporled two-dimensiond tlrestllts [Burch md Che~ng 19921. For 
three-dimensional calculations, this scaling method did not provide enough artificial dissipation for efficient conver- 
gence and physicdly acceptable results. 
This sensitivity has been documented by Jarneson 119931, Swanson and Turkel[1992,1993], and Turkel and 
Vatsa [1993]. Alternatives to the previously described implementation of the artificial dissipation have included the 
scaling of the artificial dissipation in the direction normal to the surface boundary with the local Mach number [Swan- 
son and Turkel 19871 and the implementation of the matrix artificial dissipation as suggested by Swanson and Turkel 
[1992]. The use of the local Mach number scaling did reduce the sensitivity of the solution to the artificial dissipation 
but did not eliminate it. The matrix artificial dissipation model is under evaluation using the two-dimensional test 
cases. 
Turbulent cases are less sensitive to the artificial dissipation swamping the physical dissipation due to the fact 
that a larger physical dissipation exists due to the turbulent viscosity. Therefore, any improvement in the artificial dis- 
sipation as seen in the laminar test cases should be acceptable for turbulent test cases. With the sensitivity of the arti- 
ficial dissipation resolved, attention can be given to the turbulence model if perceived problems persist in the solution. 
The adequacy of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model when used with this type wall surface contour can be evalu- 
ated. Particular attention must be given in the proper implementation of the local turbulent length scales. 
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rnR0DUCTION: 
The structural integrity of high pressure liquid propellant rocket engine thrust chambers is typically 
maintained through regenerative cooling. The coolant flows through passages formed either by constructing the 
chamber liner from tubes or by milling channels in a solid liner. Recently, Carlile and Quentmeyer' showed life 
extending advantages (by lowering hot gas wall temperatures) of milling channels with larger height to width aspect 
ratios (AR > 4) than the traditional, approximately square cross section, passages. Further, the total coolant 
pressure drop in the thrust chamber could also be reduced, resulting in lower turbomachinery power requirements. 
High aspect ratio cooling channels could offer many benefits to designers developing new high performance engines, 
such as the European Vulcain engine (which uses an aspect ratio up to 9)2. With platelet manufacturing technology, 
channel aspect ratios up to 15 could be formed offering potentially greater benefid. 
Some issues still exist with the high aspect ratio coolant channels. In a coolant passage of circular or 
square cross section, strong secondary vortices develop as the fluid passes through the curved throat region. These 
vortices mix the fluid and bring lower temperature coolant to the hot wall. Typically, the circulation enhances the 
heat transfer at the hot gas wall by about 40% over a straight channel4. The effect that increasing channel aspect 
ratio has on the curvature heat transfer enhancement has not been sufficiently studied. If the increase in aspect ratio 
degrades the secondary flow, the fluid mixing will be reduced. Analysis has shown that reduced coolant mixing 
will result in significantly higher wall temperatures, due to thermal stratification in the coolant, thus decreasing the 
benefits of the high aspect ratio geomet$. A better understanding of the fundamental flow phenomena in high 
aspect ratio channels with curvature is needed to fully evaluate the benefits of this geometry. 
The fluid dynamic and conjugate heat transfer problem of high aspect ratio rocket engine coolant channels 
are being investigated numerically, but these efforts have been hampered by a lack of validating dataq6. Wall 
temperature data is available for the conjugate problem for channels without curvature and aspect ratio = 5.0', and 
unhealed fluid dynamic data are available for square and circular cross section channels with curnature at Reynold's 
numbers up to 40,W7s8. But the effects of aspect ratio on secondary flow development have not been 
esrpedmenhlly shdid- 
To provide some ksight into the effsb of channel a s p ~ t  mlio on seconbry flow md to qualihtivdy 
provide mcbor;Lng for the nunrencal codes, a Row vismlimtion experiment was ~ t i a t e c l  at the NASA b w i s  
Resarclr Center. 
APPARATUS: 
The expe~menhai test rig, shown in figure. 1, was designed to pennit visualization of the secondary flow 
structure that develops in a turning rectangular channel. The test rig consists of upper and lower plexiglass plates, 
which form the channel top and bottom, and two strips of plexiglass which make up the side walls. The plexiglass 
strips fit into grooves cut into the upper and lower plates. The grooves are spaced 1.25 in. apart and provide a 
constant channel width. Wall strips of varying heights may be placed into the groves to change the height of the 
channel. Aspect ratios from 1.0 to 5.0 are possible and a wall height was selected for this experiment that gave 
the channel an aspect ratio of 5.0 (1.25 in. width x 0.25 in. height; NOTE: In this experiment, the channel is laying 
on its side so height and width are interchanged with respect to an actual cooling channel dimensions). The total 
length of the channel is 11.3 ft. and consists of two 5.0 ft. straight sections and a 180" bend in the center. Upon 
entering the channel, the flow first passes through a 5.0 ft. straight section where disturbances dissipate and the flow 
is allowed to develop. The channel then turns 180" with a 5.0 in. centerline radius of curvature. The channel 
continues straight for an additional 5.0 ft. to the flow outlet. Water is pumped through the system either by normal 
water supply pressure or by an additional pump. Reynolds numbers based on hydraulic diameter up to 40,000 can 
be obtained with the nonnal supply pressure and Reynolds numbers up to 100,000 are possible with the pump. 
To visualize the flow structure in the turning section, the hydrogen bubble technique is used to provide a 
seedant for the flow9J0. With this technique, hydrogen bubbles are formed on thin wires placed within the flow 
field. The wires form the cathode (negative) pole of a DC circuit and an additional wire, which is placed non- 
intrusively in the flow, forms the anode (positive) pole. When a current is applied to the circuit, electrolysis takes 
place forming oxygen on the anode and hydrogen on the cathode. As hydrogen bubbles form on the cathode wires, 
the flow strips them away. Five cathode wires are placed vertically across the width of the channel and 1.0" 
upstream of the turning section. The size of the bubbles generated is a function of the wire diameter, conductivity 
of the water, applied voltage and flowrateq. The power supply used to generate the hydrogen bubbles is a 160 V 
DC with a 100 mA current limit, and wire diameters of 0.002", 0.005" and 0.010" were interchanged. 
A high intensity photographic spot light was used to illuminate the hydrogen bubbles from above as they 
flowed through the turning section. The beam from the light source was collimated with a series of slits so that only 
a thin plane of the flow was illuminated. A standard VHS camera and recorder were used to record the illuminated 
particle streaks. The camera was placed perpendicular to the plane of interest and to minimize the distortion caused 
by the camera focusing through the curved plexiglass wall, a triangular window was seated against the channel wall 
and filled with water. The side of the window provides a flat surface parallel to the focus plane and the water filled 
cavity provides a more unifom index of ~fmciioni. The optical mmpenalkg winidow was sealed to the test rig 
with R W  rand could be removed, clwed and re-atkchd at a diffemnt location. Video imge (l;a& was rworded 
at 1 kch upstram of the bend, 3 inch dowglstream of the k n d  md at @, 300, 6QO, 9Q5, 1120°, 150Q md 180" from 
the start of the bend. 
DATA mL'SISES: 
analysis of the raw video imges provide$ some insight h to  the flow stmchre, however, resulk were 
somewhat iaconclusive. A problem with this type of Clow visualization is that the particle streaks remain illurnbnated 
for only 2 to 3 video frames before passing out of the Iight sheet. a c e  a particle enters a particdlar region, ody 
a brief view of the flow structure is given. To better understand where vortices and velocity gradients occur in the 
channel, a computer algorithm was developed to enhance the digitized raw video images, resolve vectors from 
particle streaks, and infer particle direction by analyzing several sequential frames. 
Individual video frames were digitized to a 620 pixel wide by 160 pixel high image with a 15 pixel border 
surrounding the actual channel. Figure 2 shows a digitized image from a video frame taken at a Reynolds number 
of 6,800. The algorithm first scanned the digitized image looking for local gradients in pixel brightness to find 
particle streaks. Once a gradient was encountered, marking a particle streak, the algorithm searched along the 
gradient to find the two endpoints. Figure 3 shows the individual particle streaks that were calculated from the 
image in figure 2. Resolving the particle streaks by processing the brightness gradients worked well as many streaks 
were resolved that are too subtle for the unaided eye. Considering local gradients also eliminated the problem of 
resolving streaks in regions where glare on the plexiglass side wall was encountered. While glare on the side wall 
caused the background to be of differing intensity levels throughout the image, its change from pixel to pixel was 
small and was therefore invisible to local gradient calculations. 
Once the particle streaks in individual frames are resolved, the algorithm compares sequential frames to 
see if a particle streak in frame 1 at time 0 continues in frame 2 at time At. For each vector in frame 1, frame 2 
is searched to see if any endpoints match those in frame 1. If vectors in frame 1 and frame 2 have a matching 
endpoint, then a multiple frame particle streak has been found and the direction of the particle is inferred by the 
sequence of the frames. A circle is placed on the head of the vector to denote direction. 
Figure 4 shows the results of processing 30 sequential frames from video taken at 300 from the start of the 
bend at a Reynolds number of 6,800 based on hydraulic diameter. Only resolved vectors with magnitudes greater 
than 20 pixels are considered. In this figure, the primary flow direction is out of the page, with the outer wall of 
the bend on the left and the inner wall on the right. Here the classical secondary flow can be seen, with the velocity 
on the upper and lower surfaces travelling towards the inner wall and the centerline velocity travelling towards the 
outer wall. This is the result of a pair of horizontally elongated vortices stacked on top of each other. It should 
be noted that the flow is not perfectly steady and some particle streaks represent momentary fluctuation in the flow 
structure. Some particles can also be seen being stripped from the centerline flow by the flow at the wall. As 
Reynolds number is increased, resolving the particle streaks becomes increasingly difficult. Improved experimental 
techniques will be q u i d  to capture the secondary Row stmctures at higher velocities, 
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CFD ANALYSES OF COOLANT CHANNEL FLOWFIELDS 
Jennifer A. 'Yagleyi, linzhang Fkngi, and Charles ~ . ~ e r k l e §  
Propulsion Engineering Research Center 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, PA 16802 
SUMMARY 
The flowfield characteristics in rocket engine coolant channels are analyzed by means of a numerical model. 
The channels are characterized by large length to diameter ratios, high Reynolds numbers, and asymmetrical heating. 
At representative flow conditions, the channel length is approximately twice the hydraulic entrance length so that fully 
developed conditions would be reached for a constant property fluid. For the supercritical hydrogen that is used as the 
coolant, the strong property variations create significant secondary flows in the cross-plane which have a major influ- 
ence on the flow and the resulting heat transfer. Comparison of constant and variable property solutions show substan- 
tial differences. In addition, the property variations prevent fully developed flow. The density variation accelerates the 
fluid in the channels increasing the pressure drop without an accompanying increase in heat flux. Analyses of the inlet 
configuration suggest that side entry from a manifold can affect the development of the velocity profile because of vor- 
tices generated as the flow enters the channel.Current work is focused on studying the effects of channel bifurcation 
on the flow field and the heat transfer characteristics. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
Regenerative cooling is normally used in rocket engine combustors to protect the walls from the severe ther- 
mal environment of the combustion process. In most cases, the coolant passages are rectangular in shape and run the 
length of the combustor with the coolant entering at the supersonic end, passing through the throat region, and exiting 
near the injector face. In cryogenic engines, the coolant is generally liquid hydrogen, and the elevated pressures are 
sufficient to ensure that the fluid remains supercritical over the entire length of the cooling passage. 
Although the design of these coolant passages is critical to the operation and life of the engine, their heat 
transfer characteristics are only poorly understood. To maximize our understanding of the fluid dynamics and the as- 
sociated heat transfer characteristics of the coolant passages, the limiting case of a straight rectangular channel (which 
is currently being tested at NASA LeRC) is studied. Even with straight geometries, the flowfield inside the tubes re- 
mains quite complex because of the asymmetrical heating, the fin effect, the presence of a supercritical coolant with 
its characteristically strong property variations and the high Reynolds numbers. Because of the complex three-dimen- 
sional flow patterns in these coolant passages, it is anticipated that an optimum channel aspect ratio exists, and a vali- 
dated CFD code is an important tool in assessing where this optimum occurs under different conditions. 
At supercritical conditions all fluid properties (density, viscosity, thermal conductivity and specific heat) be- 
come strong functions of both pressure and temperature [i]. These variations are particuiarly strong near the criticai 
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point. Temperature dependence is especially significant in the present problem because of the strong temperature gra- 
dienls near the hot wall of the coolant passage. 
En the presence of proper9 variations, the Navier-Stokes equations and the energy equauon are coupled and 
must be solved simultaneously. The corresponding system of governing equations is: 
~=(P,u,v,w,T)~ is the vector of dependent variables;(c, q , c )  represents a general non-orthogonal coordinate system; 
Tis a pre-conditioning matrix; E, F, and G are the conservative flux vectors while E, Fv and G, are the viscous flux 
vectors [2]. The equation set is completed by a tabular equation of state relating the density to the local temperature 
and pressure. Additionally, auxiliary equations for the pressure and temperature dependence of the viscosity, thermal 
conductivity and specific heat are also specified. The Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model [3] is used to accom- 
modate turbulent flow. The turbulent Prandtl number is chosen as 0.9 throughout the calculation. 
Although our interest is in steady flow, the equations of motion are written in unsteady form for computational 
purposes and are solved by a four stage Runge-Kutta explicit scheme [4]. All derivatives of the Navier-Stokes equa- 
tions are represented by centered differences. Local time stepping is used to achieve maximum convergence and a 
small amount of fourth order artificial dissipation is added to prevent odd-even splitting. Since the time derivatives dis- 
appear in the steady state, some license may be taken with them to counter the stiffness caused by the low Mach num- 
bers in the supercritical fluid. This stiffness is circumvented using an artificial compressibility expression [5,6]. During 
the process of convergence, all the time derivatives approach zero and the numerical solution satisfies the proper steady 
state Navier-Stokes equations. 
As boundary conditions for the present calculations, we specify the velocity and temperature profiles at the 
inlet, and uniform pressure at the exit plane. The remaining flow variables at the inlet and outlet are computed from 
the Riemann variables determined from the method of characteristics [4]. The velocity boundary conditions on the pas- 
sage wall are the traditional no-slip conditions. These are augmented by enforcing the normal momentum equation to 
obtain the wall pressure. 
Heat transfer conditions representative of those in combustor coolant passages are simulated by selecting ap- 
propriate Dirichlet (temperature) boundary conditions around the periphery of the duct. Uniform temperature condi- 
tions are assigned on both the inner (combustor) and outer (ambient) sides of the passage while a linear distribution of 
temperature is used on the side walls to simulate the fin effect. The inlet temperature is specified as 40 K. Future plans 
are to couple the present fluids solution with a heat conduction formulation for the combustor walls to obtain the cou- 
pled solution. 
The straight duct study was conducted to give an understanding of the fundamental physical effects of variable 
properties, turbulence modeling, high length to diameter ratios and inlet conditions. The next step in the study is to 
investigate the effects of channel bifurcation on the flow and temperature fields. A representative geometry is shown 
in Figure 1. 
RESULTS 
The geometry and flow conditions for this study were chosen to parallel an experimental study currently being 
conducted at NASA LeRC [7]. The length of the exprimend channel is 137 mm which corresponds to 112 hydraulic 
diamelers. The Reynolds number based on the inlet conditions and hydraulic &meter is 500,000. For the cwrent study 
we also studied channels of shorler lengLhs and flow at the lower Reynolds number of 10,000. Cornpulations have atso 
been compleled for both conslane and vxiable (supercrilical hydrogen) property flows. 
One of the imporant issues in the smaight tube studies is the effect of variable properties on tile pressure drop 
and heat ~ansfer characteristics of the channels. The property variation of super-critical hydrogen significantly alters 
the flow field characteristics and it is important to assess its effect on the channel cooling. To evaluate the nature of 
these differences a comparison of the flowfields based upon constanl and variable properties was conducted. This com- 
parison was rnade at a Reynolds number of 10,000. 
The mid-plane, sireamwise direction contour plots of the pressure, the axial velocity and the temperature vari- 
ations are shown in Figure 2. The constant property results are shown on the right while the variable property results 
are shown on the left. The cross-stream direction has been stretched by a factor of five in theses figures. As can be seen, 
the variable properties cause the velocity profiles to be very non-uniform across the tube, and in addition, lead to an 
acceleration by a factor of about two. The higher flow speeds cause a lesser, but noticeable effect on the temperature. 
A comparison of the flow fields for the two different Reynolds numbers 10,000 and 500,000 shows the viscous 
and thermal boundary layers were significantly thinner at the higher Reynolds number. Despite the fact that the thermal 
effect are limited to a small portion of the flowfield there is still an acceleration of the flow due to the density variations 
although not as significantly as in the lower Reynolds number. 
Another issue studied was the effect of inlet velocity profiles on the downstream fluid dynamics and heat 
transfer. The inlet conditions studied were slug flow, fully developed velocity profiles and entry through a 90 degree 
bend (constant property). The first two represents a bounding study between two extremes in inlet profiles. The last 
condition represents an approximation to the type of entry that is used in the experimental configuration. A comparison 
of fully developed velocity profile with the slug flow velocity profile shows that the inlet condition has a measurable 
effect on the velocity contours in the exit plane (Fig. 3). The contours in the exit plane are qualitatively similar, but the 
results for the slug flow inlet show a peak velocity of 4.0 mls in the exit plane whereas those for the fully developed 
inlet show a peak of 3.3 mls. The corresponding pressure drop for the slug flow inlet is about 15 percent larger than 
that for the fully developed inlet profile. By contrast, the fluid temperatures at the exit plane for both cases are about 
the same. Both calculations show that the fluid has been heated to the point where the minimum temperature in the exit 
plane is 45 K, although more of the fluid appears to have been heated in the slug flow inlet case. In agreement with this 
latter observation, computation of the heat flux through the walls shows that the heat addition is larger (by about 15 
percent) for the slug flow inlet case. These differences between the two calculations are not major, but they do suggest 
that care should be taken in defining the inlet conditions to be sure to obtain maximum accuracy in the coolant channel 
predictions. 
The results for the second inlet condition, the inlet with a 90 degree bend are presented in Figure 4. The ve- 
locity contours are quite similar in magnitude, although the profiles for the 90 degree bend inlet are slightly asymmet- 
ric. Similar comparison of the temperature profiles shows the presence of the bend in the inlet increases the minimum 
temperature from 90 K to 110 K, suggesting that the vortex created by the turn at the inlet has some effect on the heat 
flux. 
Comparisons of the streamwise development of the various flow characteristics are given on Figs. 5 and 1. 
The pressure drop predictions for the two cases is nearly identical (not counting the pressure drop across the inlet bend 
itself), suggesting that the strength of the vortices developed by the bend in the inlet was not sufficient to affect the 
downstream pressure gradient. The velocity profile in the bent inlet calculation shows a dramatic thickening of the 
boundary layer downstream of the inside portion of the curved inlet. This arises from a flow separation near the bend. 
The presence of flow separation and &e vortex generat& by the curved inlet suggests &at the type of connecdon be- 
tween the manifold and the coolant channels can have an effect on &e downsgem heat ~ansfer. 
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Top View 
Figure 1: Represenlalive sketch of channel b~fwcation geome@y. 
Variable Properties Pressure Conslant Properties 
Velocity 
Temperature 
Figure 2: Stearnwise contours of the pressure, velocity, and temperature on the centerplane for an L/Dh of 28. Vari- 
able Properties: Ph, = 20., P, = 220.; uhc = 0.5, urn, = 4.0; Ti,,, = 70, T, = 600 (top wall). Constant Properties: 
Phc = 6., PmaX = 42 .; uhc = 0.17, urnax = 1.4; Thc = 70, Tm, = 600 (top wall). 
Slug Flow Inlet Fully Developed Inlet Slug Flow Inlet Velocity Bend Inlet Velocity 
Temperature tempera at^[: 
Figure 3: Contour of axial velocity and temperature at Figure 4: Contour of axial velocity and temperature in 
the exit plane &/Dh = 28) for slug flow and fully devel- the exit plane (L/Dhz28) for slug flow and bend entrance 
oped inlet with variable properties. Slug: uh, = 0.4, h, inlet with constant properties. Slug: uh, = 0.4, urn,= 4.0, 
= 4.0, Th, = 70, T- = 45. Fully Developed: uh, = 0.4, Tkc = 70, Trnh = 45. Bend Inlet: uh, = 0.4, urn, = 3.3; 
urn, = 3.3; Tin, = 70, T, = 600 (right wall). Tkc = 70, T, = 600 (right wall). 
Temperature 
Figure 5: Effects of GeilcI on Bowfield (constant properties). There are 28 hydraulic diameters after the bend. 
Phc = 0.5, P, = 5; uhc= 0.1, umin = -0.1, u,,= 1.5; T;, = 70, Tmax= 600 (at bottom wall), Tmin = 40 (at inlet). 
F. hdwwa, G. Cbeng, and R. F m e r  
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Complexities of liquid rocket engine heat transfer which involve the injector faceplate and film cooled 
walls are being investigated by computational analysis. A conjugate heat transfer analysis was used to describe 
localized heating phenomena associated with particular injector configurations and film coolant flows. These 
components were analyzed, and the analyses verified when appropriate test data were available. The component 
analyses are being synthesized into an overall flowfielaeat transfer model. A Navier-Stokes flow solver, the 
FDNS code, was used to make the analyses. Particular attention was given to the representation of the 
thermodynamic properties of the fluid streams. Unit flow models of s@fc coaxial injector elements have been 
developed and are being used to describe the flame structure near the injector faceplate. 
The FDNS code was modified to compute through the two orders of magnitude density variation 
encountered in the region where the hot exhaust gases and cold oxygen mix at the exit of a coaxial injector. A 
thermal equation of state based on a modified principle of corresponding states was used to represent the real fluid 
properties of the propellants. 
The flowfield and heat transfer for a main injector element of the Space Shuttle Main Engine were 
simulated; the resulting temperature field is presented in Fig. 1. The oxygen, entering the LOX post as a liquid at 
200 OR, reaches temperatures of 240 O R  (still a liquid) along the element axis, and 304 O R  (dense gas) at the wall in 
the exit plane of the LOX post, prior to mixing with the hot exhaust gases. The exhaust gases have been cooled 
from 1500 to around 1440 O R  A similar analysis for a baffle element has also been made. For this case, the oxygen 
remains a liquid as it emerges from the LOX post, reaching temperatures of 223 to 230 OR. The lower heating, 
compared to the main injector element, is due to the use of coolant hydrogen with a temperature range of 465 to 450 
O R  Both analyses provide a good approximation to the flowfield where the propellants leave the injector elements 
and enter the combustion chamber. 
To investigate the effects of film cooling, a Rocketdyne RP-1/02 test motor which utilized slightly film 
cooled walls was simulated and compared to the same motor operated at uniform OF ratio. The analysis for the 
constant O/F ratio case matched the test results very closely. Wall heat flux prediction for the film cooled case are 
shown in Fig. 2. The dotted line prediction indicates that even though the film is initially cold enough to provide the 
correct wall heating, the film mixes too fast to match the measured wall heat flux distribution. Apparently, the 
turbulent mixing, which is based on an incompressible K-E turbulence model, is too fast. This phenomena has been 
observed repea(edly in variable density flowfield predictions. A thicker film ation on the startline would 
effwt, but such a slpecification is not plbysisaiiy rgalislic. Miays associaM with W-1 Broplee 
vat;xrziiza~on eould &so caus6.; such e f f~ t s .  mh is not thought to be the case, but vaprialion effects arc: s a l  un&r 
invesdgagon. The pmbleni was M e r  &yz& by whg the; Empraasre c r n e ~ o n  to the hmnnp~ssible K-E 
turbulence model which was suassfully used by Ihw invetigators to predict a d m p  combustor flowfield. The 
improvement in Ihe predicLed waU beat flux distriburion, shown by Lhe solid line in Fig. 2, is drmalic. Although the 
expekent  did to provide enough detail& data to verify this andysis, the quaIiLative features of the film caaling 
we= well ~edicled. 
The results of the mahi injector element flow md herit m ~ s f e r  analysis are now k i n g  used as upstream 
boundary conditions to continue the analysis into the combustion chamber. The combustion chamber analysis is still 
in progress. 
This work was sponsored by NASAlMSFC under Contract NAS8-38961. 
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ADVANCED MATERIALS FOR RADIATION-COOLED ROCKETS 
Brian Reed, James Biaglow and Steven Sshneider 
N A S A  Lewis Researcia Center 
S U M M A R Y  
The most common material system currently used for low thrust, radiation-cooled rockets is a niobium 
alloy (C-103) with a fused silica coating (R-512A or R-512E) for oxidation protection. However, significant 
amounts of fuel film cooling are usually required to keep the material below its maximum operating temperature of 
1370 'C, degrading engine performance. Also the R-512 coating is subject to cracking and eventual spalling after 
repeated thermal cycling. A new class of high-temperature, oxidation-resistant materials are being developed for 
radiation-cooled rockets, with the thermal margin to reduce or eliminate fuel film cooling, while still exceeding the 
life of silicide-coated niobium. Rhenium coated with iridium is the most developed of these high-temperature 
materials. Efforts are on-going to develop 22 N, 62 N, and 440 N engines composed of these materials for apogee 
insertion, attitude control, and other functions There is also a complimentary NASA and industry effort to 
determine the life limiting mechanisms and characterize the thermomechanical properties of these materials. Other 
material systems are also being studied which may offer more thermal margin andlor oxidation resistance, such as 
hafnium carbideltantalum carbide matrix composites and ceramic oxide-coated iridiumlrhenium chambers. 
IRIDIUMIRHENIUM 
A technology program1 was conducted to find a chamber material system that could operate for long life in 
a 2200 "C environment. After a literature and vendor survey, iridium-coated rhenium (Ir/Re) was selected. In the 
same technology program, a 22 N Ir/Re chamber was operated for 15 hours at 2200 'C on monomethylhydrazine 
(MMH) and nitrogen teuoxide (NTO) propellants with negligible internal erosion. A flighttype 22 N chamber was 
then fabricated and tested for 1.77 hours on MMH/NTO before a coating failure at the throat. An alteration in the 
contour design gave a sharp radius of curvature at the throat, which proved to be a stress concentrator. A flighttype 
440 N chamber has been successfully tested for 6.3 hours on -0. There has been further testing of 
flighttype 22 N, 62 N, and 440 N IrIRe engines on MMH/NTO and hydrazinelnitrogen telroxide (N2H4INTO) by 
various rocket companies.2~ A 22 N Ir/Re chamber has also been tested for over 14 hours on gaseous 
hydrogenlgaseous oxygen (GH2lG02) propellants. 
The life limiting mechanisms of Ir/Re chambers were investigated.4 It was found that rhenium slowly 
diffuses along grain boundaries into the iridium coating during high temperature operation, so that the concentration 
of rhenium at the inner surface slowly increases. Oxidation testing at 1500 'C has shown that the iridium oxidation 
rate increases significantly above a rhenium concentration of 20 percent. Rhenium diffusion into iridium and 
oxidation of the resulting iridium-rhenium alloy had been identified as the life limiting mechanism for Ir/Re rockets, 
with 20 percent rhenium concentration at the inner wall surface determined as the failure criterion. Further oxidation 
testing of kidium/rhenium alloys is being performed to more clearly define the rhenium concentration level where 
%&urn oxidaLion accelerales. 
A potentially more rapid failure mecl~anism for IrRe rockets has  ken ideneifiecl in recent ksdng of BrBe 
rockets. A11 of the Ir/Re rocket resting in the initial technology programs were performed with either a cooled 
section between the chamber and injector or with a platnium/rhodium liner inslalled in the head end region of the 
chamber. No problems were experienced with the chambers tested in this manner. However, where Ir/Re chambers 
were directly welded to injectors, erosion or pitting of the iridium occurred in the head end region of the 
chamber.2.5.6 The reasons for this degradation of the iridium coating are not yet certain, but the phenomenon would 
pose a threat to the long-life, high-temperature advantages offered by this material system. The coating degradation 
has occurred in the head end, relatively low temperature region of the chamber, where the flowfield was probably still 
mixing and where oxidizers and combustion radicals may be present at the wall. In the instances when Ir/Re 
chambers were run with a cooled-section or liner, the iridium was not exposed to the flowfield until it was probably 
well mixed and nearly completely combusted. It is suspected, based on circumstantial evidence, that the iridium 
degradation is a result of iridium reactivity with combustion radicals, oxidation of the underlying rhenium through 
the iridium grain boundaries, or high partial pressures of oxidizers at the wall directly oxidizing the iridium. 
Testing of 22 N chambers on GH21G02 would seem to support this line of reasoning. One chamber was 
tested for over 14 hours at mixture ratios from 3 to 8, but with the overwhelming majority of time at mixture ratios 
between 3 and 4. Testing stopped because of a facility-related failure and posttest material analysis indicated that the 
chamber could have run for much longer. Another Ir/Re chamber was run at mixture ratio 6, but had a coating 
failure after 2.6 hours. The iridium had ruptured in the barrel section of the chamber. Both chambers were run with 
a water-cooled section between the injector and chamber, so they were exposed to well mixed flows. The mixture 
ratio 6 environment, however, had high partial pressures of oxygen, atomic oxygen, and hydroxyl compared to the 
low mixture ratio environment. Material analyses of these chambers and of as-fabricated samples of Ir/Re, along 
with experiences in industry and any required laboratory scale testing, will be used to determine the mechanisms for 
this iridium degradation phenomenon. 
The majority of Ir/Re chambers tested to date have been fabricated using chemical vapor deposition (CVD).7 
The CVD process involves the passing of a gaseous compound of the desired material over a heated mandrel. The 
material is deposited on the mandrel due to thermal decomposition of the gas at the mandrel surface. Iridium and 
then rhenium is deposited on the molydenum mandrel, with the mandrel chemically etched out after the CVD 
processing. Alternate methods of fabricating Ir/Re chambers are being explored including powder metallurgy 
rhenium, electrodeposition of rhenium and iridium, arc plasma spraying of rhenium, and the use of a rolled, welded 
iridium liner. 
The ability of the Ir/Re engine to survive the launch vibration environment after being hot fired in 
acceptance tests is critical to the eventual use of the material system. The thermomechanical property database for 
rhenium, as fabricated by CVD and other methods, is limited, therefore a program is underway to procure rhenium 
samples fabricated through various means and by various manufacturers and conduct testing to determine the ultimate 
strength, yield strength, modulus, low cycle fatigue, and creep propenies at room and elevated temperatures. It is 
 particular!^ important to determine the thermomechanical properties of annealed rhenium samples, as this will most 
closely simulate the behavior of a chamber that has been through acceptance testing. The ability to join the 
chambers to injectors and nozzle extensions composed of other malerids is also a concern. 
CERAMIC (OXIBE/IRIDIUM/RHENIUM 
Ceramic oxide coatings for Ir/Re chambers are being investigated8 as a way to significmily extend thruster 
1ifeLirnes and allow operation in rnore aggressively oxidizing environments, such as stoichiome~ic (or higher 
mixture ratio) hydrogen/oxygen. The oxide coatings would serve as a thermal and diffusion barrier for the iridium 
coating, lowering the temperature at the iridium surface, while also preventing h e  ingress of oxidizers and egress of 
iridium oxides. The oxide coatings could also serve as a protector against iridium degradation (assuming that iridium 
reactivity with combustion radicals or oxidation is the cause). The primary issue with these coatings is their ability 
to withstand the thermal shock of combustion and repeated thermal cycling. 
Seven Ir/Re chambers with ytnia-stabilized zirconia and yttria-stabilized hafnia coatings were tested.9 The 
chamber structures, coating thicknesses, and fabrication techniques are proprietary to the manufacturer. The purpose 
of the yttria stabilization is to surpress a phase transformation that occurs at 1650 'C and 1100 "C for hahia and 
zirconia, respectively. The nominal test matrix began with short duration (5 and 15 second) tests at mixture ratio 4. 
This testing was performed to determine the ability of the coating to withstand the thermal shock of combustion, 
with little or no oxidizers present. Testing was then performed at mixture ratio 6 and 8 (stoichiometric), increasing 
both the temperature and oxygen partial pressure of the flowfield. At each of these mixture ratios, short (5 and 15 
second) and longer duration (300 second) testing were performed. This gave a nominal time of 14 firings and 22 
minutes for each chamber. 
All seven chambers survived the initial testing intact. In five of the chambers there was cracking, but no 
spalling of the oxide coating. The other two chambers did not experience cracking or any evidence of coating 
degradation. Six of the chambers were further tested in a series of ten, 60-second duration runs at mixture ratio 11. 
Though temperature does not increase at mixture ratios above stoichiometric, the amount of oxygen, atomic oxygen, 
and hydroxyl increases significantly. The high mixture ratio testing, then, determined the ability of the coating to 
operate in an aggressively oxidizing environment. Two of the chambers began to show evidence of spalling at the 
front end in the high mixture ratio testing. Another chamber lost its coating from the throat downstream. The 
seventh chamber was tested at mixture ratio 16. After 30 firings and 29.2 minutes at mixture ratio 16, bum-through 
occurred in the converging section of the thruster. The chambers will be sectioned for material analyses. The most 
promising structures will be fabricated and tested further. 
CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES 
Ceramic matrix composite (CMC) chambers are also being investigated as a high-temperature material 
system for radiation-cooled rockets. CMC materials are a lightweight alternative to Ir/Re and also have the 
advantage of being chemically compatible with the combustion products of hydrazine/chlorine pentaflouride, a 
propellant combination under consideration for apogee and planetary propulsion applications. There has been 
extensive development of CMC chambers for divert and similar type propulsion systems. These chambers were 
always porous to a degree, however in the divert propulsion application, reduction of weight and volume were the 
prima~y design drivers and lifetimes were usudlIy under a minute. For the longer life aapogee and attitude conmi 
propulsion functions, densificalion of these engines is a major te~hnology issue to be resolvd. 
Composites composed of silicon carbide fibems and silicon carbide magix are the most developed c h m k r  
materials for apogee and attitude control applications, with extensive testing of 22 N and 2000 N engines at 1595 
'C.10 A higher temperature CMC option is a composite composed of graphite fibers and a refractory carbide matrix. 
Hafnium carbide doped with tantalum carbide is a very promising matrix for this material syslern.ll Oxidation 
protection for the graphite fibers are dependent on the in-situ formation of the oxide from the matrix. Hafnia, as 
mentioned above, undergoes a phase transformation at 1100 "C, which results in a significant volume change and 
subsequent spalling of the coating after repeated thermal cycling. The presence of tantalum carbide in the matrix 
leads to a mixed hahidtantala layer being form. The technology issue needed to be resolved is the proper percentage 
of tantalum carbide in the matrix in order to assure the in-situ formation of a stable oxide. 
OTHER CANDIDATE MATERIALS 
There are other material systems that could be considered (depending on the application) for radiation-cooled 
rockets. A chamber fabricated from pure iridium would eliminate the rhenium/iridium diffusion mechanism, but 
there are concerns about its structural integrity as a rocket engine. Tantalum-10% tungsten alloy and woven carbon- 
carbon fibers could serve as high-temperature substrates, but requires a suitable oxidation-resistant coating for any 
type of long life applications. Plamium-10% rhodium alloy and grain-stabilized platnium are excellent oxidation- 
resistant materials that could be considered for very long life (tens of hours), but relatively low temperature (1650 
'C) applications. Cermets and intermetallic compounds have also been considered for high temperature rocket 
operation, but there is a very limited experience base with them. 
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SUMMARY 
The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method is currently being applied to study flowfields of small 
thrusters, including both the internal nozzle and the external plume flow. The DSMC method is 
employed because of its inherent ability to capture nonequilibrium effects and proper boundary physics in 
low-density flow that are not readily obtained by continuum methods. Accurate prediction of both the 
internal and external nozzle flow is important in determining plume expansion which, in turn, bears 
directly on impingement and contamination effects. 
INTRODUCTION 
An important consideration in placing small electric thrusters on satellites is the effect the plumes 
may have on contamination and heating of solar arrays, instrumentation and other subsystems, as well as 
disturbance torques that may be induced by impingement on various spacecraft surfaces. Assessment of 
interactions between the spacecraft and thruster requires an accurate description of the expanding plume 
from the nozzle using the appropriate fluid dynamic models. 
The current work is specifically directed a t  applying gas dynamics on the molecular level to  the 
phenomena associated with viscous flows in nozzles and plumes of small electrothermal thrusters, such as 
arcjets and high-temperature resistojets, designed for satellite stationkeeping and attitude control. Of 
particular interest is the prediction of plume expansion, especially in the off-axis region where the plume 
may impinge on spacecraft surfaces. A continuum code based on the Navier-Stokes' equations is also 
applied, with the results used to scale the grid and provide inflow conditions for the molecular model. 
In prior the flow of nitrogen in and from a nozzle was computed with two numerical 
techniques: one based on continuum theory that numerically solved the Navier-Stokes equations for 
compressible flow13 and one based on a stochastic model of kinetic theory that used the direct-simulation 
Monte Gaflo (DSMC) method pioneered by E3ird4 and modified by ~ o ~ d . ~  Each was applied to solution 
of a low-density, viscous gas flow in a converging-diverging nozzle of conical shape that simulated flow in 
a resistojet. This work demonstrated that the numerically intensive DSMG technique could be applied 
~ t~ad i jy  to a, low-density nozzle flow, where the flow varied from continuum at the throat to  rarefied at the 
exit plane and also demonstrated that  results from the USMC method matched well with experiment,al 
measurements of Pitot pressure and flow angle made in the plume. 
The DSMC code developed by Boyd is e~nployed in the current study to assess the effect of nozzle 
shape on plume exparision and surface impingement. Nozzles of conical, t rumpet,  and bell shapes are 
considered with flow rates of nitrogen at 0 mg/s and helium at 2.4 mg/s. The nozzle geometries and flow 
conditions are given in Tables 1 & 2. To demonstrate the utility of DSMC to predict potential impinge- 
ment effects and to assess the validity of a semi-empirical model commonly used for impingement 
analysis, comparisons are made of density contours produced by the DSMC code with those obtained from 
Simons' method.6 
THE DSMC METHOD 
The DSMC code applied in this study simulates the flowfield in two-dimensional, axisymmetric 
coordinates and utilizes the VHS gas model for determination of collisional cross-sections. Rotational 
energy exchange is computed with the probability model of ~ o ~ d . ~  The flows are assumed to be both 
chemically and vibrationally frozen. 
The computational grids used in the current study are based on continuum flowfield solutions 
from RKRPLUS.~ The mesh for the nozzle flow consists of 250x88 cells and 800,000 particles are used in 
the simulation. The nozzle flow simulation begins just downstream of the throat, in the diverging section, 
and uses results from the continuum code for the inflow surface. The performance of the DSMC code on a 
Cray/YMP for this case is 1 . 0 8 ~ 1 0 . ~  CPU seconds/particle/time step. 
The nozzle and plume flows are simulated separately due to  the large variation in density between 
the two regions. A mesh consisting of 130x96 cells is used for the plume simulation with 48 particles per 
cell. An inverse-squared relation for density with distance from the nozzle exit plane is used to scale the 
cell dimensions. The plume simulations require 1 4 . 4 ~ 1 0 . ~  CPU seconds/particle/time step on an IBM 
RS/6000 workstation. 
SAMPLE OF RESULTS 
Isograms of Mach Number are given in Fig. 1 for the internal flow of nitrogen for each of the 
three nozzle shapes. The nozzles have the same exit-to-throat area ratio of 225:l but differ in length 
because of the contour. The figure illustrates the distinct flow structure of each shape. The conical shape 
gives the maximum expansion contrasted to the bell contour, derived from the classical Rao design 
methodology, that restricts expansion of the flow to the point of causing viscous deceleration from a 
maximum Mach Number of about 6 in the internal portion of the nozzle to a Mach Number of about 5 at 
the exit plane. 
To quantify diEerencles in plume expansion for the various nozzle shapes, density eon&ours dong  
arcs of various radii originating from the center of the exit plane are given in Fig. 2.  T h e  curves are 
normalized by tile density on the plume axis (8') for ertcii case. lirl Fig. 2a (arc radius = one exit dia.) bhe 
density for the trumpet nozzle is higher tlian for the cone and bell nozzles. The  effect of nozzle contour on 
plume shape, however, diminishes with arc radius as is readily apparent by the similarity of the curves in 
Pig. 2b (arc radius = 5 exit dia.). 
Comparison of density contours for the conical nozzle from the DSMC method with the Boynton- 
Simons' model6 for the expansion of the nozale core flow are compared in Fig. 3 along a radial line 30' off 
the plume axis extending from the centerline of the nozzle exit plane to 0.1 m into the plume. The 
Boynto11-Simons' model predicts a plume density about an order of magnitude higher than the DSMC 
simulation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The DSMC technique is a practical tool for prediction of nozzle and plume flow, and assessing the 
effect of plume expansion on surface impingement for small thruster nozzles characterized by low-density, 
highly viscous flow. The prediction of plume density from the DSMC method for the conical nozzle of 
this study is substantially lower than from the widely used Boynton-Simon model. As the results are 
preliminary and significant, they will be investigated further in continuation of this work. 
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'Table 1: Nozzle Geometries 
Cone Trumpet Bell 
Throat Diameter 0.635 mm 0.635 mm 0.635 mm 
Exit Diameter 9.526 mm 9.526 mm 9.526 mm 
Area Ratio, (AJA*) 
Exit Half-Angle 20° 40' 10" 
Diffuser Length 12.301 mm 12.301 mm 16.04 mrn 
Table 2: Nozzle Flow Conditions 
Propellant Nitrogen Helium 
Flow Rate 6.0 x loq6 kgls 2.4 x k d s  
Total Pressure. Po 9100 Pa 10360 Pa 
Total Temperature, To 294 K 297 K 
Wall Temperature 298 K 298 K 
Throat Reynolds Number 700 250 
Axial Distance (rn) 
Fig. la. Mach no. contours of N, flow through conical nozzle 
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ABSTRACT 
CFD has been used in recent applications to affect subcomponent designs in liquid propulsion rocket engines. This 
paper elucidates three such applications for turbine stage, pump stage, and combustor chamber geometries. Details 
of these applications include the development of a high turning airfoil for a gas generator (GG) powered liquid 
oxygen (LOX) turbopump single-stage turbine using CFD as an integral part of the design process. CFD 
application to pump stage design has emphasized analysis of inducers, impellers, and diffuser/volute sections. 
Improvements in pump stage impeller discharge flow uniformity have been seen through CFD optimization on 
coarse grid models. In the area of combustor design, recent CFD analysis of a film cooled ablating combustion 
chamber has been used to quantify the interaction between film cooling rate, chamber wall contraction angle, and 
geometry and their effects of these quantities on local wall temperature. The results are currently guiding 
combustion chamber design and coolant flow rate for an upcoming subcomponent test. Critical aspects of successful 
integration of CFD into the design cycle includes a close-coupling of CFD and design organizations, quick 
turnaround of parametric analyses once a baseline CFD benchmark has been established, and the use of CFD 
methodology and approaches that address pertinent design issues. In this latter area, some problem details can be 
simplified while retaining key physical aspects to maintain analyhcal integrity. 
INTRODUCTION 
A crucial challenge for CFD has been the application and integration of CFD analysis methods into the rocket 
propulsion system design process. Several factors encourage intensive analysis in support of the engine design 
process (e.g., the high cost of testing). Historically, geometric and flow process complexity has precluded efficient 
and timely analysis to support the design process. This paper briefly highlights three applications that advanced the 
design process and hardware concept through judicious application of CFD codes. These three applications include 
turbine stage design, impeller design optimization, and parametric assessment of a low cost ablative combustion 
chamber design. Discussion of these CFD design applications will be followed by a summary of analytical 
guidelines that allow for integration of CFD into the design process, and an assessment of future needs to further 
mature CED for rocket engine design applications. 
TURBINE STAGE DESIGN 
M f i n  and H u k r  (ref. I)  s e advmcemen& in the twbhe design process Lhat include Lhe wplica~on of a 
range of W cdes  to bolh the fuel and LOX l a i n e  s&ges of a GG engine. Nuber, et al, (ref. 2) gives details of 
the design process and bow inegralion of several cedes, approaches, and organklions conlribued lo Lhe design of 
the LOX tu&ine for the Space Transporlacion Main Engine (S ). Coordina~on of these accivilies was through 
the CFD ConsolZiun~ for Applications in Propulsion Technology (CAPT) as discussed by McConnaughey and 
Schuczenhofer (ref. 3), which allowed for efficient technology transfer from NASA and industry research efforts to a 
hardware development program. 
Results of applying CFD codes to the fuel turbine (denoted G ~ T )  as compared to conventional design methods can be 
seen in table 1. To achieve this increase in efficiency and decrease in blade count, airfoil camber was increased from 
140 to 160 degrees. Analytical refinements to a preliminary design that led to such a highly loaded blade were made 
through the application of a multi-stage Euler analysis with a surface drag force model, an inverse design code for 
blade leading edge definition, full Navier-Stokes analysis of both the stator and nozzles (decoupled steady), and two- 
dimensional (2D) unsteady Navier-Stokes analysis of the first stage. It is with this latter analysis that the axial gap 
was adjusted to preclude a predicted unsteady shock between the stator and rotor. Optimal axial gaps based on 
unsteady CFD analysis led to a 24 percent decrease in blade dynamic and loading and a predicted efficiency gain of 1 
percent relative to the preliminary design (ref. 1). 
The development of the G ~ T  turbine showed how CFD could be used to extend the design envelope of subsonic 
turbines used in GG engines, and these lessons and hardware design concepts were then applied to the STME LOX 
turbine. This turbine stage preliminary design was predicted to have an efficiency increase of two points relative to 
conventional meanline &sign methods, and further refinement of the design was a result of CFD analysis. This 
analysis includes multi-stage Euler analysis, steady three-dimensional (3D) Navier-Stokes analysis, and 2D unsteady 
Navier-Stokes analysis. As in the G ~ T  turbine, unsteady stage analysis was used to adjust axial spacing of the stator 
and rotor, and both the modified Euler and 3D Navier-Stokes analysis predicted a flow separation downstream of the 
rotor that was removed by changing blade lean until the analysis predicted elimination of the separation region (refs. 1 
and 2). A grid used for inviscid analysis of the design is seen in figure 1. 
To summarize the impact of CFD on turbine stage design for rocket propulsion systems, the incorporation of Euler 
and both steady and unsteady Navier-Stokes analyses have led to advanced designs that extended the design envelope 
with increased performance and turning angle such that turbine part count and stage number are decreased. 
PUMP STAGE DESIGN 
CFD analysis of the S fuel pump impeller has led to comparable advances in both h d w a e  concepB and design 
me&odology comparable to Lhe tu&ine stage deign. P ~ o r  lo @is design effod, a s ignsa t  efforl h benchzki,ng 
CFD c&s for inducer and kipller flaws was completed, md conhues to be in progess. As seen in Garcb, er al, 
(refs. 4 and 5),  a pre ary design of the S fuel impeller was completd using current design methodology, 
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Table 1 - CompaPison of Conventional Design and G ~ T  (as predict& by meanline andysis) 
No. of Stages 2 
GI 
2 
Work Split 70130 50150 
Blade Turning 2.36 rad 2.79 rad 
Max. Blade Mach No. 1.32 0.87 
Efficiency base +9.8% 
Airfoil Count base -55% 
Table 2 - Maximum Temperature (degrees R) of ATLCE Combustion Chamber Wall from Parametric Study 
Geametn!l 
Boundary Layer Injection Vel. low high low high GeQmXal low high 
Mass Injection Rate 
1.0 Ibdsec 5400 5500 5200 - 
2.6 lbdsec 4000 - 3540 - 
3.6 lbdsec. 3400 3900 2950 - 3550 - 
Figure 1 - STME LOX Turbine 
Geometry and Grid 
(Ref. 1) 
hpl ler  Blade-@Blade 
Exit Cm Dk~bueion Near 
Shroud (x = 0.10) Wf. 5) 
Geometry 1 
Geometry 2 
Geometry 3 
F igw 2 - Gemebries Analyzed for A b l ~ v e  
Combustion Chamber Design 
EFFICENCU AND WELIABBILGFY ENHANCEMENTS PROPULSION FLOWFIELD 
MODELrnG 
Philip E.O. Buelow: Sankaran Venkateswarani Charles L. Merkle: 
Propulsion Engineering Research Center 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 
SUMMARY: 
The implementation of traditional CFD algorithms in practical propulsion related flowfields often leads to dramatic 
reductions in efficiency and/or robustness. The present research is directed at understanding the reasons for this 
deterioration and finding methods to circumvent it. Work to date has focussed on low Mach number regions, viscous 
dominated regions and high grid aspect ratios. Bme derivative preconditioning, improved definition of the local time 
stepping, and appropriate application of boundary conditions are employed to decrease the required time to obtain 
a solution, while maintaining accuracy. A number of cases having features typical of rocket engine flowfields are 
computed to demonstrate the improvement over conventional methods. These cases include laminar and turbulent 
high Reynolds number flat plate boundary layers, flow over a backward-facing step, a diffusion flame, and wall 
heat-flux calculations in a turbulent converging-diverging nozzle. Results from these cases show convergence that is 
virtually independent of the local Mach number and the grid aspect ratio, which translates to a convergence speed-up 
of up to several orders of magnitude over conventional algorithms. Current emphasis is in extending these results to 
three-dimensional flows with highly stretched grids. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION: 
Propulsion flowfields contain a rich variety of physical processes. The combustion process in a rocket engine takes 
place at low flow speeds and is accompanied by very high rates of energy release and species generation. Although 
the Reynolds numbers are high, mixing and diffusion are critical to achieving combustion, and recirculation regions 
are often present near the injector face. Following combustion, the flow accelerates through the nozzle to supersonic 
speeds, where theReynolds numbers are typically very high and there is little heat release, but recombination effects are 
important for performance predictions. This wide variety of physical processes and conditions presents a formidable 
challenge for CFD codes. 
In order to design an efficient and reliable CFD code to solve these flowfields, one needs to address the issues 
which lead to a deterioration in code performance. Convergence rates and code robustness often suffer in practical 
problems due to any number of factors. For example, the initial conditions may be poorly specified, the gnd resolution 
may be inadequate, vesy high grid stretching will generally be present, or ekere may be flow regimes present for which 
the algorithm was not designed to converge efficiently. An example of this latter issue occurs for traditional density- 
based algorithms in the presence of vesy low Mach numbers, as occurs in the combustion chamber. Density-based 
algorithms wex designed for m s o n i c  m d  supersonic Mach number Bows, but typically have difficulty computing low 
Mach number flows. The convergence rates of these d g o ~ t h m s  decreae d r m a u d l y  because of tke w d e  disparity 
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between fluid paPricle and acoustic wave propagalion speeds. Various reseapchers, including the present aulhors, have 
negated these detrimenral effects through the use of rime-derivative pre~ondibioning [I-61 so [hat such schemes are 
now routinely used at low speeds. A related issue at low Reynolds numbers occurs where the disparity between wave 
propagation speeds and viscous diffusion rates conuols the convergence. This has also been effectively addressed 
through time-derivative preconditioning [2,3,6]. 
The details of the preconditioning techniques used herein can be found in References [2],[3] and [7]. The basic 
technique is to premultiply the time derivative by an appropriate preconditioning matrix. For flows dominated by 
inviscid effects, the preconditioning matrix is designed to alter the acoustic speed of the governing system so that 
each of the inviscid time scales is of the same order. This allows a larger time step than the unaltered system. 
The preconditioned density-based system closely resembles a 'pressure-based' system at low Mach numbers, while 
reverting to the traditional density-based system at transonic and supersonic Mach numbers [a]. For viscous flows, 
there exists a time-scale disparity between the diffusive and the convective processes. At low Reynolds numbers, 
this disparity becomes strong enough to deteriorate the convergence rate. Typically the difficulty arises when the 
cell Reynolds number (e.g. R ~ A ,  = uAx/v) becomes less than unity. Such Reynolds numbers are encountered in 
boundary layers, shear layers, recirculation regions, or anywhere the flow gradients are strong. In this case the previous 
preconditioning matrix is slightly altered so that the acoustic time scale is of the same order as the diffusive time scale 
r.21. 
It is also well known that the presence of large grid aspect ratios decreases the performance of conventional 
algorithms. Large grid aspect ratios are often required to resolve the steep gradients that occur in turbulent boundary 
layer calculations. Flow calculations in long, narrow ducts also give rise to large grid aspect ratios. The decreased 
performance in the presence of large grid aspect ratios occurs because of a wide disparity in the cell crossing times in 
the different coordinate directions. The difficulties caused by the large grid aspect ratios have been addressed by the 
present authors [7], and resulted in improvements that yield convergence rates that are orders of magnitude faster than 
the conventional algorithms in highly stretched grids for two-dimensional problems. Presently, these improvements 
only apply to the 2-D AD1 scheme. In order to obtain enhanced convergence, three issues must be addressed. The 
choice of the local time step should be based on the minimum CFL number 
where A, and A, are the acoustic eigenvalues in each of the coordinate directions. The boundary conditions should be 
applied before the governing equations are approximately factored, and the viscous preconditioning should be based 
upon the maximum von Neumann number, VNN (see Ref. [7]). 
RESULTS: 
To demonstrate the efficiency and reliability of the improved algorithm, the following test cases are presented: 1) 
turbulent flat plate boundary layer, 2) Hz102 diffusion flame, 3) 2-D backward facing step, 4) turbulent rocket nozzle 
heat flux computation. Additional cases have been calculated; however, they are not presented here because of space 
limitations. 
The first case is a Mach 0.1 turbuient flat piate boundary iayer computation. The Reynolds number for this case 
is 8 x 105, and the maximum grid aspect ratio (located adjacent to the wall) is 8000. Tke k-c tbubulence model was 
u d  for closure. Figure I displays the convergence history for the enhancd 8 9 1  algopithm (pr~ocondibioning + grid 
I ratio enhmcemenes), and for the smdasd AD1 Agorithm. The enhanced algorithm converges in under 2000 
steps, whereas the convergence for the smdard algorithm flattens after a three order of magnitude drop in the residual 
and would require over 50,000 steps to converge to machine accuracy. 
The H2/02 diffusion Aame consis~ of a cenual core Aow of pure oxygen (Reynolds number of 200). The outer 
gas Aow is pure hydPogen. The grid size used is '71 x 61. Both reacting and nonreacLing cases were computed, and the 
convergence for both cases using the enhanced algorithm are shown in Figure 2. For the reacting case, the reaction 
rates were reduced for initial start-up and gradually increased to their full level, which is represented by the initial 
portion of the convergence curve. Once the reactions are at the full level, the convergence rate is the same as the 
nonreacting case. Figure 3 shows contours of temperature and water mass fractions for the reacting case. 
The geometry for the 2-D backward facing step corresponds to the one studied experimentally by Armaly et al. 
[9]. The length and width of the duct are 10 cm and 1 cm respectively, and the step height is 0.5 cm. A uniform gnd 
of 101 x 61 is used. Convergence results are shown in Figure 4 for Re = 100,200,300 and 400. The residuals are 
shown sequentially because each case is used as the initial condition for the subsequent case. All Reynolds number 
cases converge at about the same rate of 7 orders of magnitude in 1000 steps. Table 1 shows the predicted primary 
recirculation zone lengths, normalized by the step height. Agreement between computations and measurements is 
excellent. 
The final case shown is high Reynolds number turbulent flow through a converging-diverging nozzle with cooled 
walls. The incoming gas is at a stagnation temperature of 3500 K and the wall is maintained at 700 K. The grid size is 
141 x 121. For accuracy in heat flux predictions it is necessary to maintain a minimum y+ of about one along the wall. 
The strong wall stretching results in grid aspect ratios that are as high as 2 x lo6 in this region. Figure 5 shows the 
convergence for the standard algorithm and the enhanced algorithm. The enhanced algorithm converges in 2000 steps, 
whereas the standard algorithm would require over 50,000 steps to reach machine accuracy. Even though the standard 
algorithm converges about five orders of magnitude in 4000 steps, Figure 6 reveals that the wall heat flux is far from 
converged. In fact, even after 20,000 steps the wall heat flux is not quite fully converged in the throat region. This is 
because the convergence in the near wall region is much slower than the core flow due to the extremely large aspect 
ratios near the wall. Examination of the wall heat fluxes from the enhanced algorithm reveals that a fully converged 
solution is reached in just 400 iterations, indicating the flowfield in the near wall region and the core region converge 
at similar rates. 
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200 5.0 5.0 
300 6.8 6.6 
400 8.6 8.0 
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Overview 
In this paper, we describe a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technique based on unstructured 
triangularltetrahedral meshes. A finite-volume scheme is used in conjunction with a multi-stage 
Runge-Kutta algorithm. Convergence enhancements in the form of dual time-stepping and time- 
derivative preconditioning are used to overcome the limitations of conventional multi-stage schemes. 
The method is applied to propulsion-related flows and shown to perform satisfactorily. 
Technical Discussion 
Governing Equations and Discretization 
The equations governing the unsteady flow of a multi-species fluid mixture may be written in 
integral Cartesian form for an arbitrary control volume, V, with surface, S, as follows: 
where 
W = [P, PVx, PVy7 PVz, pe, pxlT 
T 
= [pv, pvxv + pi, pv,v + pj, pvzv + p6 ,  pev + P,  PVYI] 
G = [0, Txi, Tyi7 Tzi ,  T i j V j  + 97 p ~ j , ~ ] ~  
W = [O, 0, 0, 0, 3rlT 
Here p, v, e, and p are the density, velocity, total energy, and pressure of the fluid mixture, 
respectively. x and dl are the mass fraction and rate of production of the 1-th chemical species. T, 
q and G1 are the viscous stress tensor, and the heat flux and diffusion velocity vectors, respectively. 
The domain is divided into triangularltetrahedral volumes and the governing equations dis- 
cretized over these volumes using a cell-centered finite-volume a p p r ~ a c h . ~  Odd-even decoupling due 
to  the use of central-difference operators is damped by adding fourth difference artificial d i ~ s i ~ a t i o n ; ~  
a first-order dissipative term is selectively added near discontinuities. 
Preconditioning for Convergence Enhancement 
The performance of the time-marching scheme at  low Mach numbers is enllanced by using time- 
deAvative '7 in the context of unstructured meshes. Equation ( I )  is modified as 
follows: 
where I@ are a new set of primary dependent variables: l&' = [ p ,  v,, v,, uz,  T ,  1<lT7 and I" is the 
preconditionirlg matrix: 
Here UT is a reference velocity, UT < Min(lv1, U,), where U, is a characteristic speed of the flow 
such as the local speed of sound or a maximum velocity within the domain. 
In the preconditioned system, time-step definition is based on the modified eigenvalues: A&, Ivl, 1v1, ... 
where 
The parameter K is included to provide time-step control a t  low Reynolds numbers.' When vis- 
cous effects become important, the preconditioning scheme alters the acoustic speed such that the 
CFL number is of the same order of magnitude as the von-Neumann number; thus optimal wave 
propagation speeds as well as optimum von-Neumann numbers r e ~ u l t . ~  
Dual Time-Stepping for Unsteady Flows 
To provide for efficient, time accurate solution of the governing equations, we employ dual time- 
stepping? adapted for use with an explicit multi-stage scheme. Here we introduce a preconditioned 
pseudo-time derivative term into (1) as follows: 
Note that as T -+ co, the first term on the LHS of (2) vanishes and (1) is recovered. 
The time-dependent term in (2) is discretized in an implicit fashion by means of a second order 
accurate, three-point backwards difference in time and the pseudo-time derivative is driven to zero 
by means of the following multi-stage algorithm: 
Here 2. --. 1,2, ..., m is the stage counter for the m-stage scheme, and k and represent any given 
pseudo-time and physical- time level, respectively. Throughout the iterations on k ,  and 
w(n-1) y ~ ( k + l )  are held constant. As r -i OQ, --+ V V ( ~ + * ) .  Note that the matrix on the LHS 
of (3)  is inverted in a point-wise fasirion and its inverse is readily derived analyticaily and need not 
be computed numerically. Note also that the physical time step, At, is limited only by the level 
of desired temporal accuracy. And the pseudo time-step, AT, is determined by the multi-stage 
scheme, which here employs local time stepping and preconditioning for convergence enhancement. 
Results 
Rocket Engine Flowfield 
To demonstrate the viability of using unstructured solution-adaptive meshes to compute transonic, 
internal, viscous flows typically found in space propulsion applications, the finite-volume, multi- 
stage method presented here is used to compute a transonic, convergingldiverging nozzle flowfield. 
Figure 1 shows the unstructured triangular mesh used in these computations. This mesh consists of 
6,877 cells. It has been adapted to  gradients of velocity in order to resolve the boundary layer along 
the nozzle walls, and to gradients of pressure in order to better capture the oblique shock in the 
divergent section. Pressure contours within the nozzle, plotted on a logarithmic scale in Figure 2, 
depict the oblique shock that develops as the expanding flow is turned inward by the nozzle walls. 
Flow Past Circular Cylinder 
The time accurate, dual time-stepping scheme described above is applied to solve the unsteady, two- 
dimensional flow over a circular cylinder in crossflow at a Reynolds number, Re = Udlv = 75. At 
this Reynolds number the flow is laminar and exhibits periodic unsteady behavior as vortices shed 
from the cylinder to form a Karman vortex street in the wake. The computational domain for this 
problem is chosen to extend 5 diameters upstream and 20 diameters downstream of the cylinder, 
with symmetry boundaries placed 5 diameters above and below. Details of the unstructured mesh 
in the vicinity of the cylinder are shown in Figure 3(a). The specified fluid is air at standard 
conditions with U = 11.5 m/s  (M = 3s10-~)  and d = 1 cm. The predicted shedding frequency, f ,  
is 1.67s-', resulting in a Strouhal number, St = fd/U = 0.146. This compares reasonably with 
the measured value6 of 0.147. Contours of stream function in the vicinity of the cylinder a t  several 
times during the shedding cycle are show in Figure 3(b). The physical time step, At is chosen to 
be 0.025s and time periodic behavior is achieved in roughly 5s beginning from an impulsive start 
from rest at  t = 0. Twenty-five inner iterations are performed a t  each time level' to achieve three 
orders of magnitude decrease in the x-momentum residual using the preconditioned, multi-stage 
scheme with a CFL of 2.7. Thus 600 iterations are required to resolve one time period of 0.6s. 
This represents a 1000 time speed-up over global time stepping which, for this grid and these flow 
conditions, would have restricted the time step in each cell to roughly lx10-~s .  
Conclusions 
A finite-volume, multi-stage algorithm based on an unstructured grid topology is presented. The 
use of solution adaption is demonstrated in the calculation of a typical space propulsion application. 
Dual time-stepping and time-derivative preconditioning are shown to provide efficient solution of 
unsteady, low speed flow on an unstructured mesh. The benefits of extending this method to low 
Mach number Bows with heat release, and to incompressible Bows with variable density are evident, 
and our efiorts continue in that direction. 
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Figure 1: Unstructured, triangular mesh used for transonic, convergingldiverging nozzle calcula- 
tions. 
I I Contours of loglO(P) Ram nt 2dalam 2 0  Aug 31 ,993 I I 
Figure 2: Pressure contours in convergent/divergent nozzle (plotted on logarithmic scale) computed 
using unstructured, triangular mesh. 
time t + .25/f 
time t + .5/f 
time t + .75/f 
Figure 3: (a) Detail of unstructured mesh, and (b) contours of stream function about circular 
cyfinder . 
DUAL-BELL ALTITUDE GOMPENSATmG NOZZLES 
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BACKGROUND 
All large liquid rocket booster engines in use today rely on fixed geometry bell nozzles. These nozzles 
limit engine performance, since they operate at optimal efficiency at only one p i n t  along the flight trajectory. Thus, 
during the design process, a compromise must be made between sea level and vacuum performance in order to best 
m e t  the demands of the mission within the nozzle performance limitations. An addditional constraint is the nozzle 
expansion ratio, which must be limited to prevent the nozzle flow from separating at sea level, resulting in 
separation sideloads. Engine lift-off thrust requirements, weight and packaging issues may also limit the nozzle size. 
These factors all contribute to the limitations in the vacuum performance of an engine, 
Convers,.y, a nozzle capable of varying effective expansion area ratio can optimize delivered impulse 
throughout the entire flight trajectory, resulting in dramatic performance gains. The ideal Altitude Compensating 
Nozzle (ACN) would continuously vary nozzle exit area ratio such that the nozzle is always pressure matched. In 
pursuit of these performance gains, ACWs have been investigated numerous times, but always, weight, cost, 
mechanical complexity and cooling issues have precluded their implementation on a real vehicle. 
One ACN concept which avoids many of these design difficulties is the dual bell nozzle. The dual bcll 
nozzle relies on an inflection point in the nozzle to force the flow to separate from the nozzle wall at the desired 
location, thus increasing sea level thrust. Since the flow separation is symmetrical and controlled, no sideloads are 
generated by the flow separation. During the ascent profde, the plume gradually expands until it finally attaches to 
the nozzle wall downstream of the inflection point, as depicted in Figure 1. Once the flow is attached and the nozzle 
exit pressure exceeds ambient pressure, the higher effective area ratio results in increased performance for the 
remainder of the ascent. For the ideal case, the net effect is that of having two nozzles, each optimized for a 
different portion of the flight trajectory. Mission studies have demonstrated that the performance of this two-stage 
ACN comes very close (within 1 to 3%) to the optimal efficiency for an ideal ACN of a given maximum area ratio. 
In reality, however, the dual bell nozzle concept has several inherent inefficiencies which reduce its 
performance from the theoretical optimum. Figure 2 compares the actual performance of a dual bell nozzle to the 
optimum dual bell. The optimum dual bell nozzle, for this -, would follow the 16:l Rao optimum nozzle thrust 
coefficient curve as'the vehicle ascended, and then, at the pdormance cross-over p int ,  switch to Lfre 40:1 Rao 
opdmlana nozzle h s t  coefficient cuwe for the remainder of &e mission* However, d e n g  sea level ogeralion wiih 
apt acataI dual k l I  nozle, Lhe separatd wgion of h e  nomle mmlas in " q h d o n  drrag". The r eh~ve  impact of his 
asphlion drag on nozzle pcrfomance is evidmt In region A on ~e $~ilph. By lowering the effeelive wall pressure 
at the infl~kion p i n t ,  this aspiration effect also D-iggers msition &fore h e  optimum pcdomme cross-aver p i n t ,  
as seen in region 13. Then, once ~ansilion oGcurs and the flow is fully attached in the nozzle, the inflection p i n t  
results in losses due to a non-optimal contour, ilIus&aM by regim C on the g a p h .  
Despite these losses, the dual bell nozzle still provides a significant net impulse gain relative to either the 
16:l or the 40:l fmed Rao optimum nozzles. It should also be noted that most ACN concepts suffer from similar 
losses due to non-optimal contours, induced drag, etc. 
DISCUSSION OF TESTING 
The primary objective of this cold flow test effort was to assess the performance characteristics of dual bell 
nozzles and to obtain preliminary design criteria by testing a number of configurations. Characteristics of interest 
included low altitude performance, high altitude performance and the flow transition process. In combination with 
this performance data, other factors such as Cost, weight, fabricability and vehicle related issues could then be uaded 
to establish the feasibility of the concept. 
The testing was carried out in Rockwell's altitude test chamber located in El Segundo, California Figures 3 
an& 4 show the layout of the facility. The test chamber is approximately SxSx16', with 3' diameter windows on 
either side of the test section to allow viewing of the flow field. Air flow is supplied to the chamber by an air 
compressor capable of an output of 12 lblsec at 300 psia Altitude chamber evacuation occurs through a variable 
supersonic diffuser connected to a 26,000 cu ft vacuum sphere. The vacuum sphere is continuously evacuated by 
five vacuum pumps and an air ejector. Additionally, the flow through the model at the exit plane acts as a jet pump, 
further reducing the ambient pressure in the altitude chamber. 
The nozzle configurations were mounted on a balance to measure axial thrust loads. Pressures and 
temperatures were also measured along the length of the nozzle. Schlieren imaging was used to visualize the plume 
flow field at the exit of the nozzle. This allowed real time evaluation of the flow field to determine nozzle transition 
characteristics. 
Four different dual bell nozzle configurations were tested in this effort, along with two baseline nozzles to 
allow for performance comparisons. Figures 5 and 6 compare the contours tested. The baselines were 16: 1 and 
40:l Rao optimum nozzles, which represented the low and high area ratios of the dual bell nozzles tested. 
The 16:l Rao optimum nozzle was used as the base nozzle for all of the dual bell contours. All of the 
extensions were of the same axial length, with an exit area ratio of 40: 1. The test matrix varies the pressure gradient 
in the extension, since this is known to be the primary factor affecting borh nozzle performance and flow transition 
chmteristics. The conical extension provides a negative pressure gradlient, as does the Rao optimum extension. 
The conslant pressure extension has a zero pressure gradient, while the overzmed extension provides a positive 
presswe p d e n t .  Figure 5 illuslpatcs the nozzle wall pressm mdienis as a funcrion of contour. Con~rolling the 
grcssm ~ d i e n a  long b e  nozzle also mnlpols the conlow burn mgle at the in8wGon pinh, 9Ple greater Lhe turn 
ogei WR ~35~31 s jo asn au '0-g'q a pmiRPrd u! 
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uahq -wnqdo p3gaq aq mopq b~uapga s,apzou naq pp aq a3npa.1 lp uon!smq Alma pue molum pugdo 
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While certain inefficiencies are inherent in the dual bell nozzle concept, it is seen that there are still clcar 
performance advantages to using a dual bell nozzle for certain mission applications. While other altitude 
compensating nozzle concepts offer similar advantages, they typically suffer from mechanical complexity, difficulty 
of cooling and ultimately, high weight and cost The dual bell nozzle offers a unique combination of performance, 
simplicity, low weight and ease of cooling, and thus warrants continued investigation. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Follow on testing is planned which will provide more detailed information on the performance and flow 
transition process for the dual bell nozzle. In addition to this testing, analytical modeling to investigate detailed 
aspects of the flow field and assist in design optimization is also desirable. While the attached flow case is readily 
addressed using a variety of currently available codes, modeling of the separated flow case and the flow transition 
process will likely require significant effort. The experimental data will allow validation of the models developed, 
so that they may be used as design tools for the dual bell nozzle and other separated, transient nozzle cases of 
interest. 
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FOIL BEARING RESEARCH AT PENN STATE 
Marc Carpino 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, PA 16802 
SUMMARY 
Foil journal bearings consist of a compliant metal shell or foil which supports a rigid journal by means of 
a fluid film. Foil bearings are considered to be a potential alternative to rolling element or traditional rigid surface 
bearings in cryogenic turbomachinery applications. The prediction of foil bearing performance requires the coupled 
solution of the foil deflection and the fluid flow in the bearing clearance between the rotor and the foil. The 
investigations being conducted in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Penn State are focused in three areas: 
theoretical prediction of steady state bearing performance, modeling of the dynamic bearing characteristics to 
determine performance in rotor systems, and experimental verification of analysis codes. The current status and 
results from these efforts will be discussed. 
BACKGROUND 
Foil journal bearings are considered to be an alternative to rolling element bearings, and to rigid surface 
hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, or hybrid journal bearings for rotor support in cryogenic turbomachinery applications 
such as rocket propulsion engines. Foil bearings offer several advantages[l]: compliance which can compensate for 
misalignment and deflection of rotors and machinery casings; reduced thermal distortion due to the thin shell 
structures of the bearing; tolerance of dirt and debris in the lubricant flow; and enhanced dynamic performance. 
A foil bearing is generally constructed of a foil or thin shell which supports a rotor by any combination of 
bending, membrane, or elastic foundation effects. Two basic foil bearing configurations are of general interest in 
turbomachinery applications; first the elastically supported bearing, and second, the leaf type of foil bearing(see 
figure 1). The foil surface in the elastically supported foil bearing configuration resists deflection by means of the 
elastic foundation in back of the foil. The elastic foundation can be constructed from other structural shells, 
polymers, or springs. The foils in the leaf type bearing support load primarily by the resistance of the foils to 
bending. 
The investigations at Penn State have the following broad objectives aimed at the development of general 
design tools for foil bearings: (1) develop general physical models of foil journal bearings which will predict steady 
state and dynamic behavior in rotor systems; (2)investigate the performance of foil bearing configurations which are 
of significance in rotordynamic applications; and (3) validate the results of predictive codes with basic experimental 
investigations. 
STEADY STATE BEARING PERFORMANCE 
The development of robust design tools for the predictive design of foil bearings requires that analyses be 
abIe io address different bearing configuratioi~s, misalignment of the bearing, geometric defects, and the broad range 
of fluids which can occur. These requirements have lead to the selection of a direct iteration approach to the solution 
of the coupled lubricant fluid f!ow/foi! deflection problem. In the direct iteration approach, deflections and pressure 
distributions are calculated iteratively from displacement and fluid flow formulations. At the completion of the 
deflection calculation, the new ciearance is computed from the rotor location, the nominal foil location, and the foil 
deflection. The clearance is then under-relaxed before the next calculation of the pressure distribution. The finite 
element method has been used to calculate both pressure distributions and deflections in the results to be discussed 
here[2,3]. 
FOUNDATION 
. LOAD 
Figure 1- Elastically supported and leaf type foil journal bearings. 
This analysis approach has been applied to an elastically supported split shell foil bearing(often referred to 
as a Hydresil bearing configuration). In this configuration, the foil is not continuous in the circumferential 
direction. As with the complete shell foil bearing, the foil is treated as perfectly flexible and inextensible. The foil 
is allowed to lift off of the elastic foundation if the pressure on the foundation becomes negative. Typical clearance 
and pressure results are shown in figure 2. The clearance distribution in figure 2 demonstrates the importance of 
membrane effects in the analysis by the virtually constant clearance across the width of the bearing. These results 
are in contrast to earlier analyses[l] wherein the clearance varied in the axial direction. The clearance in the exit 
region of the bearing remains virtually constant in the circumferential direction as the foil lifts off of the elastic 
foundation. 
TRANSIENT BEARING PERFORMANCE 
The design and development of high speed rotor systems requires detailed dynamic analyses of the rotor- 
bearing system. Although the dynamic system performance is one of the most important factors in rotor operation, 
the transient performance of foil bearings has recieved very little attention. A common approach to the dynamic 
performance of a bearing in a rotor system is to characterize the bearing in terms of stiffness and damping 
coefficients by perturbing the operation of the bearing about the nominal operating state. These coefficients are then 
used in a Iarger simulation of the dynamics of the rotor system. In a traditional rigid surface bearing, the bexing 
stiffness and dannping are atvibuted solely to the behavior of the fluid film. In a foil bearing, the stiffness and 
damping are dependent on the stiffness and coulomb friction of the foil structure in addition to the fluid film between 
the foil and the rotor. 
. CENTERUNE 
CENTERUNE 
Figure 2 - Clearance and pressure distributions for split foil configuration, Eccentricity ratio, E = 0.9, 
Bearing number, A = 1 .O, Bearing compliance, a = 1.0, Eccentricity angle = n: radians, L/d = 1. 
Results from a finite difference analysis predicting the stiffness and damping coefficients for the Hydresil 
bearing configuration[4,5] are presented in figure 3. In the analysis, the foil is supported on an elastic foundation 
from which it can detach if the force in the foundation becomes tensile. Membrane and bending effects in the foil 
have been neglected. A compressible fluid was used. The effects of Coulomb friction are included. These results at 
high speeds demonstrate that as the Coulomb friction is increased, the effective viscous damping will increase. A 
general finite element based approach has been developed which incorporates a complete three dimensional structural 
model. 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
An foil bearing testbed has been built to verify the steady-state prediction of loads, film thickness 
distributions, and pressure distributions in an elastically supported foil bearings operating with incompressible 
lubricants at low speeds. The bearing has a nominal diameter equal to 5 inches and operates at 100 to 1000 FWM 
using SAE 30 oil as the lubricant. To facilitate accurate measurements, the nominal bearing clearance equals 0.020 
inches. Detailed clearance and pressure measurements are made by transducers which have been installed in the 
jounal. 
----- YY-COMPONENT 
BEARING NUMBER, A = 6pmr2 
p,c2 
Figure 3 - Effect of bearing compliance, a, on normalized bearing damping KU, Lld = 1.0, E = 0.5. 
A 
Numbers denote bearing compliance. 
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ABSTRACT 
The aerodynamic design and rig test evaluation of a small counter-rotating turbine system is described. 
The advanced turbine airfoils were designed and tested by Pratt & Whitney. The technology represented by this 
turbine is being developed for a turbopump to be used in an advanced upper stage rocket engine. The advanced 
engine will use a hydrogen expander cycle and achieve high performance through efficient combustion of hydro- 
gen / oxygen propellants, high combustion pressure and high area ratio exhaust nozzle expansion. Engine 
performance goals require that the turbopump drive turbines achieve high efficiency at low gas flow rates. The 
low mass flow rates and high operating pressures result in very small airfoil heights and diameters. The high 
efficiency and small size requirements present a challenging turbine design problem. The shrouded axial turbine 
blades are 50% reaction with a maximum thickness to chord ratio near 1. At 6 degrees from the tangential 
direction, the nozzle and blade exit flow angles are well below the traditional design minimum limits. The blade 
turning angle of 160 degrees also exceeds the maximum limits used in traditional turbine designs. 
INTRODUCTION 
Studies at NASA have identified the need for a new propulsion system that can be utilized for a variety 
of missions. The goal of NASA's Advanced Chemical Engine (ACE) program is to develop key technologies 
required for the propulsion system of space vehicles such as upper stages, orbit transfer vehicles and landers. 
The new system will be an oxygen / hydrogen expander cycle engine that will rely on efficient components in 
order to achieve high performance. The range of missions demand that the engine should be capable of a high 
degree of throttling and operate over a wide range of propellant mixture ratios. In order to develop an engine 
with these qualities, several component technologies must first be demonstrated. The Advanced Expander Test 
Bed (AETB) described in references 1 and 2 has been designed by Pratt & Whitney in order to develop and 
demonstrate advanced components in an expander engine environment. Key technologies to be validated include 
the performance levels of the advanced turbopumps and system interaction effects at offdesign operating 
conditions. A key part of the turbopump overall performance is the aerodynamic performance of the small, but 
high energy density two stage counter-rotating turbine. The aerodynamic perfo ce of the counter-rotating 
lurbine concept vvilhin the hydrogen lurbopump has been demonstrated early in the program. Pratt & 
W h e y  has d a i p d  md tested a avhro stage hrbine in a Eull schale rig at quivalent mghe oprathg wnditions 
wbg i r  as the test fluid (referen= 3 md 4). 
T m B m  DESIGN 
The h r b i e s  are rquireB to have high effi'ficiemy in order to mmt the p r f o  ce goals of the mTB 
md future liquid spa= propulsion engines. The m T B  hydrogen (ur'lsopump cross-section in Figure 1 shows the 
dual s p l  confipration. The two stage comter-rotating hrbines use warm g us hydrogen as the working 
fluid to drive the primary and the secondary liquid hydrogen pumps. 
The aerodynamic design process for the turbines was initiated with flow path parametric optimization 
studies using a meanline analysis and is described in reference 3. The design configuration that resulted from 
the optimization studies are two full admission 50% reaction turbines. The full admission turbine flow path 
allowed the use of efficient high reaction rotor blading. The selection of a full admission turbine configuration 
required a primary turbine blade turning angle of 160.6", well above the traditional limit of 140". Streamline 
analyses using a 3-D multi-stage Euler flow solver were used to analyze the complete turbine system. After 
numerous iterations, satisfactory airfoil contours were obtained that resulted in acceptable static pressure distri- 
bution along the airfoil surfaces, while minimizing the axial flow reversal due to the low axial thru-flow 
component of velocity. The resulting turbine airfoil shapes and the flow path are shown in Figure 2. The 
nozzle inlet angle is set at 22" to take advantage of the swirl produced by the tangential inlet volute. In this way, 
the reduced turning required through the nozzle vane results in reduced aerodynamic losses. Similarly, the flow 
exiting the second stage rotor has a high degree of swirl for reduced turning losses in the exit volute. The 
predicted velocity triangles during engine operation (hydrogen driven) are shown in Figure 3. While this two 
stage turbine is the result of numerous engine cycle design iterations, it is not the final turbine configuration that 
will be used in the AETB, but is very similar in overall dimensions and performance. 
TURBINE TEST RIG 
In order to verify the performance of the turbine in the engine, a turbine test rig using room 
temperature air at reduced pressure as the working fluid was designed and built. The design point aerodynamic 
performance requirements for both the primary and the secondary turbine stages in the engine and in the turbine 
rig are shown in Table I. With the exception of Reynolds number, all of the key operating parameters can be 
simulated in the rig. The variation in efficiency between the engine and the rig is based on a predicted Reynolds 
number correction using turbulent boundary layer correlations. The predicted velocity triangles during testing in 
air at the referred conditions of Table I are shown in Figure 4. Rig instrumentation includes total pressure and 
temperature rakes, flow angle seeking cobra probes, wall static pressure taps and shaft torquemeters. The 
instrurnenMion has cireudemntidly trairersable rings for ring pfessu~e and bmperabm contours in the 
ialet and exit now fields. 
Table I 
Engine md Rig Opra tkg  Paametem 
Parameter 
W o r h g  Fluid Hydrogen gas 
P inlet (psia) 3500. 
T inlet (OR) 985. 
Flow Rate (lbmlsec) 3.49 
Primarv Turbine 
RPM 100,000. 
Press. Ratio (T-T) 1.48 
Predicted q (T-T) 79.0 
UmICo 0.45 
Horsepower (HP) 1365.9 
Work Ah (BTUIlbm) 276.7 
7 1.39 
Reynolds No. (avg.) 3.75xE6 
Secondary Turbine 
RPM 100,000. 
Press. Ratio (T-T) 1.35 
Predicted q (T-T) 86.1 
Um I Co 0.515 
Horsepower (HP) 1050.0 
Work Ah (BTUllbm) 212.7 
PERF0 CE ING 
The test program was performed at Pratt & Whitney using warm air at 100 psia turbine inlet pressure. 
Test point conditions of inlet pressure and pressure ratio were controlled by the rig inlet and exit valves. The 
primary turbine stage was evaluated first over a wide a range of Reynolds numbers as possible, being limited by 
maximum allowable rig inlet pressure. The primary turbine efficiency at the design pressure ratio as a function 
of mean velocity ratio is shown in Figure 5 and is in excellent agreement with the expected level. In the next 
series of tests, the primary and secondary turbine stages were tested together with and without the vane in the 
ndary lurbine stage. The k t  perfo g c o n f i ~ t i o n  was t.he two stage turbine with a vaneless 
red overall two stage counbr-rotating turbine efficiency (vaaelw ry sbge) is s h o w  in 
Fipre 6 for opmtion over a m g e  of velosity mtios at dmip  pht pressu~e mtio, 
CONCLUSIONS 
The aerdynamic des ip  and rig bmtiag of the two sbge comter-rohting brbine for an advmcd u p p r  
stage rocket engine hrbopump has been completed. The hrbine configuration is unconventional in that it utilizes 
a full didmission design in an appliation region that traditionally has used a padid admission brbine. The two 
stage full admission turbine having high blade turning and low exit angles has performed satisfactorily in an 
extensive series of rig tests. Measured efficiency levels of the primary and the vaneless secondary turbines are 
in close agreement with the predictions. 
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COMPUTATIONAL FLUD DYNAMIC MOBELEWG OF CAVflATIBN 
Manish Deshpandej Jinzhang Fengf Charles k. Merkle" 
Propulsion Engineering Research Center 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 
SUMMARY 
Models in sheet cavitation in cryogenic fluids are developed for use in Euler and Navier-Stokes codes. The models 
are based upon earlier potential-flow models but enable the cavity inception point, length and shape to be determined 
as part of the computation. In the present paper, numerical solutions are compared with experimental measurements 
for both pressure distribution and cavity length. Comparisons between models are also presented. The CFD model 
provides a relatively simple modification to an existing code to enable cavitation performance predictions to be 
included. The analysis also has the added ability of incorporating thermodynamic effects of cryogenic fluids, into the 
analysis. Extensions of the current two-dimensional steady state analysis to three-dimensions and/or time-dependent 
flows are, in principle, straightfornard although geometrical issues become more complicated. Linearized models, 
however offer promise of providing effective cavitation modeling in threedirnensions. This analysis presents good 
potential for improved understanding of many phenomena associated with cavity flows. 
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
Cavitation is a persistent problem in many fluid mechanical devices and has received much attention in the past 
several decades [l, 23. In many cases cavitation occurs in flows that include rotational effects, viscous effects and 
heat transfer. Existing models based on potential flow theory are relatively limited in the ability to analyze these more 
complex flowfields. The objective of the present research is to extend the potential flow analyses to solutions of the 
EulerINavier-Stokes equations to predict the geometrical characteristics of the cavity. It requires no presumptions of 
either the cavity length or cavity inception point and satisfies the cavity pressure as well as normal velocity condition 
on the cavity surface. 
The steady state Navier-Stokes equations when written in a strongly conservative form in generalized coordinates 
using the unsteady artificial compressibility formulation become 
where $ is the vector of pfimary dependent variabla, E and F are the convwtive Awes in the [ and q dire~tions 
tively and E, and F, are the vimus fluxes. The Euler equations are obtained from the above by dropping the 
vimus flux m s .  Turbulence effeGn are d c u W  from the Baldwin-Eomw algebraic turbulence model [3]. 
t k d u a t e  Reseapch Assismt 
tRe5-h A s ~ b e  
h explicit bme-mzching Runge-Mutla algorirhm is used to advmce the Navie~Srokes/coupled energy system 
of quaeions in pseudo-bime. Center-differencing is used for all sgalid derivatives. Lo& time-stepping is used to 
improve convergenm. A four&-order d f i c i d  vixosity [dl is used to prevent odd-even splitting in the numerical 
solution. 
The inviscid portion of the coupid equations becomes hyperbolic wirh the adbtion of the artificial time derivative. 
This enables the use of the Method of Characteristics (MOC) procedure to formulate the inflow and outflow boundary 
conditions, analogous to compressible flow. The application of MOC to the above problem dictates that the inflow be 
determined by three boundary conditions and one characteristic equation and the outflow by one boundary condition 
and three characteristics. Here the total pressure, the inflow angle and the temperature are specified at the inlet, while 
the static pressure is specified at the downstream boundary. These are complemented by information obtained from 
outrunning characteristics. 
Boundary conditions at the body surface in the absence of cavitation are the no-slip condition for the NS equations 
and inviscid wall conditions for the Euler equations, and a specified wall temperature or heat flux condition. These are 
augmented by applying the normal momentum equation on the surface. Boundary conditions on the cavity interface 
are discussed in the next section. 
CAVITATION MODEL 
The cavity is modeled as a region of constant pressure, corresponding to the liquid vapor pressure. The location of 
the cavity interface is determined by over-specifying the boundary relations on it, analogous to procedures used in 
potential flow models. For the Navier-Stokes equations the boundary conditions include flow tangency, continuity 
of shear stress at the interface and the cavity pressure. These conditions replace the usual two no-slip conditions 
(u = v = O), and enable the computation of the interface location as a part of the marching process. In the Euler 
model the cavitation pressure and the total pressure are specified along with one characteristic. 
In keeping with the potential flow models, both a linear and a nonlinear procedure can be used to enforce the 
cavity conditions. In the linear case the cavity conditions are applied on the airfoil surface, under the assumption of a 
thin cavity, so that the computational domain does not change. For the nonlinear procedure, the cavity conditions are 
applied directly on the cavity interface. As a consequence the computational domain adjacent to the cavity evolves 
and needs to be updated. 
During the computational procedure the pressure distribution is checked against the specified cavitation pressure. 
If the pressure at any point drops below the local vapor pressure that point is switched from a 'solid wall' point to a 
'cavity' point with a corresponding switch in the boundary conditions. Subsequent iterations then allow the nonnal 
velocity on the cavitating interface to deviate from zero. The finite normal velocity on the interface can then be used 
to update the cavity interface. 
The cavity profile is fixed by ensuring positive cavity thickness at every cavitating point. Any points with negative 
cavity thickness are reset to non-cavitating points in the next iteration regardless of their pressure level. This enables 
the cavity to shrink if required by the iterative procedure. If the cavity ends with a finite non-negative thickness the 
cavity is dficially closed by dding an aftermy [5,61, which is treated as inviscid. The af~rbo8y shape chosen here 
is a cubic profile that merges mgentially with the body surface. 
In the nonlinear analysis the .grid is then u to incorpom the change in the airfoiycavity bun*. In the 
next i e d o n  the m m p u ~ o n s  m d  over ihe modifid MQ. The non-avikabingpinls are 
while the inerrace p i n &  are 
&en eonvqes to a mique sofuhon dsfy'ying b t h  Aow mgency md prmswe condihcms. In the l inw dys r i s ,  the 
solution is obdned in exaclly the same manner as above, without updaung the @d. 
'TIie fiema1 effects ctf cavitation result from the conLinuous vaponzacion process Lhat is need& ro susGn Ihe cavity on 
the body surface. The heat for this vaporization must be extracted from the bulk liquid, and as a result, the temperature 
of the liquid in the immediate vicinity of the liquid-vapor interfaGe is depressed below the free-strm temperature. 
An energy balance at the cavity interface yields the numerical conditions required for incorporating the thennai effects 
into the cavitation model. The evaporation rate and the temperature depression is determined by the thermal boundary 
layer at the liquid-vapor interface. The local temperature depression reduces the local vapor pressure of the fluid, 
which leads to a lower observed cavity pressure. As a result, the cavity size is smaller with temperature depression 
effects present. 
Thermodynamic effects of cavitation are generally more significant in cryogenic fluids than in in room temperature 
fluids such as water, because they are typically operated closer to their critical point. In addition, the slope of the vapor 
pressure-temperature curve of cryogenic fluids is much steeper than that for water. As a result, the change in vapor 
pressure is more significant. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The cavitation model and the computational procedures presented above are discussed in greater detail elsewhere 
[7, 8, 91. Comparisons of the Euler and Navier-Stokes models with experiments and potential flow calculations 
and with each other as well as parametric studies of cavitation are also presented in the above references. Some 
representative results are shown here. 
Figure 1 compares the predicted pressure distribution over a NACA66(MOD) airfoil for theEuler and Navier-S tokes 
nonlinear analyses with experiment. Although there are some differences, the predictions from both the Navier-Stokes 
and the Euler analyses agree quite well with experiment and qualitatively with each other. 
The cavity length for both the Euler and Navier-Stokes models is plotted as a function of cavity pressure in Fig. 2. 
The two models predict similar cavity lengths for the shorter cavities but the Euler predictions are slightly larger than 
the NS predictions at the longer cavity lengths. The obvious implication is that the presence of viscous and turbulent 
diffusion decreases the cavitation region slightly. One possible explanation is the fact that the fluid over the cavity 
interface in the viscous case has less energy than the inviscid case, due to viscous effects. The viscous fluid therefore 
tends to reattach earlier, in comparison to the inviscid fluid. These comparisons though justify the use of either velocity 
potential or Euler methods in a design model, where cavitation regimes are required to be identified. 
A similar comparison between the linear and nonlinear Navier-Stokes cavitation models is shown in Fig. 3, for a 
NACA0012 airfoil at five degrees angle of attack. The much simpler linear model consistently provides an excellent 
prediction of the cavity length. The effectiveness of placing the cavity boundary conditions on the body along with 
the ability to use a fixed grid suggest that the linear analysis is best for design purposed, although periodic checks with 
the nonlinear model are recommended. The predictions agree quite well for the short cavities. However as the cavity 
length increases the predictions deviate, as the inaccuracies in the linearization become more significant. 
The prediction of midchord cavitation is another advantage of the CFD solution over the velocity potential. For 
devices where the shape of the pressure dishbution resembles a roofcop, the absence of a sharply defined minimum 
prmsure location makes it difficdt to identify a aviwion inception point for velocity ptential solutions. In the 
mdysis such a pre-~ificaLion is slob n m q a  The prediclion of midchord a v i ~ o n  becomes s$ilighlfowwd, 
presenbe$ in Fig. 4 for a NACA65 hydrofoil ab one depm mgfe of awk, m m p d  wilh expe~menls EPom [lo]. The 
prediclions are in g d  agemefat wiCh expt:dmesles h t h  wi& r&spec:r to the %mlion of the aviity insepbrion pmb as 
well as &he length of the avity. The expteb sragn&on pressure at the termimtion of the eavity w also be ciearly 
seen in the compueations. This c;;apabibiliey for prdc~ang rnidchord =vialion represenls m i m p o m t  advmlage of the 
model. 
As noted &fore the model needs no praumptions a b u t  eibher the prasure dishburion or cavity lengh. merefore 
we next turn to prdctions of pressure level (cavitation number) for a computed cavity length. For this, we compare 
predicted pressure dismbuiions with the &ta from from Hord [11] for liquid hydrogen for a tzpered plate Moil .  To 
compare our predictions we select a cavity length and present in Fig. 5, computed and measured pressure distribution 
on the airfoil surface. In this case the cavity length is about half the chord. The agreement between the calculation and 
the experiment is quite satisfactory in terms of the cavitation pressure level. 
To evaluate the thermodynamic effects of cavitation, we compare temperature depression predictions with mea- 
surements from Hord [ l l ]  for liquid hydrogen in Fig. 6. as a function of cavity length. The calculated temperature 
depressions correspond to three different upstream velocities are shown. The experimental data for hydrogen, which 
are for a velocity range of about 25 to 55 m/s show non-dimensional temperature depressions up to 0.18. The analysis 
predicts similar magnitudes (up to 0.16). In addition, the analysis predicts an i n c m e  in ATIT with velocity, which is 
to be expected on theoretical bases, but which cannot be discerned clearly from the experimental data. Similar results 
were obtained for nitrogen [8]. 
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ABSTRACT 
An experimental technique is described for measuring the rotordynamic cuefficients of fluid film 
journal bearings. The bearing tester incorporates a double-spool shaft assembly that permits independent control 
over the journal spin speed and the frequency of an adjustable-magnitude circular orbit. This configuration 
yields data that enables determination of the full linear anisotropic rotordynamic coefficient matrices. The 
dynamic force measurements were made simultaneously with two independent systems, one with piezoelectric 
load cells and the other with strain gage load cells. Some results are presented for a four-recess, oil-fed 
hydrostatic journal bearing. 
INTRODUCTION 
New-generation rocket engine turbopumps will make greater use of fluid film journal bearings. This 
type of bearing has potential for long life and can use the engine's propellants as lubricant. Part of the design 
process for a turbopump involves rotordynamic analysis of the rotor-bearing system. As part of the rotor 
dynamic analysis, bearing coefficients, in the form of stiffness, damping and inertia, are necessary inputs. 
While rotor mechanics is well-characterized and relatively straightforward, determination of accurate bearing 
coefficients is not so well-established. Lund's review of the concept of fluid film bearing coefficients has a 
comprehensive reference list that includes experimental and analytical work (1). Taken as a whole, these 
references reveal the general difficulties in measuring bearing coefficients and the lack of uniform agreement 
between measured and analytical coefficients. The data base for rocket engine-type fluid film bearings is 
extremely small. The turbopump requires a bearing that operates at high speed, with small clearance and with 
low viscosity fluid. These parameters make experimental coefficient determination especially challenging. 
Butner and Murphy's report, as an example, reveals the added research and operational complexities of 
measuring coefficients for such a bearing (2). 
As part of NASA's effort to develop fluid film bearings for rocket engine turbopumps, it has an 
ongoing program with Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) to develop a reliable and accurate measure- 
ment technique for g coefficients that can be ultimately applied to high- iscosity bearings. 
The current experirnend setup tests a hydroshtic oil j te other types of fluid 
film b e a ~ g s .  Coefficients have been extracted at lo compare well with theory. 
h addi~on, f ie tmter's d q u e  I d  mwurirrg system g i v a  a high level of confidence in the &&. 
EWE WAI& FAC%LmY 
The linear anisotropic bearing model is shown in F i p r e  I ,  where K,C and D desipate respe~tively 
stifhas, damping md Fnertia. I;n addition, the two fundamenhl methods to extmct the coefficients from a 
dynamic system (i.e. fluid film bearing) are shown. The coefficient extraction method used at CWRU, and 
fully explained in reference 3., is the linear impedance model. 
The test facility is located at CWRU and is fitted with independent air, water and oil systems. The 
bearing tester, shown in Figure 2, consists of a double-spool shaft assembly supported by rolling element 
bearings, and overhung test section. The double-spool shaft assembly is configured so that the orbital 
eccentricity of the inner shaft (relative to the outer shaft) can be accurately set from zero to 0.060 inch. This is 
achieved by having the outer spindle shaft comprised of two closely fitted cylindrical portions, with their 
respective mating surfaces eccentric to their respective centering surfaces. Each spindle shaft is independently 
driven by a variable speed drive and can be driven in either forward or backward rotation. The net result is a 
controlled circular orbit of the journal, with an orbit frequency independent of the journal spin speed. The 
resulting dynamic force signals exerted upon the test bearing are then measured by the load support system. 
Figure 3 shows a lobe bearing installed in the tester. In this earlier version of the tester, the load 
support system consisted of only four piezoelectric load cells. Figure 4 shows the current load support system. 
Each load path consists of a strain-gaged load link in series with a piezoelectric load cell. This arrangement 
provides simultaneous measurement of the dynamic forces by two independent systems. The strain-gaged 
system also permits measurement of static radial forces. Both systems are calibrated in place. Joumal 
displacements are measured by eddy current proximity probes. 
The outer spindle, which produces the orbit frequency, is equipped with a timing disk at its drive end. 
The timing disk contains 360 equally space slots that interrupt a light beam, triggering an A-to-D converter as 
an external clock to the data acquisition PC. Eight channels of data are taken A-to-D, which include four force 
signals and four displacement signals. Thus, 45 digitized data points are taken from each channel per cycle of 
orbit. Typically, data is taken for 50 consecutive cycles and time-averaged. Data is taken at sufficiently off- 
synchronous frequencies so that extraneous signals not coherent with the orbit frequency are essentially filtered 
out (i.e. mechanical and electrical runout and 60 Hz). The eight time-averaged signals are then Fourier 
decomposed to extract the fundamental orbit frequency signal components, which provide the inputs to extract 
the bearing coefficients. 
SA OF mSaJIL'P'S 
T%e test g details are given in Figure 5. A typical example of cornparison betvveen the dynamic 
load s i d s  of &e m o  hdepndent system is shown in Fipre 6. Tbe two s i p l s  s h o w  are time-averaged 
over 50 wnsut ive  cyclw, md SIPOW very few hrmoics. Nurneaal compa~wrr k m w n  the b&men&l 
frquency compnents shows ody a 1.8 95 difkrence in ampliade and 0.3 degrw differen= in p h m .  
Figure 4 is a typical example of compariwn k b w n  exprimenla] md analytiml s t i fh s s  and &wing 
coefficients. This test condition was rn at zero static tricity. As expected, the m u r d  b r i n g  
coefficienb are close to cling isotropic. Direet ccrefficients are approximately eqwl in x- and y- directions. 
Cross-coupled stiffness in y- direction is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to that in xdirection. Cross- 
coupled damping is close to zero. Predictions agree quite well with measured values. The biggest discrepancy 
is in over-prediction of direct stiffness. This is probably due to not including the effects of oil compressibility 
in the relatively deep (0.1875 inch) bearing recesses. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The experimental results obtained so far with the CWRU tester have agreed quite well with analytical 
predictions. The self-checking nature of the dual load measurement system provides for greater accuracy in 
measuring fluid film forces, which has always been a difficult and uncertain aspect of coefficient determination. 
A new test bearing holder is currently being fabricated so that tests can be performed at static 
eccentricity ratios up to 0.9, and the eccentricity can be quickly and accurately adjusted. This will allow for 
tests over a wide range of operating conditions and also for quicker setup and testing of a given bearing. 
Testing to higher eccentricities will also verify over what range of eccentricities the linear impedance 
model can be expected to hold, as fluid film bearing coefficients should theoretically become nonlinear when the 
bearing becomes highly eccentric. 
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Summary 
Numerical investigation has been carried out to evaluate the capability of the Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model 
(ARSM) and the Nonlinear Stress Model (NLSM) to predict strongly curved turbulent flow in a turn-around duct (TAD). 
The ARSM includes the near-wall damping term of pressure-strain correlation (Oij,,), which enables accurate prediction of 
individual Reynolds stress components in wall flows. The TAD mean flow quantities are reasonably well predicted by various 
turbulence models. The ARSM yields better predictions for both the mean flow and the turbulence quantities than the 
NLSM and the k-E (k=turbulent kinetic energy,  dissipation rate of k) model. The NLSM also shows slight improvement 
over the k-E model. However, all the models fail to capture the recovery of the flow from strong curvature effects. The 
formulation for Oij,, appears to be incorrect near the concave surface. 
The hybrid k-EJARSM, Chien's k-E model and Coakley's q-o (q = &, o = dk) model have also been employed 
to compute the aerodynamics and heat transfer of a transonic turbine cascade. The surface pressure distributions and the wake 
profiles are predicted well by all the models. The k-E model and the k-EJARSM model provide better predictions of heat 
transfer than the q-o model. The k-EIARSM solutions show significant differences in the predicted skin friction 
coefficients, heat transfer rates and the cascade performance parameters, as compared to the k-E model. The k-EJARSM model 
appears to capture, qualitatively, the anisotropy associated with by-pass transition. 
An explicit two-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver -- RK2D (Kunz & Lakshminarayana, 1992) was used in the 
computation. The RK2D uses a standard 4-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. The fourth-order artificial dissipation is included to 
damp high wave number errors and the second-order artificial dissipation is used to improve the shock capturing. Anisotropic 
scaling of artificial dissipation terms was used. By the use of local velocity scaling, the smoothing was reduced to zero near 
the wall to avoid contamination of the solution by excessive dissipation. Local variable timestepping was also used to 
improve convergence. In the near wall viscous sublayer and buffer layer, the low Reynolds number k-E model is used. The 
matching point for ARSM (or NLSM) and k-E model is at y+= 50 (y+=yuz/v, y=distance from the wall, uz=friction 
velocity, v=kinemalic viscosity). 
I) Computation and Analysis of the Flow in a Turn-Around Duct 
Most rocket engine components operate at very high pressures and Reynolds numbers and Ihe flows are fully 
turbulent. These flows are often subjected to very large strain-rates such as those arising from the smng streamline curvature. 
There have been many studies on the effects of streamline curvature, however, most deal with mild curvature. Bradshaw (1973) 
reviewed the literature prior to 1973. Recently, Monson et al. (1990) reported detailed measurements in a two-dimensional 
TAD air tunnel at Mach no.=O.l and ~ e = 1 0 ~  or e = 1 0 ~ .  They also calculated this TAD flow using several different versions 
of k-E models and found that only one extended model gave reasonable predictions. The present investigation has been carried 
out with more advanced turbulence models, namely, the ARSM, which was derived from Gibson & Launder (1978) 
Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) by invoking the ARSM assumption, and the NLSM of Shih et al. (1992). A 201x101 
(streamwise x normal direction) H-grid is generated by algebraic method. 
The k-EIARSM model was validated against a flat plate boundary layer. The computed values of turbulence 
intensities are in good agreement with Klebanoffs data (1954) for a flat plate boundary layer, as shown in Fig. 1. For the 
TAD flow, all the three turbulence models predict the static pressure coefficients very well on both the inner and the outer 
walls along the bend, as can be seen in the Fig. 2. The pressure loss and static pressure downstream of the bend are also 
predicted reasonably well by all the three models. However, the NLSM predicts a larger separation region on the inner wall 
than the measurement, which can be seen from the underprediction of the pressure coefficient near the exit of the bend. 
Fig. 3(a) shows longitudinal velocity profiles predicted by the k-E model (with Chien's near wall function slightly 
modified), NLSM and ARSM models. All the models underpredict the velocity near the outer wall. However, the turbulent 
kinetic energy (TKE) and turbulent shear stress (TSS) profiles are predicted reasonably well by all the models. As shown in 
Fig. 3(b) and 3(c), the reduction of turbulent shear stress near the convex (inner) wall is predicted well. The predicted 
enhancement of turbulence near the concave (outer) wall is in agreement with the experiment (Fig. 3(c)). As shown in the 
figures, prediction of turbulence quantities from the ARSM is consistently better than those from the NLSM and k-E models. 
At the exit of the bend (8=180 deg), the data indicate that the flow is separated on the convex wall (Fig. 4(a)). All 
the models predict separation, but underpredict the height of the separation bubble. The prediction of mean velocity by the 
ARSM is slightly better than those from the NLSM and the k-E models. The TKE leveI near the mid-channel was 
underpredicted significantly by all the models (Fig. 4(b)), this is due to underprediction of the radial component of normal 
P 
stresses near the outer wall. It could be due to the breakdown of the ARSM assumption, i.e., the uiuj/k is constant in the 
flowfield, or the deficiency of the present formulation for the pressure-strain correlation and the dissipation rate of k (i.e., E). 
2) Computation of the transonic turbine cascade flow 
The aerodynamics and blade heat transfer data of the VKI transonic linear turbine guide vane cascade measured by Arts, et 
ai. (1990) was selected as the primary test case for present work. The turbine blade shape tested was optimized for a 
downstream isenwopic Mach number of 0.9. The downstream isentropic Reynolds number (based on chord length) varied 
from 0 . 6 ~  lo6 to 2,lx lo6. The total temperature in the free $@earn was around 410(' k) and the blade surface emperatare 
was conslant at about 300('k) for all the Esb runs. The freeswam kwbulence intensity varied from 1% to 6%. The inlet flow 
angle was P I = O  (deg), chord length 6=67.65 (rnm), pirch/chord=0.85, slagger angle55 (deg), axial chord length C,=37.0 
(rnm), design outlet angle P2=74 (deg). For numerical details, see Luo $; Mhminarayma (1993). 
A 129x71 H-grid is used. Blade surface pressure distributions, blade wake, aerodynmic losses and exit flow angles are 
captured very well by all the three models. The blade isentropic P/lach no., including the effect of shock wave, is captured 
accurately by all the models, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of computed and measured wake profiles. The 
agreement is very good from all the three models. The semi-wake width is shown in Fig. 7. Sudden increase in wake width at 
downstream locations A and B is attributed to shock/wake interaction. It is clear that the correlation shown in Fig. 7 is 
not valid when shock waves are present at the cascade exit. Except for the shock/wake interaction region the wake width 
follows the correlation. In Fig. 8, the predictions of heat transfer by all the models are shown and these are in good agreement 
with the data. The transition is triggered by the shock wave and this has been captured by all the models. The boundary layer 
code (TEXSTAN) underpredicts the heat transfer on the pressure surface and the solution is terminated on the suction surface 
near the inception of separation. Sharma et al. (1982) have observed that most of the disturbance energy is contained in the 
streamwise component of turbulence intensity before transition. During the transition, both the streamwise and the normal 
components grow with the latter component growing at a faster rate than the former, resulting in a decrease of the relative 
magnitude of the streamwise intensity . As can be seen from Fig. 9, this evolution of streamwise and normal turbulence 
intensity within the boundary layer during transition appears to have been simulated qualitatively by the k-&/ARSM model. 
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Fig. 1 Turbulence intensity profiles in the flat-plate Fig. 2 Static pressure coefficient (Cp) on turn-around duct 
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Fig. 5 Blade isentropic Mach no. distribution for case 
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Fig. 8 Heat transfer prediction for case Mur222 (Mis,2 = 
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Fig. 7 Wake width growth downstream of the blade. 
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Fig. 9 The normalized turbulence intensity component 
profiles (Computed by k-EIARSM) at different axial 
chordwise Imations on the suction surface (n is the normal 
disrance to the wall md 6 is the boundq layer Ihickness) 
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ABSTRACT 
Brush seals are compliant, contacting seals and have significantly lower leakage than labyrinth seals in 
gas turbine applications. Their characteristics of long life and low leakage make them candidates for use in 
rocket engine turbopumps. Two-inch diameter brush seals with a nominal 0.005 inch radial interference were 
tested in liquid nitrogen at shaft speeds up to 35,000 rpm and pressure drops up to 175 psid per seal. A labyrinth 
seal was also tested to provide a baseline. Performance, staging effects, and wear results are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
Brush seals are compliant, contacting seals. They are comprised of a pack of small diameter (0.0028 
inch) wire bristles set at an angle (typically 40 degrees) to the radial direction, which is sandwiched between a 
front and back washer. The back washer serves as a mechanical support to prevent the bristles from blowing 
out downstream. Typically brush seals are designed to have an interference fit with the shaft. Because the 
bristles are angled, they act as cantilevered beams during shaft perturbations. Bristles under load from the shaft 
bend away from the shaft. Unloaded bristles relax and remain in contact with the shaft. 
Brush seals have shown a significant improvement in leakage performance over labyrinth seals and have 
been successfully operated for thousands of hours in gas turbine applications. (Ref.1) These characteristics of 
low leakage and long life make brush seals candidates for use in rocket engine turbopumps, particularly for 
space-based engines and reusable launch engines. The low leakage requirement is most critical in meeting the 
wide-operating range requirement of space engines in which seal leakage can significantly reduce engine 
performance at low thrust levels. 
Testing of brush seals in liquid nitrogen was conducted at the NASA Lewis Research Center at shaft 
speeds up to 35,000 rpm and pressure drops up to 175 psid per seal. A labyrinth seal was also tested to provide 
a baseline for comparison. Performance, staging effects, and wear results are presented. 
Two-kch dimeter brush seals with a nominal 0.005 inch ra&d bterference were tested in liquid 
nitrogen. A 12-tooth, 0.W513 bcb radial clearance lab+th seal was tested in Eq&d nitrogen as a b a e h e .  
Measured and predicted labyainth seal performance were in good agreement. As expected, there was no speed 
dependence in the labyrinth seal. Leakage of a single brush seal was two to three times less than the labyrinth 
seal. Shaft rotation is necessary to properly seat the seal and achieve the lowest leakage. As expected, the fluid 
temperature rise across the seal increases with increased shaft speed due to frictional heating between the brush 
and rotor. An increased pressure drop across the seal, which caused a higher leakage rate, resulted in decreased 
fluid temperature rise across the seal because more flow was available to carry the heat away. A blowout test 
at a shaft speed of zero rprn was conducted to determine the maximum pressure a single brush seal could 
withstand. A pressure gradient of 550 psid was applied to a single seal with no blowout occurring. At this 
condition the instrumentation became saturated. The power loss due to a single brush with a pressure load of 
175 psid at 35,000 rprn was 3.75 Btu/s based on the mass leakage flow through the seal and the fluid enthalpy 
change between the seal inlet and exit. 
STAGING EFFECTS 
Staging effects were studied. Two brushes separated by two brush widths leaked about half as much 
as a single brush. However, two brushes tightly packed leaked about 75% as much as a single brush. As 
expected, the fluid temperature rise with two or three seals is greater than that with just one brush seal. The 
maximum temperature rise, measured at a shaft speed of 35,000 rprn and pressure drop across the seal of 25 
psid was 95 R for three brushes and 56 R for one brush. In the configuration of three brushes evenly spaced, 
the leakage performance of the first two seals was nearly equal, but approximately half that of the last brush at 
zero rpm. However, at 35,000 rprn the leakage performance of each of the seals was nearly equal. 
WEAR 
The rotor was made of Inconel 718 and the bristles were made of Haynes-25. Shaft rotordynamics were 
very good; nominal rotor orbits were less than 0.2 mils in diameter. A maximum orbit of 1.0 mil diameter did 
occur for a brief time during testing. The maximum shaft speed was 35,000 rprn and the maximum surface 
velocity was 305 ft/s. Four and one-half hours of shaft rotation time was accumulated. This is 36 times the 450 
second mission life of an RLlO rocket engine. After testing, profdometer traces were taken across the axial 
length of the rotor at four locations: 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. The maximum groove depth measured was 
0.00?.0 inch and the nominal groove depth was 0.00075 inch. Some bristle wear did occur; appro&ateIy 1-3 mils. 
Bristle we= is mcult to quantify due to uncertaintqr in brisde bore diameter measurements. Bn optical 
cormspaator was used to m&e these measmemenas md it was fomd &at Lhe bore dimeter carm vary by 7.5 m a .  
A. few brkdes (approkately PO) appeaed to have melted. TEs may have cacmed at some eafly test 
condilions of sh& speed, but no pressure gadieat acl-oss the sed. n e s e  test con&hions were discontinued, 
E F E E N C E S  
I. Ferguson, J.G.: Brushes as Hi& Perfomance Gas T u b h e  Seals. ASME Paper %-GT-182, June 198& 
2. Morrison, G.L., et.al.: Labyrinth Seals for Incompressible Row, Finat Report for NASA Contract 
NAS8-3536, Texas A & M University, November 30, 1983. 
Figure 1. 
Cross section of cryogenic brush seal tester. 
ROTOR : Outside Diameter 2.0000 inch 
Surface Roughness 32 
Haterial Inconel 718 
coating none 
BRUSHES: Manufacturer Technetics 
Outside Diameter 2.8190 in. 
Frontplate I.D. 2.4000 in. 
Bristle I.D. 1.9900 in. 
Backplate I.D. 2.0220 in. 
Axial thickness 0.142 in. 
Backplate thickness 0.056 in. 
Bristle angle 40 degrees 
rlstle diameter 0.0028 in. 
:a;king density 3000 bristle/inch- 
circumference 
Plate material Hastelloy-X 
B:istle material Haynes-25 
CALCULATED PA.RX!ETERS: 
Radial interference 0.0050 i n .  
Radial clearance betveen backplate and rotor 0.811 in. 
Radial dis-ance between backplate b bristle id's 0 .016  in. 
Radial distance between trontplate 6 bristle id's 0.205 in. 
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Figure 2. 
A typical brush seal. 
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Figure 3. 
Leakage rate of a 12-tooth l a b ~ i a t h  
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 fig^ 4. 
k & q e  rake of a skslg%e brush sed in Equid 
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drop across the. sed. 
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Figure 5. 
~lbwout est of a single brush seal in LN2 
at zero rpm. 
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Figure 6. 
Comparison of LN2 leakage performance 
for a single brush, two brushes separated 
by two brush widths, and two brushes tightly packed 
at 5,000 rpm. 
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Figurn 7- 
Comparison of LN2 lea4rage perfomace for 
each each seal in the 3 brushes evenly spaced 
c o d ~ ~ r a t i o n  at zero rpm. 
F i ~ m  8, 
Comparison of LN2 leadtage gerformmce for each 
seal iB the 3 brushes evenly spaced seal 
c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  at 35,000 vm. 
RELIABILITY ENHANCEMENT OF NAVIER-STOKES CODES 
THROUGHCONVERGENCEENHANCEMENT 
K.-Y. Choi and G. S. Dulilcravieh 
Department of Aerospace Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, PA 16802 
SUMMARY 
Reduction of total computing time required by an iterative algorithm for solving Navier-Stokes equations is an 
important aspect of making the existing and future analysis codes more cost effective. Several attempts have been 
made to accelerate the convergence of an explicit Runge-Kutta time-stepping algorithm. These acceleration methods 
1 1 2 
are based on local time stepping1 . implicit residual smoothing , enthalpy damping and multigrid techniques . 
Also, an extrapolation procedure based on the power method and the Minimal Residual Method (MRM) were 
2 applied to the Jameson's multigrid algorithm. The MRM uses same values of optimal weights for the corrections to 
every equation in a system and has not been shown to accelerate the scheme without multigriding. Our Distributed 
Minimal Residual (DMR) method4 based on our General Nonlinear Minimal Residual ( O W )  method allows 
each component of the solution vector in a system of equations to have its own convergence speed. The DMR 
method was found capable of reducing the computation time by 10-75% depending on the test case and grid used. 
Recently, we have developed and tested a new method termed Sensitivity Based DMR or SBMR method that is 
easier to implement in different codes and is even more robust and computationally efficient than our DMR method. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
This method predicts an optimum amount of correction to the solution vector by combining the information 
from several previous iteration levels. Each of the corrections obtained from the past iterations is multiplied by a 
different weighting factor and these weighting factors are determined so that they minimize the overall future 
residual. Although it is based on general JSrylov subspace methods, the DMR method differs from them by the fact 
that weighting factors are different from one variable to another in the system. Recently, we divided the 
computational domain into several zones and the DMR method was applied separately in each of these zones. This 
approach did not show noticeable improvement over the original DMIh method. Also it was difficult to decide how 
to divide the domain sysiematicafly into several zones. The DMR concept was also applied to ~ d m i z e  the future 
raid& at each grid point ratha thm to ~niar iz  (he residual integated over Ihe whole domain. a s  approach was 
not s u m s f d ,  -use the weighdng factors obtain& for each grid p i n t  dffer too m c h  from one p i n t  to another 
Ihw maZring mnvergence %story matic and often & v e r ~ g .  
SENSITNIVITU BASED Wd W E D U A L  (SBm)  mmOB 
The residual at a grid point depends on ihe solution vector Q at the neighboring points including the point 
itself. The sensitivity of residuaf R (rn=1,23: number of equations) with respect to Qk (kztypical neighboring 
m 
dR 
points) is 2. Notice that the sensitivity can be determined from the finite difference equation used in the scheme. 
a a, 
For a two-dimensional incompressible flow solved using Chorin's artificial compressibility method the solution 
vector is Q = [p u vlT. Suppose we have calculated the solution vector Q at iteration levels up to t+n where n is 
the number of regular iteration steps between two iteration levels. Then the change in the solutions between the 
iteration levels can be written as follows. 
A ~ k  = (pkYn - (P~Y Auk = (uk)f+n - (%., Avk = (vk)f+n - (vk)f, (1) 
Using the first two terms in a Taylor series expansion in artificial time direction, each residual for a two-dimensional 
system after n iterations will be 
Similarly, future residual at t = (t+n)+l can be approximated by 
Here, a's are the factors that multiply A's to estimate the future solution vector so that it satisfy a desired objective. 
For now, each a is assumed to have the same value over the whole domain. The future solutions are estimated as 
(P~V"' = (pk,' + a p A ~ k  (4) 
with similar expressions for u and v. The a's are determined such that the L-2 norm of the overall future residual will 
be minimized, that is, 
where the subscript q stands for each flow variable p, u and v. For simplicity, let us denote the bracketed terms in 
equation (3) as a*, amu and amv so that 
wirh sinnilar expresions for am aod ibmy. Thedore, 
R'"@+l= m R; + ava, I- %"a" + amyay 
Substimting (7) into (5) gives the follo.uving three equations for optimal global a's. 
with similar expressions involving amu and am". In equation (8), R's and a's are known from the past iteration 
results. Since each a is assumed to have the same value over the computational domain, equation (8) gives a system 
of simultaneous equations for a a and av. P' u 
with similar expressions arising from u and v components. As the grids are clustered (higher cell aspect ratio), local 
time steps become smaller in those regions in order to meet the stability criterion. Numerical results (Figures 1-6) 
obtained at low and high Reynolds numbers on non-clustered and moderately clustered grids for straight and U- 
shaped two-dimensional channel flow demonstrate that SBMR method can: a) be used in conjunction with any basic 
iterative algorithm, b) be used with only minor modifications in the existing codes, c) significantly accelerates 
iteration procedure, d) perform more effectively at lower Reynolds numbers, e) perform well on moderately clustered 
grids. 
The SBMR method applied so far calculates the same a's for the entire computational domain, which cannot 
represent optimum a's for both coarse grid regions and fine grid regions. Therefore, a natural conclusion is to allow 
a's to have different values in the clustered regions. The future work on SBMR will concentrate on applying this 
method by lines such that each grid line normal to the clustering direction has its own a's. We expect that with this 
approach, SBMR concept will calculate the optimal local corrections to solution vectors on highly clustered grids. 
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Figure 1. Convergence histories for a cascade flow: Re-500, non- 
clustered 40x30 grid, CFLF2.8, 8=3.0. No amficial dissipation was 
used Half of NACA 0012 airfoil on top and bottom walls. 
Figure 2. Convergence history for a stmight channel flow: Ressl600, non- 
clustered 60x60 grid, x-length=5, y-length=l, b=5, vond.4, C C 2 . 5 ,  
omegad.001. Initial guess: u=1.0&5, v d ,  @. Lnlet velocity profile: 
w p b b c ,  v=O. 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Iteration number 
Figure 3. Convergence history for a straight channel flow: Re=1.6 million, non- 
clustered 60x60 grid, x-length=% y-length=l, $=5, -2.8, von=0.4? 
omega=0.005. Initial guess: u=l.OE-5, v d ,  p.0. Inlet velocity profile: 
u=parabolic, v=O. 
Figure 4. Slraight cbannel flow: R e l W ,  mix AR=100 on 60x60 grid, 
x-length=5, y-length-1 , &5, 2 5 ,  vond.4, omegad.0. Initial guess: 
u-1.0Ei-5, v d ,  @ everywhem. Met velwity profile: u=parabolic, v=O. 
I Iteration number 
Figure 5. Straight channel flow: R e ~ 1 . 6  million, max AR=100 on 60x60 grid, 
x-length=5, y-length=l, b 5 ,  CFLS.5, von=0.4x104, omegga=0.005. Initial 
guess: wl .OE5,  v=O, pEO. Idet velocity profile: u=pbolic, v=O. 
figure 6. Convergence history for a U-shaped channel flow (Re100, 
12W0 grid cells); @5. CFX==28, von=0.4, omega=0.0. 
OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY TRANSmR IN MICROWAW 
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SUMMARY 
Results are presented from preliminary tests conducted to evaluate the performance of a prototype microwave 
electrothermal thruster. The primary component of the device is a microwave resonant cavity. The device produces sta- 
ble axial plasmas within a pressurized section of the cavity with the plasma positioned in the inlet region of the nozzle. 
Plasma stability is enhanced by axial power coupling, an optimal distribution of electric power density within the cav- 
ity, and a propellant gas flow which has a large vortical velocity component. The thruster has been operated with a 
number of propellant gases: helium, nitrogen, ammonia, and hydrogen. Plasmas can be formed in a reliable manner at 
cavity pressures of 1 kPa and incident power levels ranging from 50 W to 350 W, depending on the gas used, and can 
be operated at pressures up to 300 kPa at power levels up to 2200 W. Ideal performance re-suits of vacuum Isp and 
thermal efficiency vs. specific power are presented for each gasRepresentative results of this preliminary work are: He 
- Isp = 625 S, qfieh,,d = 90%; N2 - ISP = 270 S, qhermal =41%; - Isp = 475 S, qhed = 55%; H2 - hp = 1040 S, 
qfiemal = 53%. 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
For the past decade, the development of a microwave powered electrothermal thruster has been pursued by a 
number of researchers using both experimental and numerical methods [Ref 1-51. The experimental work conducted 
at Pem State Ref. 2-53 has explored the viability of thruster configurations which have incorporated either rectangular 
or cylindrical waveguides, or cylindrical resonant cavities as their central components. Results of early studies have 
indicated that a design based upon a cylindrical cavity operating in the 1 resonant mode would be best suited for 
thruster applications. A microwave powered thruster of this type uses microwaves to fom and maintain a plasma with- 
in the cavity; cold gas passes through the cavity, is heated by the plasma source, and passes out of the device through 
a nozzle to produce thrust 
The results of previous experimentation at both Penn State and some recent work which has been initiated at 
NASA LeRC Ref. 53, and examination of considerable computational [Ref. 41 and analytical studies Wef 31 have been 
used to develop a design for a first-generation microwave resonant cavity thruster prototype which has been designed 
to produce optimal performance while correcting many of the undesirable operational features of the earlier Penn State 
devices, in particular, movement of the plasma discharge to off-axis positions at high power operation.; a schematic of 
the device is shown in Figure 1. The main compnene of the prototype thruster is a resonant cavity which opeates in 
the ThQ,l mode, this mode is optimal for producing an axial, free-floating plasma. The thruster is designed such that 
&e pkma foms direcrly upsmm sf a novie inlet which has been fabricared into the srationa~y short of the cavity. 
'Phe fomarisn of the plasma discharge n w  the inlet of the nozde produce the moss efficient mnsfer of them& energy 
so the pro~llarnl ga. 
The cavity geomelry has been chosen such that it concentrates the electric field density pattern within the cav- 
ity at the upstseam md downsrream axial regions, while at the same time producing a relatively low field density in the 
characteristic annular region located at the midpoint of the cavity. The cavity diameter of 10.16 cm (4.0 in) was chosen 
to produce this desired electric field density distribution as well as to facilitate fabrication. The cavity is constructed of 
brass and its interior has been highly polished to remove metal oxides so as to increase the electricai conductivity. At 
the operating frequency of 2.45 GHZ, the ideal resonant length for a cavity of this diameter is 15.87 cm. 
The off-axis motion of the plasma which was a significant problem for the original Penn State cavity has been 
attributed to a poor electric field density distribution and an asymmetrically positioned coupling probe which was in- 
troduced into the side of the cavity. This asymmetric introduction of the coupling probe produced a nonaxisymmemc 
distortion of the electric field density pattern which tended to "push" the plasma away from its position on the central 
axis. The coupling probe in the prototype is aligned along the cavity axis. This axisymmetric introduction of micro- 
wave power does not produce any off-axis field distortions. The smaller radius cavity of the prototype produces a long- 
er resonant length and results in a more favorable electric field density distribution. The lack of field distortions 
produced by the coupling probe and the better field density distribution of the prototype produce a plasma discharge 
which is very stable. 
The geometry of the prototype design is flexible and the microwave circuit incorporates a three-stub tuning 
device. A combination the proper cavity geometry and the settings of the tuner allow the system to be fine tuned pro- 
ducing optimal performance at a specified operating condition Once theses settings are determined, it should be pos- 
sible to fix that given geometry in a future design and remove the requirements for any moving parts. 
The prototype has removed the need for any quark vessels by making one entire half of the cavity the pressure 
chamber. This has been accomplished by incorporating a pressure plate at the midplane of the cavity. The plate is 0.32 
cm (118 in) thick, and it is constructed from a low loss microwave dielectric. The prototype incorporates three gas in- 
jection ports which produce a swirling flow that is directed down along the axis, i.e. toward the nozzle, at 15 degrees. 
The gas flow entering from each port is essentially tangential to the wall of the cavity; the swirling flow pattern en- 
hances the axial stability of the plasma. Optical access of the plasma is made possible by a view port located in the 
wall of the pressure section of the cavity. 
The prototype thruster has been successfully operated using helium, nitrogen, hydrogen, and ammonia propel- 
lants. The device is able to form plasmas from all of these propellant gases in a reliable and repeatable manner. The 
formation process occurs at pressures which are below atmospheric, typically less than 1 kPa, and at power levels rang- 
ing from 50 W to 750 W depending upon the propellant gas. For each gas, the plasma discharge can be maintained 
while the pressure within the cavity is increased to pressures which are above atmospheric; typically between 100 kPa 
and 350 kPa. The upper limit depends upon the propellant gas, the amount of available power, and the efficiency of the 
power coupling. Excellent power coupling can be achieved with typically greater than 98% of the incident microwave 
power being coupled into the plasma discharge at incident power levels of 1000 W. 
The initial tests conducted with the prototype utilized helium as the propellant gas. Helium is a monatomic gas 
and thus is easy to breakdown; typically at 1 kPa the power required for breakdown was less than 50 W. The plasma 
discharge was very well behaved and it proved very easy to increase both the power and pressure; at the high range of 
the operational envelope examined, the plasma could be maintained at 2200 W and 340 kPa. The use of helium allowed 
the performance of the prototype to be compared to that of the original Penn State cavity which was also extensively 
tested with helium propellant. The performance resulls (Figure 2a and 2b) are presented in terms of vacuum specific 
Impulse and henna1 eficiency vs. spcilic power. The specific impulse estimates ape calculated assuming an ideal isen- 
mpic expansion to vacuum. The better performance of thc: prototype can be primarily attsibuted to the fact that the 
plasma discharge is located directly within the nozzle inlet. The plasma produces ;s significant Row blockage which 
results in relatively high pressures for moderate flow rates, and the gas which exits the nozzle is heated to very high 
temperatures as it passes through the consvicted region between the plasma discharge and the nozzle wall. Ideal Ispfs 
as high as 657 s with thermal efficiencies of 70 "To were obtained. 
The next series of tests used nitrogen as the propellant. This testing verified that the prototype could produce 
and maintain plasmas formed from molecular propellants over a large operating range of pressures and powers. The 
nitrogen plasmas typically formed at pressures of 1 kPa through the application of approximately 100 W of incident 
power. The plasma discharge was stable and well behaved; a typical operating condition was 350 kPa and 1875 W in- 
cident power with 93% power coupling (the three-stub tuner was not used during these tests) resulting in an ideal Isp 
of 268 s at a specific power of 7.5 MJkg with a thermal efficiency of 41%. 
The prototype thruster was also operated using ammonia as a working fluid. Ammonia plasmas can be repeat- 
edly and reliable formed at pressures of 1 kPa with the application of approximately 750 W. The higher power required 
to initiate the breakdown process is a reflection of the greater degrees of freedom of the ammonia molecule. As with 
the other gases, the plasma is stable and well behaved; a typical operating condition was 147 kPa and 1514 W incident 
power with 99% power coupling resulting in an ISp of 422 s assuming an ideal equilibrium expansion to vacuum (frozen 
expansion Isp is 372 s) at a specific power of 21 MJkg with a thermal efficiency of 63%. 
Hydrogen plasmas have also proven to be easy to produce, typically at 1 kPa and 300 W, are well behaved, and 
it is possible to operate the plasma at pressures up to 100 kPa. The performance results (Figure 3) do not represent 
optimal testing conditions. The data shown was taken to verify operation with hydrogen and to explore the pressure 
range through which the plasma can be maintained; better performance can be achieved by operating the thruster at 
higher chamber pressures. The performance data takes dissociation into account through the use of a chemical equi- 
librium code. A typical operating condition was 100 kPa and 1803 W incident power with 97% power coupling result- 
ing in an ISp of 1020 s assuming an ideal equilibrium expansion to vacuum (frozen expansion Isp is 907 s) at a specific 
power of 95 MJkg with a thermal efficiency of 50%. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the microwave resonant cavity 
elecuothermal thruster prototype. The diameter of the 
cavlty 1s 10.16 cm and the theoreQca1 resonant length 
is 15.87 cm. The plasma discharge forms on the axis of 
the cavity within the inlet of the nozzle. 
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Figure 2a: a Helium Propellant a Performance data comparing the prototype microwave electrothermal thruster with 
that of the original cavity used at Penn State. The performance of the system when the three-stub tuner is used is noted 
for an optimally tuned condition at 1000 W. 
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Figure 2b: Helium Propellant Thermal efficiency data comparing the performance of the prototype microwave elec- 
trothermal thruster with that of the original cavity used at Penn State. The drop off in efficiency results from poor tuning 
at higher power levels; this can be corrected by including the three-stub tuner into the system. 
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Figure 3: Hydrogen Pro-.onellant * Preliminary performance data. Results account for the dissociation of the H2 mol- 
ecule. Isp is presented assuming both equilibrium and frozen flow expansion to vacuum. 
CFB MODEEmG OF MICROWAVE ELECTROTHERMAL THRUSTERS 
Doughs A. Schwer, S. Venkateswsm, and Charles L. Merkle 
The Pennsy lvani2.l Sate University 
Mcrowave-heated plasmas in convergent nozdes me a ~ d y d  using a coupled Mawel! ard NaGer-Stokes 
solver to examine relevant issues associated with microwave thermal propulsion. Parametric studies are conducted 
to understand the effect of power, pressure, and plasma location with respect to the nozzle throat. For nozzles in the 
0.5 to 3 N range with helium flow, results show that specific impulses up to 550-650 seconds are possible, with 
further increases being limited by severe wall-heating. Coupling efficiencies of over 90% are consistently obtained, 
with overall efficiencies ranging from 40% to 80%. Size scale-up studies-done by scaling the frequency from 2.45 
GHz to 0.91 GHz-indicate that plasma migration toward the walls occurs more frequently for the lower frequency. 
Increasing the cavity aspect ratio and detuning the cavity are found to be effective ways of keeping the plasma on- 
axis. 
Microwave-heated plasmas for space propulsion applications have been considered as an alternative 
propulsion system since the early 1980's. Like arcjets, microwave thrusters convert electrical energy (in the form of 
electromagnetic radiation) into thermal energy in a working fluid through a plasma. Unlike arcjets, however, 
microwave plasmas can be sustained "free-floating" inside an absorption chamber without being attached to any 
surface, thereby increasing the life of the propulsion system. This has generated considerable interest in determining 
stable operating regimes and the corresponding thruster performance. Central to this idea is understanding of the 
strong interaction between the working fluid and the incoming microwave power and the propagation mechanisms 
of the resultant plasma 
Initial research on microwave plasmas was centered on experimental studies of plasma characteristics at 
subatmospheric pressures [1,2]. More recent experiments directed toward using the plasma as a means to provide 
hot gases for propulsive thrust [3-81 have involved higher pressures, typically above one atmosphere. Most of these 
experiments have dealt with the fundamental characteristics of helium plasmas and the efficiency with which the 
microwave energy can be coupled to the flowing gas. Stable, free-floating plasmas that are remote from any walls 
have been routinely observed, but complete propulsive systems have yet to be tested. Companion computational 
models of the coupling between microwave energy and flowing helium gas have also been developed and validated 
against experiment [9,10]. In general, the computational trends have supported the experimental findings, showing 
high coupling efficiencies, proper plasma locations and sizes, and appropriate peak temperatures. These 
computational efforts have, however, been limited to plasmas in subsonic, unchoked gas flows. 
In both the experimental and the computational studies, various coupling methods including resonant cavity 
plasmas [4,6-91, waveguide-heaM plasmas [5,10] and coaxial plasmatrons 131 have been considered. Of ihes, 
m o m t  mGty phmas appeap to offep ihe best p e n r i d  coqlhg me&&. Ca~tjr pfa~ma~ show exa2lent coupling 
eEciencies, approaching 100% w b a  =me sorb of eavily tuning is pmviBeB. In d&tisn, h e y  pmvide goodl 
psiliiond sublie md long-he opreration. In mast , c a v i ~  phmas are m l y  psifisnd on-%is, far awlay 
horn the walls. Remnant cavity plasmas are, however, not e n h l y  without c%ifficullies in &at plama mimCion 
towad the walls has been obsemed under cemin oprathrmg regiPnm. Resonmule cavity plasmas that use asymmeeical 
input-power coupling tend to induce asymmehcal migration @wad the walls at higher powers even bough they 
work well at lower powers [4]. This migration can be curbed by switching lo symme~cd power coupling, but wall 
migration is also observed in some applications with completely symmetric microwave geometries. The reason 
appears to be associated with movement (or expansion) of the plasma from the on-axis maxima in the axial E-field 
to the toroidal maxima in the radial E-field. By setting the cavity aspect ratio, the relative intensity of the axial and 
radial electric field maxima can be controlled, enabling more stable on-axis plasma positioning. 
Besides controlling off-axis plasma migration by cavity geometry, experimental results have shown that 
aerodynamic control methods are also effective. Bluff-body stabilization [13] and swirled vortical in-flow [7,8] 
have both been demonstrated experimentally. The effectiveness of bluff-body stabilization has also been predicted 
computationally, but swirl stabilization has yet to be modeled. 
A prototype microwave thruster and the corresponding numerical simulation are given in Fig. 1. The 
thruster consists of an absorption chamber followed by a standard propulsive nozzle through which the working 
fluid (helium) flows. The absorption chamber is surrounded by a microwave cavity in which standing E-M waves 
are establish& As the working fluid flows through the cavity, it is heated by a plasma that is initiated near one of 
the maxima in the standing wave. Although the presence of the conducting plasma distorts the standing wave very 
severely from its undisturbed mode shape, the original maxima in the field retain their position sufficiently well that 
the location of the plasma can be controlled quite effectively by the E-M field, and their axial location can be moved 
by shifting the cavity position with respect to the flow passage. Once the gas has been heated by the plasma, the 
fluid is expanded through a standard propulsive nozzle to produce thrust. 
Typical solutions for a 2.45 GHz helium plasma in a convergent nozzle are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The 
temperature contours in Fig. 2 indicate that the plasma is stabilized near the throat by the lower maximum of the 
electric field standing wave pattern. The forward half of the plasma tends to be hemispherical while the aft section 
is pulled downstream into the throat by the strongly accelerating flow causing the overall plasma to be somewhat 
teardrop in shape. The plasma in Nozzle A (right hall), which corresponds to a larger mass flow rate, is more 
compact than that in Nozzle B (left half). This is because, for the larger flow rate, convective effects dominate over 
thermal diffusion, while, for the lower mass flow rate, diffusive effects are relatively more significant. 
Figure 4 shows the calculated Isp's for three nozzle sizes. For the largest nozzle with the largest mass flow 
rate (Nozzle A), the plasma derives only a small benefit from microwave heating (approximate increase of 70 
seconds of Isp over the cold flow regenerative Isp). The two smaller nozzles (B and C respectively) show 
s in Isp over the cold Row Iq. In these , a larger .PSraceisn of the propellant gas flows 
Lhrough the plasma and proporlionalely higher average temperames are attain& Nozzle C (with the smallest mass 
flow mre) h s  the highest Isp ranging h m  BOOS to 630s. For &iS ease, when pwer k k c  kyond a ce 
level (abut 2,135 kW), &e Isp is s e n  to level off due rs in hmt losm to rhe wall. Ispfs of this level are 
aawbive for auxiliaay propulsion missions. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a prototype microwave thruster. Figure 2: Temperature field for the 1.5 mm nozzle (left 
side) and the 2.5 mm nozzle (right side). AT = 1000 K. 
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Figure 3: (a) k i a l  electric field and (b) radial electric Figure 4: Specific impulse for the three different nozzles 
field. Left shows electric field distortion due to plasma at different power levels. 
and right shows undistorted field. AE = 5000 V/m. 
ADVANCED SPACE PROPULSION CONCEPTS 
Michael R .  LaPointe 
Sverdnrp Tech~lology, Inc. 
LeRC Group, Brook Park, 01-1 44142 
In the early part of the 20th century, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky and Robert Goddard laid the theoretical foundations 
for chemical propulsion systems which would one clay land humans on the moon a~id send robotic erilissaries hurtling 
beyond the confines of the solar system. Over the past few decades, a variety of missions have been performed 
with propulsion systems based upon the combustion of chemical fuels. Chen~ical propulsion has been sufficient 
during this preliminary epoch of exploration, but a continued reliance on chemical fuels carries the penalty of large. 
expensive, and often impractical propellant-to-payload mass ratios for several nlissions of interest. Advancements 
in spacecraft propulsion are required to sustain an ambitious near-term program of space commercialization, and to 
support the permanent expansion of mankind into the solar system. Toward this goal, the NASA Lewis Research 
Center has evaluated a variety of advanced space propulsion technologies. Recent efforts have focused on advanced 
chemical, plasma, and laser propulsion concepts, which are outlined below. 
HIGH ENERGY DENSITY PROPELLANTS 
The perforniance of conventional chemical rockets is constrained by the energy available in chemical combustion 
to specific impulse values near 500 s. High energy density propellants, which use the recombination energy of free- 
radicals to supplement the release of chemical bond energy during con~bustion, have been investigated by a variety 
of researchers'" m e  Lewis Research Center has focused on the use of atomic hydrogen propellants, which can 
potentially deliver up to three times the specific impi~lse of conventional cheniical propulsion systems to provide a 
revolutionary launch vehicle capability. Fundamental issues to be resolved in the development of atomic liydrogen 
propellants include the production, storage, and controlled release of free-radical hydrogen in a propellant mixture. 
To incra?se the performance over conventional OJH, launcl~ vehicles, the storage inass density of atomic hydrogen 
in molecular Hz must exceed 10-15%3. Current theoretical estimates place an upper bound of approximately 5% on 
the niass storage density of atomic hydrogen in a solid H, matrix, while recent experiments using energetic tritium 
decay to create free-radical hydrogen have only achieved a few atom percent storage density of H in HI.* Producing 
hydrogen atonls in a solid hydrogen matrix at the storage densities required for propulsion may not be feasible using 
tritium decay schemes, and alternative production methods such as radiofrequency excitation or high energy particle 
beams may be necessary for the large scale production of atomic hydrogen. Futuristic ~ss ib i l i t i es  include the use 
of nanoteclmology to manipulate and store the hydrogen atoms in an appropriate propellant matrix, or microlasers 
to selectively locate and split stored hydrogen niolecules into atoms. Long term storage possibilities include the use 
of high field superconducting magnets to stabilize spin-polarized hydrogen atoms wilhin a solid H, matrix. delaying 
the transition to ground slate and postponing atoll1 recombination. The magnets and their associated support sttuctiire 
would be an integral part of the launch facility, placed around the propellant tanks to keep the atomic hydrogen from 
reconibi~ling until the vehicle was ready for launch. Because the atomic hydrogen ancl solid H, n~atrix must remain 
at cryogenic temperatures, a suitable method for transporting a solid cryogenic WH, matrix from the propellant 
storage tank to the rocket engine must be designed. Significant breakthroughs in production, storage, and transfer 
technologies are clearly required before atomic hydrogen becomes a useful rocket propellant, but the potential 
iniprovenlent in launch vehicle performance warrants a continued investigation of this high energy density propellant. 
ELECTRODELESS THRUSTER CONCEPTS 
The specific inlpulse vaIues associated with cunent fttemisal propillsion systents are lirnited by the chenxical 
bolrd energy associated with the contbustion of the propellant. AI i n c ~ a s e  in  specific inlpulse can be realized by 
decor~pling tire erlergy soure %torla the propellant, an approach uli i izd in electric propulsior~ devices such as tire ion 
engine" anct magnetnplasti~~slynan~ic (MPD) ttausrer.6 These devices stkpply electrical energy to ionize and acce[el.ate 
a gaseous propellant, with inaxinluln specific inipulse values approaching 5000 s for the MPD tlrruster and 10,000 
s for the ion engine. Both devices are designad lo pravicie continuous low tli~.ust, and must operate for several 
thousand hours to provide total inipulse values of interest for orbit manenvering or planetary mission applicatiorts. 
Efforts have focusetl on mitigating the electrode erosion associated with the accelerating grids i n  ion t11r.us1el-s and 
the arc-sustaining calltodes in MPD thrusters, which sigrliftcanlly limit the useful life of the devices. To achieve the 
benefits of high specific inlpulse while avoiding the life-limiting erosion of electrode materials, the Lewis Research 
Center has been actively involved in the development of electrodeless electric propulsion concepts. 'Illree concepts. 
the mic.rowave electrothermal thruster, the helicon or whistler wave thruster, and the pulsed inductive thruster, are 
discussed below. 
Microwave Electrothernlal Thruster. 7'he LeRC nlicrowave electrothermal thruster (MET) test assembly, depicted 
schematically in Figure I, consists of a resonant microwave cavity traversed by a longitudinal propellant discharge 
tube. A commercially available magnetron converts electric power to 915 MHz cw nlicrowave radiation, which is 
coupled to the tuned resonant cavity. The resulting electromagnetic fields transfer energy to the propellant electrons, 
which in tun1 collisionally transfer their energy to ignite and sustain a free-floating plasma discharge. Propellant 
flowing around the plasma discharge is heated and expanded through a nozzle to provide thrust. A phase shifter- 
tuner is used to regulate the amount of microwave power delivered to the resonant cayity, from zero to a maxinlum 
deliverable power of 30 kW. Stable plasmas have been created and maintained in an open channel configuration 
with helium, nitrogen, and hydrogen in both tlie TM,,, and TM,,, resonant modes at discharge pressures from 10 
Pa to 69 kpa7. Vortical propellant injection is used to form a stable (spike) plasma along the centerline of the 
discharge tube, enabling maximum power absorption with minimtun heating of the discharge tube walls. A 
maximum applied power level of 11.2 kW has been achieved with 54% coupling efficiency for nitrogen in the spike 
condition7. Microwave couplir~g efficiencies above 90% have routinely been obtained for the various propellants at 
absorbed power levels up to 2 kW. Thrust and specific impulse have not been measured, but numerical simulations 
predict specific impulse values approaching 2000 s may be achieved with hydrogenu. A superconducting magnet, 
capable of producing 5.7 T field strengths, has been used for preliminary investigations of magnetic nozzling effects. 
In addition to advanced propulsion research, the microwave plasma test facility provides a unique capability for 
plasnia processing and materials applications. 
. . Helicon (Whistler-Wave) Thruster. In collaboration with the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), 
L ~ R C  is investigating the use of helicon waves to ignite and sustain a hydrogen plasma discharge in a thruster- 
relevant geometry. The helicon wave thuster is an electrodeless device, similar in nature to other electron cyclotron 
resonance heating (ECRH) devices, but operated at a much higher plasma density. Increasing the plasn~a density 
allows an increase in the power and thrust density, yielding ilnproved thruster efficiencies and anticipated specific 
impulse values of several thousand seconds. Typically, an increase in the plasma density would require operating 
the device at high microwave frequencies for efficient power coupling and the use of strong magnetic fields to 
mitigate plas~na losses, stressing available microwave and magnet technology. instead, plasma generation and heating 
in the helicon thruster uses a helicon (whistler) wave, which propagates at frequencies below both the electron 
cyclotron frequency and tlie electron plasma frequency. Injecting the ~llicrowave power at frequencies below the 
electron cyclotron frequency allows the use of a magnetic nlirlar to separate the hot plasma from the thruster 
backplate, and propagation at frequencies below the electron plasma frequency permits operation at the desired high 
plasma densities. I11 the current thruster configuration (Figure 2). a microwave antenna surrounds the plasma region. 
coupling the whistler waves to the plasma across the magnetic field lines. As the wave propagates into the plasma. 
energy is efficiently transferred to the plasma electrons to collisio~~ally sustain the plasma discharge. All initial 
experiment has been designed and fabricated by LLNL, and preliminary tests are currently underway in the 
microwave plasma test facility at tlie Lewis Research Cenle?. 
Pulsed Inductive Thruster. The pulsed inductive thruster (PIT), devclol~ed by TRW with recent ft~nding provided 
by LeRC, is an electrodeless plasma acceleralor which can operate with a variety of gaseous propellants. The PIT, 
shown schematically in Figure 3, consists of a flat spiral induction coil poweretl by a set of capacitors. A puff of 
prope,flant gas is injected through a fast acting valve, and spreads across the insulated surface of the coil. The 
capacitor barrk is simt~ltaneously dischuged Lo provide a fast I ising current pulse witlliri the coil. The cntlent pulse 
induces a transient nsagnetie field, which in Pum creates a slnong axin~t~lirni eleclric field via Faratlay's law. The 
aziniuthal electric field breaks down the propellant gas, and the resulting plasma is pushed away fiotrl tire surface 
of the coil via the mutual repulsion behveen the induced plasn~a cunenl and the primary coil cutrent. There is 
minimal direct contacr between tile piasnia and the insulating SLIJ faces of the coil and propella~lt injector. mitigating 
tfiruster erosion. 'I'he current PIT MkVa design consists of n I ns dianretel coil and n 36 niicroi'ntad calracitor bank, 
chargeable to 16 kV1". Recent experi~nents with ain~nonia propellant'" have produced specific impulse values i n  the 
range of 4000 to 8000 s, with tlinister efficiencies sligl~tly exceeding 50%. Operation at a lower specific iiilpulse 
value of approximately 2000 s lowered the thruster efficiency to around 43%. Operation with a simulated hydrazine 
propellant'0 produced specific iniptllse values of 4OW) s wit11 tliruster efficiencies of around 45%. The PIT is capable 
of operating over a power range from kilowatts to multimcgawatts. and the pelformance may be tailored for specific 
missions of interest. 'l'he PI'T has demonstrated efficient operation with specific impulse values of interest for orbital 
transfer and interplanetary nlissions applications. Pending additional funding, research efforts will focus on 
quantifying insulator erosion, wear-testing thruster conipo~~ents, and evaluating the effect of radiated EM1 on 
communications and data links. 
LASER POWERED PROPULSION 
Wliile the electrodeless thruster concepts discussed above seek to decouple the energy source from the propellant, 
laser powered propulsion concepts seek to decouple the energy source from both the propellant and the spacecraft. 
Both near-term electric propulsion, and the more far-tenn advanced electrodeless concepts outlined above, n~us t  calry 
along a power supply which adds mass to the spacecraft and reduces the available payload fraction. Laser powered 
propulsion concepts seek to keep the power supply on the ground, and beam the required energy to the spacecraft. 
The efficiency of solar cells are nearly doubled under laser illununation of the proper frequency", allowing a 
significant reduction in the size and mass of the photovoltaic arrays required for electric powered propulsion. 
Alternatively, ground-based laser energy might be absorbed directly to heat a propellant for laser thermal 
p r ~ ~ t ~ l s i o n ' ~ .  Near-tern: applications of ground-based laser beaming include supplemental power for satellites with 
degraded solar arrays or dead storage batteries, while future applications include laser propelled transfer vehicles and 
earth-based laser power to sustain a lunar base during the 14day lunar night'>. A disadvantage of ground-based laser 
power is the necessity to propagate through the Earth's atmosphere, where turbulence and temperature induced 
changes in refractive index can significantly distort and broaden the beam profile. Adaptive optics have been used 
to sense the distortion of the beam and provide the necessary corrections to propagate a nearlyiliffraction limited 
beam through the atmosphere. LeRC has investigated the use of reportedly nondiffracting beams in conjunction 
with phase co~ljugation methods to achieve similar results. Based on theoretical and experimental results, LeRC has 
shown that nondiffracting wave experiments published in the literature instead conform to standard diffraction theory. 
and the reports of nondiffracting wave propagation misinterpreted the role of the optical systems used to generate 
the beamst4. The use of optical phase conjugation methods to propagate a beam through a' distorting media was 
verified at low powers. In addition, an analysis was performed to evaluate the use of current technology for ground- 
based, low power laser illumination for satellite propulsion applications in low earth orbit (LEO)". Preliminary 
results indicate tliat the short illumination periods associated with LEO systems make ground-based laser propulsion 
concepts impractical compared with cuwent chemical and solar electric propulsion systems. High power laser 
propulsion systems continue to look promising for the variety of applications noted above, but await the developnlent 
of reliable, high power laser systems to bring the technology to fruition. 
The NASA Lewis Researcll Center has been actively involved in the evaluation and development of advanced 
spacecraft propulsion. Recent program elements have included high energy density propellants, electrodeless plasma 
thruster concepts, and low power laser propulsio~~ technology. A robust advanced technology program is necessary 
to develop new, cost-effective metllods of spacecraft propulsion, and to continue to push the boundaries of human 
knowledge and technology. 
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In 1989, a Presidential directive created the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) which had a goal of 
placing mankind on Mars in the early 21st century. The SEI was effectively terminated in 1992 with the 
election of a new administration. Although the initiative did not exist long enough to allow substantial 
technology development, it did provide a venue, for the first time in 20 years, to comprehensively evaluate 
advanced propulsion concepts which could enable fast, manned transits to Mars. As part of the SEI based 
investigations, scientists from NASA, DOE National Laboratories, universities, and industry met regularly 
and proceeded to examine a variety of innovative ideas. Most of the effort was directed toward developing a 
solid-core, nuclear thermal rocket and examining a high-power nuclear electric propulsion system. In 
addition, however, an Innovative Concepts commitee was formed and charged with evaluating concepts that 
offered a much higher performance but were less technologically mature. The commitee considered several 
concepts and eventually recommended that further work be performed in the areas of 1) gas core fission 
rockets, 2) inertial confinement fusion systems, 3) antimatter based rockets, and 4) gas core fission electric 
systems. Following the commitee's recommendations, some computational modeling work has been 
performed at Los Alamos in certain of these areas and critical issues have been identified. 
The gas core fission rocket offers the potential of delivering high thrust with an Isp between 2000 
to 5000 s. The underlying principle is that a localized accretion of uranium plasma can be maintained in a 
rocket chamber by fluid dynamic forces. By utilizing no solid materials in the rocket volume, exhaust gas 
tempertures can be raised to the several electron volt level to produce high Isp. Some of the obvious 
problems are: 
1) efficient containment of the expensive uranium fuel; 
2) thermal flux loads at the first wall; 
3)thermal balance of the entire system ; 
4) nozzle cooling and erosion problems; and 
5) possible requirement of a magnetic nozzle. 
Cwendy, some cdcularisns of cridcadity md flow fields are k i n g  pedomed for CIte counter-flow toroidai 
rocket concept, shown in Fig. 1. This concept offers potential advantages over the previous, spherical gas 
core concept by reducing the Kelvin-Helmholtz mixing at the uranium/hydrogen interface. In addition, ihc 
cylindrical geometry may allow magetic fields to be used to enhance the uranium confiement. Currently, 
cold flow experiments are being developed to demonstrate the toroid formation process and to detennine loss 
rates of a heavy "fuel" gas. 
One of the envisioned problems with the gas core fission reactor, in general, is the low thrust to 
weight ratio of the engines. This ratio is dependent on the density of uranium which is decreasing with 
increasing Isp. One concept which may alleviate the critical mass obstacle is to utilize the toroidal 
geometry and flow characteristics of the fission rocket but to power the system with positron annihilations 
instead of fission reactions. In addition to the aforementioned issues, this concept would also require 
evaluation of energy deposition by the annihilation photons, positron storage and production concepts, and 
positron delivery optics. Preliminary calculations of the photon deposition profiles are currently underway 
as part of a concept feasibility study. 
The concept of using gas or plasma core reactors for propulsion may also be applied to nuclear 
electric propulsion (NEP) systems. The primary drawback of NEP systems is the large mass associated 
with the entire power/propulsion assembly. As shown in Fig. 2, a major issue to make the NEP system 
more competitive with thermal systems is the need for a high efficiency conversion process that has low 
weight and that produces power compatible with electric thruster requirements. In this context, Los Alamos 
is hosting a University of Florida student who is planning a series of experiments to demonstrate the 
feasibility of using a Recoil Enhanced ME3D technique to increase fluid conductivity in order to efficiently 
produce power without moving parts. 
In conclusion, the current environment for advanced propulsion research is not strongly supportive. 
Several advanced concepts exist, however, where small scale experiments and evaluations can demonstrate 
feasibility. If some of the identified issues can be resolved by university research in the next few years, a 
higher performance prpulsion system might be made available to the country for future manned missions to 
even farther planets. Now is exactly the time to pursue these proof-of-concept studies in the Laboratory 
environment. 
Figure 1. Conceptual Representation of the Counter-Flow Toroidal Gas Core Rocket 
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SUMMARY 
Inertial confmement fusion (ICF) utilizing an anitprotoncatalyzed target is discussed as a possible source of 
propulsion for rapid interplanetary manned space missions. The relevant compression, ignition and thrust 
mechanisms are presented Progress on an experiment presently in progress at the Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland 
Am, NM to demonstrate proof-of-principle is reviewed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) could provide thrust and high Isp from plasma created in micro- 
explosions in uranium-hydrogen pellets. We are studying the practicality of igniting the pellet with antiproton- 
induced fission. The driver system would include a trap in which antiprotons are stored and an accelerator to deliver 
antiprotons to the pellet. The antiproton part of the driver would be compact, making it especially attractive for 
space propulsion applications. A typical manned mission to Mars using this system (called ICAN, for Ion 
Compressed Antiproton Nuclear system) is graphically illustrated in Figure 1. A modern variant of the pusher plate 
technology of ORION due to J. Solem (1) for converting motion of hot plasma to thrust is shown in F i g w  2. 
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Fig. 1-ICAN Mars Mission for 1 Dec 2011 Launch 
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Fig. 2-ICAN spacecraft schematic layout after 
Solem/Medusa concept (1) 
11. ANTIPROTON-CATALYZED MICROFISSION/FUSION 
Recently our group has observed large fission and neutron yields from antiproton annihilation at rest in a 
natural uranium target (2). Calculations indicate hat short bursts of stopped antiprotons could induce terns 
of several KeV in a small pellet heated by fission fragments. These conditions may be appropriate for ignition of a 
hydrogen fusion bun, wirhin the microsphere. The driver scheme presently under consideration would utilize 
antiprotons as a catalyst to the mimf~sion/fusion process. Compression could be provided by a driver such as light 
ion beams. Targets with yields up to 50 Gjoules have been considered (3). 
Figure 3 illustrates the calculated neutron yield per antiproton on a small (27 gram) uranium target versus 
target density x radius under conditions corresponding to subcritical gain (see Section 03). Neuaons produced 
directly by antiprotons and charged pions confined by intense magnetic fields produced in the compression 
contribute equally to the gain. 
k)en:i~ x kdiw :@em') 
Fig. 3-SubCPitid neuuon yielsls for U-238 
We have embar6red upon ao ex enral prograrn using the Shiva Star facibiv at Ihe PhiUips Lwmcory, 
d AITB. The goal is to demonsmLe subcriticdl neu&on multiplicauon due lo antiproton fission in mge8 
comp~ssed lo 10-40 pressure. These proof-of-phciple ex ents could lead to a p i o g m  of full target 
experiments at a later time with direct applications to propulsion needs. Figure 4 shows a schematic layout of the 
experiment. Antiprotons, stored in a Penning trap, are released at 20 KeV energy, accelerated to 1.2 MeV by a 
radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator, and then bent and focused onto the compressed target inside an 
imploding solid liner driven by the SHIVA Star 5.2 MJ capacitor bank. 
Fig. 4-S)TIVA Sm mliproton injecdon syskm 
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reaches peak compmsion. 
Fig. 5-Solid liner during compression cycle 
IV. ANTIPROTON TRAPPING EXPERIMENTS 
We are collaborating with the P-15 group at Los Alamos National Laboratory on antiproton trapping 
experiments at the Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at ERN, Geneva, Switzerland. Recently we successfully 
trapped 700,000 antiprotons from single beam shots from the accelerator. With improved vacuum, using multipulse 
injection and electron cooling in the catcher trap we hope to trap and confine ten times this number before the end of 
1993. 
The design of a portable Penning tap and associated transfer optics for moving antiprotons from the catcher 
trap to the portable trap is complete, and construction of these systems is starting. It is planned to move antiprotons 
to the Phillips Laboratory in 1995 for the first of a series of subcritical microfission tests. 
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF LOW PRESSURE NUCLEAR THERMAL 
PROPULSION 
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Hunaville, Alabama 45812 
INTRODUCTION 
An increase in Isp for nuclear thermal propulsion systems is desirable for reducing the propellant 
requirements and cost of future applications, such as the Mars Transfer Vehicle. Several previous design studies have 
suggested that the Isp could be increased substantially with hydrogen dissociatiodrecombination. Hydrogen mole- 
cules (H2), at high temperatures and low pressures, will dissociate to monatomic hydrogen (H), see Figure 1. The 
reverse process (i.e., formation of H2 from H) is exothermic. The exothermic energy in a nozzle increases the kinet- 
ic energy and therefore increases the Isp. 
Po-1 0.0 atrn 
Po-50.0 atrn 
W .oo 8 2500 3000 3500 4000 
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Figure 1. Mole fraction of hydrogen dissociated to monatomic hydrogen1 
The low pressure nuclear thermal propulsion system (LPNTP) system is expected to maximize the 
hydrogen dissociatiodrecombination and Isp by operating at high chamber temperatures and low chamber pressures. 
The process involves hydrogen flow through a high temperature, low pressure fission reactor, and out a nozzle. The 
high temperature (-3000 K) of the hydrogen in the reactor is limited by the temperature limits of the reactor materi- 
al. The minimum chamber pressure is about 1 arm because lower pressures decrease the engines thrust to weight 
ratio below acceptable limits. This study assumes that hydrogen leaves the reactor and enters the nozzle at the 3 0  
K equilibrium dissociation level. 
Hydrogen dissociation in the reactor does not affect LPNTP performance like dissociation in traditional 
chemical propulsion systems, because energy from the reactor resupplies energy lost due to hydrogen dissociation. 
Recombination takes place in the nozzle due primarily to a drop in temperature as the Mach number increases. How- 
ever, as the Mach number increases beyond the nozzle throat, the static pressure and density of the flow decreases and 
minimizes the recombination. The ideal LPNTP kg at 3000 K and 10 psia is 1160 seconds due to the added energy 
from fast mombination rates. The actual Isp depends on the finire ZEinetic rea~tion m s  which afEe~t he mount of 
monatomic hydrogen recombhation before the flow exits the nozzle. 
A syskm has olher =hnicaP issues (e.g. now hslability md two-phase flow) Mides hydrogw 
&sswkbonlre~ornbhation which a f f ~ t  the sysems p m c ~ d @ .  In &is study, only &e effxts of h y h g e n  dssoeiia- 
~ d w m b i n a ~ m  me exmind, 
KINETICS MODEL 
nsional Bri~eLics (TDK) nozzle perfomme ccimputer was used 16 deternine &e 
effect of elers on hydrogen dismiation1recombinaLion and Isp icA nozzle. TDK simulares an 
invisid flow from the st& of nozzle conlpaction to the nozzle exit. Boundary layer calculalions and heat loss were 
neglected. The one-dhensional equilibrium (ODE) option of TDK was used to calculate the uppr Isp limit due %B 
shifting molar s p i e s  concentrations in the expansion process. The one-dimensional frozen (ODF) option of TDK 
was used to calculate the lower Isp limit due to frozen molar species concentrations in the expansion process. The 
one-dimensional kinetics (ODK) option of TDK accounts for the effects of finite chemical kinetics. Both ODE and 
ODK calculations provide data in the axial direction only, and the properties for each cross-section are constant. The 
TDK option calculates changes in the radial direction and uses two third-body reactions for hydrogen (HZ, H): 
The reaction rate coefficient equations (kH2 and k ~ )  for each of the above reactions are in the Arrhenius 
form, which is written as: 
Table 1 shows the forward kinetic kH and kH2 equations obtained from Cohen & Westberg (c&w3, from 
the national aerospace plane WASP) rate constant committee of the NASP high-speed propulsion technology team4. 
and from the default equations used in the TDK. The C&W equations were used in this study. 
RESULTS 
Pressure Sensitivity 
The ODK and TDK Isp curves are close to equilibrium (ODE) at high stagnation chamber pressure (Po), but 
approach frozen flow (ODF) at low Po, Figure 2. As Po decreases from 1000 psia to 100 psia, both ODK Isp and 
TDK Isp increase. At 100 psia, Figure 2 shows the ODK Isp to be approximately 1007 seconds, and 27 seconds 
greater than the ODF Isp. From 100 psia down to 10 psia, the ODK Isp and TDK Isp change is minimal. Below 
10 psia, the ODK Isp increases like frozen flow due to a lower average molecular weight caused by greater dissoeia- 
tion and less recombination. At 10 psia, the ODK Isp is 1005 seconds, but is only 14 seconds greater than the 
ODF Isp. 
The mole fraction of monatomic hydrogen (XH) entering the nozzle is 17.3% with Po at 10 psia and 5.9% 
with Po at 100 psia, see Figure 4. The XH decreases in the nozzle due to monatomic hydrogen recombination. 
Inside the nozzle, there is 3% recombination at 100 psia and 1.25% recombination at 10 psia. Greater recombination 
from higher pressures and flow densities is the reason why the difference between ODK Isp and ODF Isp is greater at 
100 psia. 
Temperature Sensitivity 
Plots illustrating Isp versus Po at 3200 K are shown in Figure 3. The Isp is almost constant from 10 psia 
to 100 psia. At 100 psia, the ODK Isp is 1W smonds and 45 seconds grealer Ehan the ODF Isp. Thus, increasing 
the stagnation chmber temperature (To) from 3000 R to 3200 K will increase Lhe ODK Isp by approximaely 60 
seconias. 
TabIe 1. Kineeic rmcdon rate cmfficienl equations. 
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Figure 2. Isp vs. Po. 
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Figiire 3. Isp vs. Po at 3320 X. Figure 4. XH and T vs. X p-10 psia). 
lncreaslng To from 3 W  K to 3200 M, at 10 psia, increases XH at the nozzle inlet to 28.6%, see Figme 4. 
Raul ts  show 2% recombination inside Ihe nozzle. In addition, d ~ e  xiting XH at 10 psia is higher at 3200 R thm at 
3000 K which reduces the average molmular weight. 
Nozzle Coatour Sensi"iviiy 
Based on the TDK capabilities, practical changes in the nozzle geometry showed minimal effects 
on Isp due to dissociation/recombination. The one-dimensional variations of pressure, temperature, and XH 
throughout the LPNTP nozzle are displayed in Figures 5 and 6. Both figures show most recombination occurring 
around the throat. The change in XH throughout the nozzle is very similar to changes in pressure. At the point 
were recombination stops, the pressure and flow density is close to zero. 
Kinetics Sensitivity 
The effects of hydrogen kinetic reaction rate uncertainty was also analyzed. Although differences in reaction 
rate coefficients should not affect the results of a comparative study such as this, it will be an important aspect in en- 
suring TDK accuracy and Isp predictions. Previously shown in Table 1 were three different sets of kH and kH2 equa- 
tions. Results show a small difference in ODK Isp between the three sets of kH and kH2 equations. Each set of 
equations was determined from experimental reaction rates. The uncertainty for each set of kH and kH2 equations is 
due to either scatter in experimental data or experiment type. At 10 psia, uncertainty in the C&W k~ and k ~ 2  
equations varies the ODK Isp from 999 seconds to 1014 seconds at 3000 K, and 1056 seconds to 1085 seconds at 
3200 K. 
CONCLUSIONS 
TDK Isp is close to equilibrium flow at high Po and close to frozen flow at low Po. With To at 3000 K, 
the maximum TDK Isp and maximum difference between ODK Isp and ODF Isp occurs at Po -100 psia, due to 
increased monatomic hydrogen recombination. The Isp is -15 seconds higher at a Po of 100 psia than at 1000 psia. 
The optimum Po indicates a greater impact on Isp from recombination than from lower average molecular weights. 
A To of 3200 K increases both the amount of hydrogen dissociation (decrease in the average hydrogen molecular 
weight) and recombination. These characteristics boost the Isp above the value that would be obtained by only 
considering temperature effects, 
Examination of various nozzle geometries showed a minimum impact on recombination and Isp. The sig- 
nificant changes that did occur were related to a more efficient use of two-dimensional nozzle flow. Most recombina- 
tion occurs around the nozzle throat due to low static temperatures which foster recombination. Low static pressures 
and flow densities limit the amount of recombination downstream of the throat. 
Finally, the uncertainty of the kH and kH2, at high To, has a significant impact on the Isp predictions. 
There is a large difference between ODE and ODF Isp's at a lower Po, and the ODK Isp could be anywhere between 
depending on the assumed reaction rate. The slow kH and kH2 used in this study cause the ODK Isp to approach the 
ODF Isp at low static pressures. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Since the LPNTP Isp predictions were closer tr, frozen flow Isp than ideal equilibrium Isp at low Po, more 
extensive calculations using a TDK model that accounts for boundary layer effects, and non-adiabatic flow are not 
rxommendd at Lhis time. 
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Summary 
An integrated control and health monitoring architecture is being developed for the Pratt 
& Whitney XNR2000 nuclear rocket. Current work includes fruther development of the dynamic 
simulation modeling and the identification and configuration of low level controllers to give 
desirable performance for the various operating modes and faulted conditions. -cia1 
intelligence and knowledge processing technologies need to be investigated and applied in the 
development of an intelligent supervisory controller module for this control architecture. 
In recent years, there has been renewed interest in solid core nuclear thermal propulsion systems (nuclear 
rockets) because of their ability to achieve space mission performance objectives that are well beyond chemical 
propulsion system capabilities. Because the planned missions for these propulsion systems will require 
autonomous or nearly autonomous operation, advanced controls and health monitoring systems have been 
identified as critical technologies for their development.' The Pennsylvania State University's Intelligent 
Distributed Control Research Laboratory is currently defining a control system and required instrumentation for 
the Pratt & Whitney XNR2000 fast spectrum, CERMET fueled nuclear r0cket.l The project includes development 
of simulation models to evaluate various control algorithms, application of recent advances in intelligent control 
theory, and evaluation of conventional and unconventional process variable sensors. 
To achieve the desired performance objectives of high specific impulse and high thrust to weight ratios, 
nuclear rockets are designed to operate near the maximum solid core material temperatures. Therefore, the 
instanmesus temperature dislribution in the core is a critical parameter for system safety and reliability, and the 
control system mwt b v e  the ability to tightly regulate the core temperatures for all operating conditions. 
Unfomately, u i t jh  wrrent sensor technology, it will be impossible Is direc~y and accurately measure the core 
Brnwrahre dishbution at the higher pwer  I e ~ e l s . ~  Therefore, a method for system identScalion/parameter 
estimation must be included in the control system architecture for veI-ifica~on of the core temperature reMalion. 
The nuc lw  rmket control architecture must provide stabilily, robustness, and good tracking of the desired 
pedormance objeceives (thmst and spc*c impulse), while maintaining constrairlts on system sdety and reiiability 
parameters such as instantaneous core temperahtres and reactiviQ margins. In addition, the control architecture 
must provide for rapid identification of fadis and adjustment of the actuator ir~puts to provide desirabie 
performance without violating the system safety and reliability constraints. 
An integrated control and health monitoring architecture that meets the above requirements is currently 
under development for the Pratt & Whitney nuclear rocket. As shown in Figure 1, the architecture is modular to 
allow for easier development and upgrades as new algorithms become available, and to permit implementation in a 
distributed manner. The modules consist of 
1. a bank of preprogrammed controllers that have been preconfigured via simulation modeling or 
ground-based testing to provide desirable performance regulation for various different operation modes 
and conditions, 
2. a signal validation module to provide analytic redundancy of the sensor and control signals to identify if a 
signal is indicative of a system component failure or of a sensor or signal processing failure, 
3. a system identification module to estimate system safety and reliability parameters such as instantaneous 
and projected core temperature distribution, 
4. a health monitoring /diagnostics module to identify the current health and operating conditions of the 
nuclear rocket (plant), and 
5. the intelligent supervisory controller module which evaluates the performance of the system with the 
information from the system identification and health monitoring modules, and selects a controller from 
the bank of preprogrammed controllers that will provide the desired performance response without 
violating the system safety and reliability constraints. 
The focus of our current work is to complete a dynamic simulation model of the nuclear rocket and to 
develop a bank of low level controllers to handle system startup, throttling to full power, shutdown, and several 
basic system faults such as turbopump or valve failures. A dynamic simulation system for modeling nuclear 
rockets is being developed using the SimulinWatlab simulation and numerical analysis software. This simulation 
system consists of a series of modules that model basic physical phenomena such as 1-D compressible flow in a 
pipe, lumped parameter heat transfer, and point reactor kinetics. These modules can then be connected via the 
point and click Sirnulink user interface to build the nodes of a one dimensional model. These nodes are then 
copied, moved, and appropriately connected, again via point and click, to form higher level components of a 
nuclear rwket mch as core regions, transfer p i p ,  and a h p u m p s .  These components are then connectd to 
b i l d  the complete sgrstem model. Cument rnscleI development work consists of building more ystern compnents, 
including vdves, ruf4opumps, and mophase flow pipes, integra~ng multiple ractor kinetics modules to more 
accwately msdel the tempemme reactivity fedbacks, and automating the initialization routines. The 
mdes md'%dtd a a & ~ o n s  is k ing  ammplishd ushg modem wneol dwirdopment t~lmiwes c;r/-;~n the 
SimulinMatlab e n ~ r o m e n t .  
There are currently several signal validation, system identification, and health monitoring algorithms 
available which should be adequate to test the control and health monitoring architecture,''" Therefore, our 
future efforts will be in the development of the intelligent supervisory controller module. Artificial intelligence 
and knowledge processing will be key elements of the supervisory controller. There is substantial current work in 
these areas,'8 but much work remains in the development and application of this technology to nuclear thermal 
propulsive systems. 
Figure 1: Integrated' Control and Health Monitoring Architechue for Nuclear Rockets 
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